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IN BRITAIN the audience for television pro-
grammes of News and Current Affairs is larger
than the daily circulation of all the published
newspapers put together. In the last twenty years,
first of all in Europe and North America and later
in the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, television has become the most power-
ful of all the mass media, exerting an influence
for good or ill-which makes it also the most
controversial.

During those same twenty years it has forged
its own techniques, developing its own form of
journalism, and learning the best ways of pre-
senting the world to the world. What are these
techniques?

What factors determine the way in which the
producer/director chooses from among the
many technical resources open to him? When
and how does he use film, or a live outside broad-
cast, or a studio discussion?

How does a television reporter differ from his
opposite number in written journalism or in
radio?

What are the social and political policies that
modify or temper the presentation of news and
controversy in a democracy?

What are the advantages and defects of news
by television?

To what extent is television an influence in the
world of politics?

These are just a few of the questions asked in
this book. In answering them the author has
drawn on the experience of a score of television
practitioners on both sides of the Atlantic, and
has analysed dozens of programmes in Britain
and the United States.

NORM AN SWALLOW joined BBC Tele-
vision in 1950, after a stint as writer -producer of
radio features. From 1952 to 1956 he produced
for the BBC the monthly series Special Enquiry,
and from 1954 to 1956 he produced another
series, The World is Ours, with the co-operation
of the United Nations Film Unit. In 1957 he
became Assistant Head of Films for the BBC,
and three years later returned to active pro-
gramme -making as Assistant Editor of Panorama.
Since 1953 he has been producer -director of a
dozen major documentaries, both for the BBC
and for Independent Television. In 1965 his
programme Wedding on Saturday (Granada)
won the Prix Italia as the best documentary of
the year. He has also contributed to numerous
leading British publications.
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PREFACE

THIS book has been written during moments snatched from
the life of a practising television producer. Whether I am
too close to the trees to be able to survey the forest,

whether an active practitioner is indeed the proper person to
attempt such an essay as this, whether the advantages of being
in constant touch with its subject -matter outweigh my inability
to be totally objective-these are questions which the reader
will himself be able to answer. I can only say that I have found
in the writing of it not only an excuse to reconsider very seri-
ously my own attitudes to factual television, but also an oppor-
tunity to discuss the subject with many friends and colleagues
at a length which had hitherto been denied either by my own
laziness or the limitations imposed upon people who are norm-
ally too busy to consider anything beyond the problems of the
moment.

The only claim which I can honestly make for this book is
that it fairly represents the approach to the techniques and pur-
pose of factual television of someone who has himself worked
in it as a writer, producer, and director for sixteen years. I have
quoted at length from the written or spoken words of other
writers, producers. and television executives, but I have de-
liberately excluded the views of those who have written much
about television without having themselves adopted it as a pro-
fession-critics, students, and those who have found in it a
subject for serious academic study. To have included the
opinions of such people would have shifted the book's per-
spective and introduced moments of objectivity into a work
whose only merit must be that it was written out of the experi-
ence of men who devote their working lives to the making of
television programmes.

The definitive book about factual television has yet to appear,
though Dr A. William Bluem's Documentary in American Tele-
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vision is a splendid example of what can be done in a deliber-
ately limited field. When it comes to be written it will no doubt
be the work of someone who has either devoted many years to
the study of television or else has himself retired from it after a
lifetime of hard experience. My own modest offering is merely
an interim report from a corner of the battlefield.

I do not claim to have seen even the majority of factual pro-
grammes produced by the television organisations of my own
country, though I have always tried to see those which can
reasonably claim to be 'important'. One of the frustrations of
making programmes yourself is that you get precious little time
to watch the work of your colleagues, but I have done my best.
If a programme of significance has been omitted from these
pages it is because, for one reason or another, I have not seen it.
Moreover I calculate that some five thousand British factual
programmes have been transmitted between the moment when
I wrote the first word of this book and the day when the com-
pleted book was made available to the public. The author of an
essay on the cinema or the theatre does not suffer from this
particular problem. Moreover, because I regard it as exceedingly
immoral to discuss what I have never seen, I have made refer-
ence only to those programmes with which I am familiar. Now
and then I have taken the liberty of referring to my own work,
not because it has any particular merit but because it has occa-
sionally seemed relevant to a specific point which I have wanted
to make.

Because of television's enormous output this book was in a
sense out of date even before it was completed. Indeed by an
unhappy chance its completion coincided with the withdrawal
from British screens of several 'regular' programmes which had
long been part of the established pattern of things, and which I
have felt obliged to discuss at length in these pages : World in
Action, Gallery, Tonight and Monitor. It is too soon, as I write
these words, to comment on their successors, and therefore I
must ask my readers to accept this book as an analysis of factual
television as it was in the summer of 1965.

Many friends have generously spared precious time to help
me. Among them are Kenneth Adam, David Attenborough,
James Bredin, Richard Cawston, Geoffrey Cox, Robin Day,
Donald Edwards, Kenneth Fawdrey, Denis Forman, Paul Fox,
Grace Wyndham Goldie, Helmut Hammerschmidt, Barrie
12



Heads, Tim Hewat, Jeremy Isaacs, Paul Johnstone, Ronald Kelly,
Alex Kendrick, Ludovic Kennedy, William K. McClure, Denis
Mitchell, Peter Morley, Jeremy Murray -Brown, John Ormond,
Michael Reddinyton, Robert Reid, and Professor Richard Tit -

muss. I owe my grateful thanks to all these and many others, as
well as to those television organisations and individuals who
have so kindly provided me with access to whatever facts I
chanced to seek. I would also like to put on record my thanks
to the Society of Film and Television Arts for its goodwill and
its practical assistance.

I need hardly say that the opinions in this book are my own,
and no one else should be held responsible for them. Finally I
must express my gratitude to Maureen Kerr, not only for so
capably finding her way through a diffuse and sometimes in-
coherent manuscript, but also for insisting, with a charmingly
firm tact, that I kept to my timetable.

There is one name which I could not bring myself to mention
within the pages of this book, for fear of distorting, however
slightly and unintentionally, his opinion. He was the man who
brought me into television, whose leadership, wisdom, and
humanity were always a profound inspiration, and to whom
every television producer in Europe-and indirectly through-
out the whole world-owes a profound debt which may not
always be as conscious as it is to those of us who were privi-
leged to work with him so closely. I have taken the liberty of
dedicating this tentative essay to his memory, in the hope that
although there must be much in it with which he would have
argued fiercely, there may here and there be distant echoes of
the attitudes which he tried to instil in those who served under
him.

NORMAN SWALLOW
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TELEVISION AND WORLD AFFAIRS

" URING today", writes Donald Edwards. editor of news
and current affairs at the BBC, "well over twenty million
people will listen to at least one radio news bulletin.

Television news bulletins, either BBC or ITN, will have been
seen by more than thirty million. The news audience exceeds
the circulations of all daily newspapers in London and the
provinces put together."

A recent survey asked people, "How do you mainly get the
news-from newspapers or from television ?" Two-thirds said
they got it from television.

Sir William Haley, the present editor of The Times (London).
and a former director-general of the BBC, once wrote :

"It has been the primary conception of British broadcasting
ever since it decided to speak to peoples beyond its borders, that
it would pour through the world, hour by hour, day by day, and
year by year, an unending, undeviating, irrigating flow of truth-
ful news as objectively and impartially as British professional
men and women could make it."

Those quotations are a fair summary of the main character-
istics of television news as currently presented in the United
Kingdom. It has a larger audience than either newspapers or
sound -radio, and it strives to achieve complete impartiality.
The size of its audience makes it powerful, and its power de-
mands, in a responsible society, that it should be impartial.

The Impartiality of Television News
Every television -producing country has its news programmes.

The world's 'newscasters' are the personal friends of the
world's families, the men and women on whom we rely in-
creasingly for our information on national and international
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affairs. Those whose faces appear on our domestic screens to
describe, with as many accompanying pictures as their em-
ployers' resources and talents allow, the events of the past hours
are certainly as familiar and possibly as important as the images
of monarchs, presidents, and prime ministers.

This apparent reliability-in truth it is, of course, a relative
thing, varying from place to place and reflecting the honesty or
otherwise of the local system of government-is one of the
reasons for the startling success of television's invasion of the
Fourth Estate.

Television news, always and everywhere, seems to be much
more honest than the national press; indeed it is more honest in
countries where both media enjoy freedom from the interfer-
ence of governments.

In Britain both the BBC and the ITA are independent organisa-
tions, and national news on the ITA has always been produced
by Independent Television News. In the USA, as in the pro-
vincial bulletins of Independent Television in Britain, commer-
cial programme companies have always been careful to preserve
a similar objectivity in their news programmes. In what is
sometimes known, mysteriously, as 'the free world', news, next
to education, is the most honourable and the least corrupt form
of television, apparently uninfluenced by the pressures of
advertisers and the glances of governments.

The Influence of Television Comment
Facts are sacred, we are told, but comment is free, and tele-

vision has its programmes of comment, as well as its pro-
grammes of 'straight' news : CBS Reports. NBC's White Paper,
Meet the Press, Eyewitness to History, Twentieth Century, Cinq
Colonnes a la Une, Panorama (one in Britain and one in Ger-
many), Tonight, This Week, Enquiry, Gallery, World in Action,
Report, The Four Corners, Division. The success of these pro-
grammes can be measured by the size of their audiences, which
in its turn is a fair measure of their social and political impact.
The average audience of CBS Reports in 1964, for example, was
ten million. Cinq Colonnes, transmitted on the last Friday of
each month, also had an audience of ten million. Report, a
co -production of Stuttgart, Munich, and Cologne, claimed eight
million viewers a week in 1964; in Britain Panorama was seen
by ten million people every Monday, This Week by eleven
16



million. and World in Action by ten million.' The equivalent of
these programmes in the field of written journalism would be
the New Statesman or the Spectator; the British circulation of
the former is 90,000 and of the latter about so,000.

Not only do television current affairs programmes have a big
audience, very often at peak hours, but they have an influence
which cannot be assessed by a mere mathematical calculation.
They help to form public opinion, they ventilate matters of
social and political concern, and occasionally, if we are to
believe what has sometimes been written of them, they appear
to threaten the very fabric of politics by assuming the functions
of Parliament.

When Britain was threatened with a national rail strike in
the autumn of 1962 the Minister of Transport confronted the
General Secretary of the National Union of Railwaymen in
Panorama before they had officially met one another in the
more usual atmosphere of a conference chamber, Richard
Dimbleby, who chaired their argument, was later accused of
assuming the duties of the Minister of Labour.

Edward R. Murrow's brave exposure of McCarthy in See it
Now in 1954 proved for the first time that the Senator from
Wisconsin was vulnerable after all, and set an example that
other liberals, as honest as Murrow but not apparently so
courageous, wasted no time in copying.

Report's item on the Der Spiegel affair was one of the most
courageous examples of frank journalism in any medium within
the past few years. In 1961 CBS Reports transmitted its Bio-
graphy of a Bookie Joint, a 'revelation of the operations of an
illegal gambling establishment in Boston, filmed from the inside
as well as the outside', and the immediate consequence was an
official investigation into gambling in Boston.

It was a fearless 'live' interview by John Freeman which began
the chain of enquiries that finally resulted in the public expo-
sure of Communist infiltration into the Executive Committee of
the Electrical Trades Union. On more than one occasion the
producers of Cinq Colonnes, assuming that they too were citi-
zens of the 'free world', have expressed a most righteous indig-
nation at the powers of censorship used by de Gaulle's Minister

' There are no comparative figures which are accepted both by the BBC
and ITV. These estimates are based on what I hope is a fair reading of the
BBC's Audience Research and TAM.
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of Information-proof, at least, that television journalism is
powerful enough to be politically embarrassing.

Because of the size of its audience, because of its access to the
world's leading figures (who these days appear to be queueing
up to tell the public what is going on in their policies and their
minds), and because of the flexibility of its technical resources,
television has in the past decade taken over from the press, the
radio, and the cinema, the role of the principal mass -informer;
and this phenomenon alone would justify its claim to be the
most powerful single contributor to the culture of the twentieth
century.

The Dictates of Policy
In Britain, North America, and most of Western continental

Europe, television organisations are either asked or obliged to
pursue a policy of objectivity in their news programmes and
impartiality in their programmes of comment. They cannot
express an editorial line of their own, and it is their duty to
preserve a balance of opposing forces. The British Government's
standing directions to the BBC contain these words : "The Post-
master General . . . relies upon the Corporation to carry on its
existing policy of treating controversial subjects with complete
impartiality." Not only the BBC: when Granada chose to make
in its World in Action series a programme which the Defence
Correspondent of the Guardian called "an indignant description
of the waste of vast sums or the apparent waste of vast sums on
defence" the ITA refused to sanction its transmission, and to this
day it has not been seen in its entirety.

The position is similar in the United States, where the Tele-
vision Code of the National Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters laid down this broad directive on the handling of
"controversial public issues" :

"Television provides a valuable forum for the expression of
responsible views on public issues of a controversial nature. In
keeping therewith the television broadcaster should seek out and
develop with accountable individuals, groups, and organisations,
programmes relating to controversial public issues of import to
its fellow citizens; and to give fair representation to opposing
sides of issues which materially affect the life or welfare of a
substantial segment of the public."
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CBS could boldly transmit Ed Murrow's indictment of Senator
McCarthy, but they allowed the Senator the right of reply, at
equal length, in a later programme. During the Suez Crisis of
1956 both the BBC and the ITA had to tread with skill the tight-
rope between the policy of the Eden government and the fierce
opposition of the Labour Party and at least half the nation.

Impartiality might seem a dull and restrictive policy, a great
deal less exciting than the biased junketings of newspapers,
which can wear their allegiance openly on their sleeves. Yet it
is difficult to see how any other policy could possibly be accept-
able to television organisations that are free of party loyalties
and have in their hands the most powerful weapon of communi-
cation that the world has so far invented. The impartiality must
be endured, in the knowledge that any other attitude would be
altogether too dangerous.

It can even be made into a social virtue, and the positive side
of impartiality as a policy is well expressed by Donald Edwards :

"If broadcasting is to reflect the nation we must include mat-
ters in dispute. We must communicate the views of others, how-
ever distasteful or embarrassing it may be to some. This is our
duty as honest reporters. The public is entitled to the truth as
interpreted by all sides-and so, on behalf of the public, we put
probing, searching questions to Cabinet Ministers, railway
chiefs, industrial bosses-all 'them who push us around'. The
public have not the opportunity of putting the questions them-
selves. We do it for them. Of course it is wrong to interview
aggressively, to behave like prosecuting counsel hectoring a
witness. But we have the right, on behalf of the public, to probe
the evasive and expose the misleading."

Aspects of Impartiality
Impartiality, therefore, need be far from dull. But it is also, in

the strictest sense, impossible. Indeed there are many spheres of
public and social life in which the television services of the
western world have cheerfully, if discreetly, abandoned it, and
no one has apparently complained. A foreign visitor to Britain
or the USA, who for a few months regularly watched television's
coverage of public affairs. might justifiably conclude that their
combined television organisations shared a common and posi-
tive viewpoint on many of the major issues of the day. They are
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apparently anti -Fascist, anti-Communist, opposed to racial in-
tolerance and violent crime, highly critical of the governments
of the USSR, Communist China, Cuba, Spain, Portugal, South
Africa, and Eastern Europe, Christian (especially in Britain) but
tolerant of agnostics, friendly towards surviving monarchies,
hostile to most social and political cranks, suspicious of profes-
sional politicians (but nevertheless enticing them into their
studios as often as possible), and supporters of 'the wind of
change' as long as it never reaches gale force.

It is the ambition of many, perhaps most, current affairs pro-
ducers on both sides of the Atlantic to widen even farther the
territory where partiality is permitted, for the best current
affairs producer is probably a radical-which means that he can
be a Conservative just as easily as a Socialist-and he is certainly
a man who himself holds firm political convictions. If he has no
convictions of this sort it means that he cares little for the
material prosperity of mankind; and if he cares little about that,
then he will be a bad producer and should turn his attention to
matters that require less personal involvement, such as horti-
culture.

It is one of the ironies of television that its current affairs
producers should at the same time be men and women with
strong personal convictions, and also be able to resist the con-
stant temptation to parade those convictions in public. They
have in truth been remarkably successful in combining an in-
volvement in the social and political struggles of the day with a
lack of bias in the way they handle them, with the result that in
those countries which are democracies in practice as well as in
theory current affairs programmes are generally regarded as
fairer and more honest than the daily newspaper or the weekly
magazine.

Television has set new standards in journalistic integrity, and
it has made hysteria seem ludicrous. It has also performed a
valuable service in preventing the suppression of news. Geoffrey
Cox, Editor of Independent Television News, says :

"Television, because of its objectivity and impartiality. has
no excuse for suppressing any news item which is important or
in the public interest. And once television has covered a story it
is impossible for a newspaper to suppress it. To take a specific
instance; a few years ago, at the Conservative Conference at
20



Blackpool, there was a fight which followed the interruptions
of the League of Empire Loyalists. This was kept dark by some
of the newspapers the next day. But we, and the BBC, showed it
as recorded by our cameras in the hall. After that, the papers
which had neglected it began to write of it. I think this is one
way in which television has improved the quality of news
reporting."

Impartiality, in television, like chastity in fiancées, is much
admired but hard to sustain. It is constantly subjected to the
pressures of those for whom the objective truth is a thing to be
concealed at all costs. The pressures of the sponsor, in those
places where direct sponsorship is the accepted method of
financing programmes, is something to be expected. Within
the terms of reference set by western capitalist society it is
perfectly fair, indeed open and honourable. When the Alu-
minium Corporation of America withdrew its sponsorship of
See it Now there were a few voices raised in anger, but none in
surprise.

Moreover, it is due to the demands of sponsors that so many
public affairs programmes in the United States are placed at 'off
peak' viewing times. Indeed on several occasions programmes
of a strictly 'informational' sort have been withdrawn alto-
gether because of the failure to find a sponsor. There was, for
example, the much -quoted CBS series The Search, which visited
colleges and research establishments, cost over half a million
dollars, and was taken off after twenty-six weeks because a
sponsor was never found for it. Yet it is too easy, especially for
someone writing in Britain where the hazards of sponsorship
are unknown, to regard the American system as altogether
restrictive-a naïve attitude that is in any case amply disproved
by the record of NBC and CBS in the field of controversial
programmes.

Fred W. Friendly, formerly the executive producer of CBS
Reports, writes very firmly that

"No sponsor ever sees CBS Reports before it is broadcast, or
has any voice in its content. The fact that such important busi-
nesses as the Travellers Insurance Company encourage and
underwrite our editorial integrity is, I believe, an eloquent
testimonial to the health of the television system this country
enjoys."
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Outside Pressures

Far more dangerous than the attitude of the sponsor, because
they are also devious and hidden, are the pressures which every
television producer of current affairs programmes has to face
every day of his life from organisations and individuals who
have no official relationship with television, but who stand to
gain or lose a great deal by what they would call, or pretend to
call (for it is sometimes difficult to distinguish what they say
from what they mean), the 'bias' of his programmes.

We live in the age of the public relations officer, and the
path of the television producer in his innocent search for facts
is littered by highly trained gentlemen whose concern is to sell
the interests of their masters, and to prevent, by whatever
means occur to them, the transmission of any fact or idea that
seems to contradict those interests. Political parties have their
PROs and so do commercial empires. Government departments,
filled with permanent civil servants and therefore apparently
as immortal as they are theoretically objective, prefer the phrase
'information officer'. There are PROs (or I0s) of religions, trade
unions, business empires, educational establishments, armies
and navies, museums and art galleries, football teams, local
authorities, and the Police.

Television organisations also have PROs, and sometimes even
more sinister I0s, so that getting the truth from a television
company is almost as hard a task as it is for the television com-
pany to find the truth about anything else.

Every Government, of course, has its own 'information' ser-
vice, and is constantly concerned that its doings are presented
to the watching world in a favourable light. When its assistance
is sought by television organisations, as it frequently must be,
it uses every opportunity, quietly and courteously, to direct the
producer into the 'proper' channels, to introduce him to the
'best informed people', and generally to indulge in some gentle
brain -washing (the producer knows this, of course, and the
game that results from their mutual knowledge of each other's
intentions has its delicious moments for both parties, quite
apart from resulting in the amiable consumption of much food
and drink).

When a television programme is shown which is not to a
Government's liking, that Government will be quick, through
22



its lOs, to make its protests known. The London office of the
South African Government did so when the BBC announced its
intention of showing the CBS programme Sabotage in South
Africa. British Panorama items have been the cause of publicly
expressed protests from the Governments of India, Portugal, and
the United Arab Republic.

When a Government concerned feels itself to be slighted
beyond endurance it can resort to the ultimate weapon-refusal
to allow the personnel of the offending programme to enter its
boundaries in the future, and this has happened, to my personal
knowledge, in the case of India, the UAR, Spain, and East Ger-
many. The television producer has his own answer to this,
which is to smuggle his reporter and his technicians into the
protesting country in the guise of tourists, for a i6 mm camera
is fortunately an accepted part of the normal tourist's baggage
in the mid -twentieth century.

I am making this point at length because I believe it to be a
fundamental part of any discussion on the policy background to
television current affairs. Granted that impartiality is the only
acceptable policy that a television organisation can fairly adopt
in a democracy, how can it be achieved in the face of so many
powerful pressure groups for whom the complete truth is
an unpleasantness which should be concealed ? The answer to
that question is the known record of the best regular current
affairs programmes in those countries which still believe in
granting freedom to their media of information.

I have already mentioned several splendid examples of out-
spoken television journalism, and to those I would now add a
few more; NBC's 'White Paper' on segregation, called Sit-in,
and the CBS report on the same theme, Who Speaks for Birming-
ham?; from Britain, Granada's series World in Action has in-
cluded courageous programmes on Spain, the Lakonia disaster,
and Moral Rearmament; Panorama can boast a fearless examina-
tion of the problem of London's homeless, a quite brilliant
report by James Mossman from the Yemen, an interview with
Georges Bidault in London at a time when the British Home
Office denied that he was in the country, a brave exposé by
David Dimbleby of the Ku Klux Klan, and several frank expedi-
tions to South Africa, Eastern Europe, Algeria, Cuba, and Asia.
It was This Week which first exposed the somewhat peculiar
ways in which British troops were spending their time in Ger-
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many, and it was CBS Reports which openly reminded the
nation of the state of its migratory farm workers in Harvest of
Shame (a programme which the US Government vainly tried to
dissuade the BBC from screening in Britain).

Comparing the Records
Any discussion of the policy background to television news

and current affairs should concern itself not only with the
attitude of television organisations to programme content-
their acceptance of objectivity in news and impartiality in
controversy-but also with the degree of importance that they
attach to such programmes, as measured by the number of
transmissions, the amount of money spent on them, and the
times of day or night when they are shown. To take an extreme
and fortunately fictitious example. a company that paid lip-

service to the value of current affairs television, and openly
accepted the 'impartiality' doctrine, could hardly be described
as having a serious policy in this field if it produced only one
public affairs programme a month, spent £2oo on it, and
showed it for ten minutes at eleven o'clock at night. What, in
fact. is the position ?'

In Britain the BBC in the spring of 1965, presented on its
first network a weekly average of four hours of news and six
hours and twenty minutes of comment and controversy. Its
main daily news bulletin ran for ten minutes and was shown at
9.15 pm. It had three regular 'magazine' programmes of com-
ment : Panorama, for fifty minutes each Monday from 8.25 pm,
Gallery every Thursday during those weeks when Parliament
was sitting, lasting thirty minutes and starting at varying times
between to pm and 10.3o pm; and Tonight, every evening from
Monday to Friday from 6.55 to 7.3o pm. BBC -2 had a fortnightly
series called Enquiry, which ran for thirty minutes from 8 pm; a
weekly series of public affairs 'interviews', Encounter, for half
an hour at 7.3o pm each Thursday; and a twenty-five minute
parliamentary report, Westminster at Work, towards the end of
each Friday evening. The same channel's Newsroom, every
night, was at varying times and of varying lengths, though it
was always both later and longer than the main bulletin on

' Television programme schedules change rapidly. My analysis was made in
the spring of 1965. World in Action has now ceased, Tonight has been renamed
24 Hours and is later in the evening, and there is no Gallery.
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BBC -1. In addition each 'region' of the BBC presented its own
news magazine programme at 6.10 pm on weekdays.

There were also regional variations in the output of the ITA,
but the viewer to Channel Nine in London could see some two
and three-quarter hours of 'straight' news every week, and
nearly three hours of public affairs other than news. The main
nightly news programme ran for fifteen minutes from 8.55 pm
during every weekday and, like the BBC's principal bulletin,
tended to be later and shorter at weekends. The most important
programmes of comment were Dateline, running late at night
for ten minutes from Monday to Friday, and produced by Inde-
pendent Television News; World in Action (Granada) for thirty
minutes at io.o5 pm for thirty-six Tuesdays in the year; This
Week (Rediffusion) every Thursday between 9.10 pm and 9.40
pm; ITN Reports which 'surveys the big news stories of the
week in depth' for half an hour towards the end of every
Thursday evening; What the Papers Say (Granada) for a quarter
of an hour at about 10.35 pm on Thursdays and Division (Re -
diffusion), a weekly report on "politics and people", for half an
hour towards the end of each Tuesday.

My broad conclusion is not at all unexpected. It is that the
best record in the field of current affairs is held by the inde-
pendent public corporation. The BBC not only produces more
regular current affairs programmes than any other single organ-
isation but, significantly, it shows them at a more popular time.
If one assumes (though I admit that such assumptions are per-
sonal) that the 'peak' viewing hours are between seven and ten
o'clock in the evening, it appeared that the BBC presented on
its first channel three and three-quarter hours of public affairs
programmes (other than news) at times which in a commercial
organisation would be the most valuable, and which can be
relied upon to attract the largest audience; and this record
becomes even more impressive when one considers the addi-
tional output of the BBC's second channel. The record of the
British commercial network was less glorious; This Week, last-
ing thirty minutes, was the only regular programme of com-
ment placed during the 'peak' period, though World in Action
missed it by only five minutes. In the USA the position was as
bad; of the three main national networks only one, CBS, allowed
a major public affairs series to be seen at peak times. CBS Re-
ports was accurately described in 1964 by its producers as "net -
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work television's only regularly scheduled public affairs pro-
gramme in prime evening time".

The BBC does not perhaps deserve too much praise for its
position of eminence, for after all it is the job of a public cor-
poration to behave in this way. Nor do I wish to imply that
individual producers in the BBC are men of greater public spirit
than their colleagues elsewhere. Such an assumption would be
false, for-as anyone knows who has worked himself in this
field-many of the finest current affairs producers in the world
are working for commercial companies. The truth is that
whereas the BBC has an obligation to behave as it does, the
attitude of commercial companies to what has always been
regarded (though not quite accurately) as 'minority material'
depends entirely on the outcome of the conflict between their
respect for their public consciences and their fascination with
their bank accounts. Some companies have a better record than
others.

For the BBC, Donald Edwards has written :

"I am sometimes asked: Should the BBC give the public what
it wants or what it ought to have? I cannot better the answer
of our first Director -General, now Lord Reith. He said, 'Few
know what they want and very few what they need.'

"We try to achieve a balance between what the public wants
and what the maturer members of the public need. We are both
people's television and public service television. We think of
majorities but we think also of minorities. We try to be ahead
of public taste. Not too far ahead or the public will not listen.
Just enough ahead to tempt them on to higher and wider
interests.

"If we had planned our programmes only for a mass audience
there would never have been a Panorama. When we first put it
on, we deliberately sacrificed mass ratings. But little by little we
stimulated public interest, and now over ten million watch it."

This is surely an important point. It is not only, as Donald
Edwards implies, that audiences can be 'trained' to enjoy serious
programmes, but also that a new generation is growing up
which actively wants such programmes. Current affairs tele-
vision, like so much else in the world of entertainment, has
sometimes suffered from the impresario's tendency to underrate
his audience, to play safe until the point where the public has
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not only caught up with him but is way ahead of him. Geoffrey
Cox puts it this way :

"There was a time, quite recently, when many of the people
running television used to describe it as 'Show business with a
tiny bit of journalism'. Today they call it 'Show business and
journalism'. Soon they'll have to admit that it's become ' journa-
lism and show business'. There's a real sense in which television
has become increasingly like a twenty -odd page newspaper, in
which information on what is going on in the world comes first,
and comment and feature pieces second, with the pure enter-
tainment programmes taking the place of the short story, the
gossip page, and the strip cartoon."

It is because of this development, which nobody can stop
however hard they try, that news and current affairs is today
almost certainly television's main programme function, just as
for a long time past it has been its principal social obligation.

Television matters, because in the confused, dangerous, and
exciting world in which we live, real information matters. As
Fred Friendly writes :

"Every day there is more for the people of the world to
know; and every day, what we don't know can kill us."
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TELEVISION NEWS

THE most curious thing about television news in Britain is
that it came so late. Before the second world war the
BBC's television service relied for its news on the screen-

ing of newsreels made for the cinemas. After the war the hos-
tility of the competitive film industry forced it to fulfil its own
need, but for most of six more years its imagination was limited
to a carbon copy of what the cinemas had traditionally pro-
vided. Most of the stories were shot with a silent film camera,
all of them were on 35 mm film (as opposed to the cheaper and
more portable 16 mm), and the backing to the unseen reader's
voice was rarely anything better than canned mood music.'
Those British television viewers who really cared about world
events and wanted to know of the latest developments in
political situations which could conceivably result in either the
salvation or the destruction of mankind were obliged to switch
off their television sets and turn to sound radio. Until July 1954
BBC news meant sound -radio news.

Taking Over from Sound
This odd state of affairs was bound to change. Indeed it could

never have survived the day when the audiences for television
exceeded those for radio-and certainly it could never have
lived into the age of ITN. That it had lasted so long was pre-
sumably due in part to the fact that the BBC in terms of staffing,
capital expenditure, and allocation of programme money, re-
mained for many years after the end of the war a sound -radio
organisation, and partly to the public's happy acceptance of the
familiar newsreel format. When the change at last came, the
BBC had this to say of it :

' I am being a little unfair, in my generalisation, to the work of Richard
Cawston and Paul Fox, who, before the newsreel came off the air for ever, had
begun to inject into it a new relevance, both in content and technique.
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"News and Newsreel . . . aims at giving the public in the
United Kingdom as comprehensive an illustrated service of news
as is possible within the limitations imposed by the existing
sources of illustration and their availability. It is hoped that
eventually this service will be the equal in scope of that which
has been given in sound for many years.

"The Corporation intends to secure world-wide sources of
news in pictures, rather in the same way that it has secured
sources in words. . . . Eventually, perhaps, there will be little
more delay in receiving moving pictures of happenings in some
parts of the world than there now is in getting words. The full
potentialities of television in this field are only beginning to
suggest themselves."

Yet when the change had taken place, and News and News-
reel (that second word died reluctantly and unmourned a year
later) was on the air, there were spontaneous complaints from
both critics and audiences that the new service was both ama-
teur and dull, and nothing more than illustrated radio. The
charge of amateurism was sometimes true, if scarcely surprising
at that time, and the dullness of the visuals was one of the con-
sequences of being up to the minute.

We have travelled far since the summer of 1954. Fourteen
months later ITN began its life as the organisation which pro-
vides British independent television stations with their daily
programmes of national and international news. Those stations
-or some of them-presented their own local news, and so did
the regional stations of the BBC. Today in Britain as in the
United States and in many countries of Europe, the public relies
on television for its basic information about national and inter-
national affairs. TV cameramen have taken over the old func-
tions of the still photographer and the cameramen working for
the cinema newsreels; they were on the spot in Suez in 1956, in
the Congo in 196o, in Cuba in 1962, in Cyprus in 1964. in Viet -

Nam in 1965. Whenever a public figure, politician or scientist
or entertainer, arrives at an international airport he is immedi-
ately confronted by television reporters and television cameras.

The BBC today has fifty staff reporters, working both for
radio and television, in places as far apart as Washington and
New Delhi, Cape Town and Berlin, Nairobi and Aberdeen. In
every continent there are teams of independent cameramen, all
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earning a good living by feeding news stories into TV networks.
The BBC has a permanent live studio at Westminster, within
yards of the Houses of Parliament.

When President Kennedy was assassinated the world's tele-
vision news resources converged on Dallas and on Washington
in the largest single news -getting operation in the history of
journalism. When the fight for the Heavyweight Championship
of the World was fought in Florida between Clay and Liston it
was shown live in Britain by relay satellite at six o'clock in the
morning, and the British Electricity Authority registered an
increased national load of loo,000 kilowatts, equal to the full
output of a big power station.

Two things can be said with certainty of news by television :
that its audience exceeds the readership of the national news-
papers put together, and does so by a margin that, throughout
the world. increases every year; and that it has brought the
public into a closer contact with daily events and with the
people who cause them than has so far been possible in any
other medium.

In the course of its brief life television news has hammered
out its own techniques. What are they, and how are they used ?

Television News Presentation
There are five ways in which a story can be presented in a

television news programme :

i . By a newscaster speaking in vision, and directly facing
the studio camera.

2. By film, either shot for the purpose at the scene of the
story, or else taken from the film library.

3. By recorded videotape.
4. By live cameras from the scene of the story.
5. By the use of stills in the studio. These stills may be

photographs or diagrams or maps.

Each of these methods has its appropriate uses, and each
deserves separate analysis.

The Newscaster
News on sound -radio, at least in the United Kingdom, has

traditionally been read. Experienced readers have spoken from
a written text, and they have departed from it at their peril.
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They were voices rather than human beings, and their voices
were sufficiently neutral for one to suspect now and then that
they were creatures without either emotions or normal bodily
functions. During the war they grew names-for security
reasons-and after the war they lost them again. Today, and
without doubt because of the humanising influence of tele-
vision, they possess their names once more.

The public apparently accepted without complaint the old
nameless voices, because their enunciation was always admir-
ably clear, and because a voice that is without personality or
emotion cannot possibly display anything as off -beat as a per-
sonal bias. The BBC's world-wide reputation for truth in its
news bulletins rested to a considerable extent on the fact that
the news was at no point allowed to be filtered by anything
resembling a human being.

Things are different in television, and I believe the basic
reason is that whereas a mere voice can be as mechanical as a
computer, the addition of a face at once introduces an inde-
structible element of humanity. A news reader in television
could never be as remote and impersonal as his colleague in
sound broadcasting.

The newscaster is a compromise between the radio reader and
the personal performer, possessing the objectivity of the former
and the humanity of the latter. He is someone to be known as a
friend, visiting one's sitting -room every night, and also some-
one who seemingly possesses the gift of being able to absorb all
of the day's news, and then select those parts of it which are
important. Television news, therefore, shares with sound -radio
the merit of seeming to be honest and true, but it also adds an
ingredient of humanity. The news reader is a machine; the
newscaster is a man.

ITN, which from its conception has taken the lead in the
development of the British newscaster, puts it this way :

"The news is presented not by readers but by newscasters-
that is by men of personality and authority. But they are not
just personalities. They are above all working journalists, whose
authority stems from professional experience and skill, and who
do their share of gathering and writing the news, as well as
presenting it. This adds an invaluable element of strength and
vitality to television news broadcasting."
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Geoffrey Cox, himself a firm believer in the newscaster, says
this :

"One of the basic problems about television news is that in a
given period of time you can fit in only a few items-say twenty
in ten minutes, at most. Radio can use more stories in the same
number of minutes, and of course the newspaper can include
more still. The newscaster is one good solution, psychologically,
to the problem of giving impact to the spoken news. For the
newscaster is a man who is well known to the audience, whose
authority and integrity is respected by them. He is the man who
appears on the screen, and seems to say 'Now from the dozens
of news items that have come my way today, these are the ones
that I believe are important.' In other words, he is a person who
must be immediately trusted, not only to tell the truth, but to
select those stories that are really important. Clearly it helps
him to do this if he can write, or at least re -write, his own
material, and it is an advantage if he is himself a practising
journalist. For a newscaster is a man who is personally asso-
ciated with the news he presents. He is not, and never can be, a
depersonalised being, as it were, from outer space."

The newscaster is the man (and almost always, incidentally, a
man, for the notion of a pretty young woman announcing a
revolution or a sudden death is regarded as highly inappropriate)
who holds the news programme together. His is almost always
the first face seen on the screen, and invariably the last. To some
extent, therefore, each individual programme assumes the style
and 'image' of the newscaster on duty at the time, without of
course allowing him to dominate it. The total time of a news-
caster's appearance within a single programme will vary con-
siderably. In a programme which carries its main stories in the
form of film coverage shot overseas he will be seen and heard
only rarely, but he will play a much bigger part in a bulletin
which includes several stop press items that he alone can handle,
together with a studio interview or two which he might himself
conduct. The BBC, which even in its news still leans towards the
newsreader, allows him to speak the commentary behind some
of the filmed stories, but ITN prefers to hand this job over to a
second and unseen voice. Similarly the extent to which the
newscaster is permitted an opinion of his own depends on an
interpretation of the impartiality policy which varies from
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station to station. Newscasters seem to be allowed greater free-
dom in the USA than Britain, and rather more freedom in ITN
than in the BBC. In their book, Television and Radio News,'
three American newsmen, Bob Siller (ABC), Ted White (NBC),
and Hal Terkel (CBS). make a pertinent comment on the work
of NBC's two principal newscasters, Chet Huntley and David
Brinkley :

"NBC News allows its commentators a certain leeway that is
comparatively new to network broadcasting. It does not permit
outright editorialising, but commentator opinion is allowed. It
must be pointed out, however, that NBC News hires only sea-
soned newsmen with substantial experience as its commenta-
tors. The commentators must identify all opinion as such, and
may express it only when opinion is considered to be integral
to coverage of a news story."

The extent to which the anchor man in a news programme,
whether he be called a newscaster, newsreader, or news com-
mentator, shall be allowed to be anything more than a man
who, however efficiently and with whatever personal style,
merely tells us the important news of the day, is a fundamental
argument that is never likely to be resolved to everybody's
satisfaction. Too much depends on the local News Editor, on
the broad policy of the station for which he works, and on the
experience and reputation of the man himself. But almost all
those who work in television news would agree that as long as
the attitude of 'objectivity' is adequately sustained, it adds to
the effectiveness of a programme if its newscaster seems to be
personally involved in what he is saying. The less of an automa-
ton he appears to be, the better his programme-bearing in
mind that for the audience it is his choice and his own presenta-
tion that it is watching. There are those who believe that com-
plete objectivity is in any case impossible; this is what Barrie
Heads, executive producer of many of Granada's current affairs
programmes, has to say :

"A news service is staffed by human beings. Of course they
can wish to be objective, to be intense in their search for infinite
truth. But human beings assess things on the basis of their own
characters, environment, upbringing, and training as human

' Published by the Macmillan Company. New York (196o).
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beings. They select what interests them. There is no accurate
definition of truth in news.

"The quality of a news organisation depends upon the people
it employs as well as on the facilities for news gathering which
it has organised for itself. People who are accurate, honest,
trained reporters will, of course, report the news from within
their own subjectivity. They will at the same time maintain
scrupulous standards of reporting fact, will attempt to provide
their viewers with every facet of a controversy or argument-
will indeed be good journalists.

"The great danger of a central organisation is that the
quality of its news coverage must tend to be grey, flat, and
uniform. The newspapers in this country which succeed and
last as newspapers are those which have an attitude. This atti-
tude should not, of course, be reflected in the selection of fact,
in the 'loading' of a story. But a newspaper will always be
idiosyncratic. It will at the same time separate its facts from its
opinions as far as this is humanly possible."

So the debate goes on. News on television must always be
objective, and yet it should also be exciting. It is not always
possible to be both of those things, but each TV News organisa-
tion, in its own way, must try.

This is one of the two basic problems of the newscaster's part
in the programme. The other is the extent to which he should
appear-the total number of minutes and seconds when his face
is seen or his voice heard. Here the issue is not one of policy, but
an artistic problem arising from the aesthetic fact that the com-
bination of a human face and a synchronised human voice is by
no means the most imaginative combination of image and sound
available to the television producer. A ten-minute bulletin
which consisted entirely of a newscaster would probably be a
very dull one indeed; more than that, it would seem to be a
negation of creative television. Television news, by definition,
is a method of presenting the day's happenings in the form of
pictures, and to present them entirely, or even largely, in the
form of spoken words is to opt out of its accepted responsi-
bilities. On this assumption, the newscaster should appear only
briefly, and the news stories that he himself presents should be
those that are too immediate to be treated in any other way. He
can always lead in to a film story, or he can conduct a studio
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interview, or he can sometimes be helped out by the use of still
photographs or maps or diagrams. But, in theory, his function
is limited to that of the man who ties the programme together,
who leads us from one story to the next, who can sometimes be
himself an interviewer (and indeed sometimes a reporter on the
spot). and who is always available to tell the audience of the
latest developments-including those which have occurred
during the actual transmission of the programme itself. The
two opposed dangers are that he should appear too briefly,
thereby helping to create an impression of scrappiness, or that
he should appear too often, thereby producing boredom. A news
programme that is read almost entirely by a newscaster is not
television at all : it is illustrated sound -radio.

News by Film

At present about 6o per cent of British TV news is on film,
the bulk of which has been specially shot for television, either
by the reporters and camera crews of the programme itself, or
else by one of the agencies which nowadays service television
networks with news coverage.

Film that has been shot on the scene of the news story is
still the most vivid and effective means of presenting not
only the facts of the news, but-and more importantly-the
flavour and the smell of it. The point has been well made by
Geoffrey Cox :

"Where the cameraman has been able to catch an event just
as the page, if not of history at least of the day's news, was turn-
ing, it is possible to present the news on television with an
impact and an economy unrivalled in any other medium. The
classic cases of this in recent years were the scenes of the Hun-
garian uprising, and again the landing of the American troops
in the Lebanon. The exaltations of the shabbily dressed, bando-
liered crowds when the Soviet star was toppled from the Com-
munist headquarters in Budapest, or the spectacle of the
American landing craft moving inshore, the ramps coming
down, and the marines charging ashore past the incredulous
lines of bathers and ice-cream vendors, gave the exact flavour
of these events in a way which took columns of space in a
newspaper. They provided not only their own story, but to a
large degree their own interpretation. Only a minimum of
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commentary was needed. Where natural sound of the event is
available the impact is even more effective."'

Of the use of film within a television news bulletin, Stuart
Hood (formerly editor of BBC television news) has this to
say :

"First of all there comes the kind of story in which the picture
is of supreme importance-is in fact the story told in the most
vivid and economic terms. I have in mind a piece of film show-
ing a naval plane plunging over the side of an aircraft carrier
and the pilot struggling to release the escape hatch before the
waves engulf him. The whole things runs to no more than 3o
seconds. No other way of telling the story could have been so
dramatic or terse. But this kind of film is understandably rare.
It depends upon accident or coincidence-in this case a film
photographer happened to be on a routine facility trip. Some-
times the man on the spot will not even be a professional
cameraman but an amateur who has the presence of mind to
press the button on his cine-camera. The quality may be poor
and the film may well be 8 mm, but the result is worth showing
if it makes the news point dramatically. Sometimes, as in much
good journalism, the story is captured because the cameraman
exploits an accidental opening. Thus a BBC cameraman, by a
combination of good fortune and initiative, found himself
within a few feet of King Hussein on the day the Syrians tried
to intercept the royal plane. The result was excellent shooting
of the King, straight from the plane, addressing the crowd from
the steps of the palace.

"A variant on this type of story is the filmed press conference
or interview where the story lies in the exchange of question
and answer, and the newspoint is the speaker's replies. There is
in these cases no substitute for ipsissima verba. Here too there is
clearly a fortuitous element, although the interviewer ought to
have a clear idea in his mind of the kind of answer he wishes to
elicit. The problem in terms of news gathering is that the inter-
view is generally carried out under unfavourable conditions-
the scrum at London Airport, for instance-which do not allow
for the more sophisticated techniques we have learned to expect
from Tonight and Panorama. There is, of course, always the
possibility that the subject of the interview may, as it were, be

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Spring 196o, page 7.
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mute of malice. But when it does come off there is no better way
of dealing with a certain type of story.

"There is, however, by the nature of things a great deal of
news in which the picture plays a secondary role. There are the
comings and goings of politicians-the familiar shots of the
President of Atlantis coming sedately down the gangway of his
aircraft, inspecting the guard of honour, clambering into his
car and driving off surrounded by police motor -cyclists. It is a
sequence of events which, unless the central character is one
whom the viewer is particularly anxious to see, can hardly
impinge much upon his consciousness. It is in the jargon of the
trade 'moving wallpaper'-but it may be the only film which
the bulletin editor has to put to an important political story.
This is one of the occasions when he is at a disadvantage as
compared to his counterpart in sound radio, who can wrap the
whole thing up in a couple of lines in his sound bulletin. Perhaps
the courageous thing to do is to cast the film out altogether or
else, given the technical equipment, to run it by back projection
behind the newsreader and to say in effect to the viewers: 'You
need not look very carefully at this film-but we were there
and this is the man the newsreader is talking about.""

The technical merit of cine film in television news is the
portability of its equipment. Before there was television, pro-
fessional film -making meant the use of 35 mm cameras, with
an optical sound track. The i6 mm gauge was regarded as
amateur movies, the preserve of film societies and unpaid en-
thusiasts. Synchronised camera equipment which was small,
light, and sturdy did not exist until the early 195os, nor were
the laboratories fitted with machines for fast and efficient pro-
cessing. It was television which forced the professionals to
accept i6 mm, that compelled the manufacturers of cameras
and sound recorders to develop the new equipment that tele-
vision demanded, and persuaded the laboratories that unless
they took i6 mm work seriously they would shortly starve to
death in an age when the bulk of the world's film was being
shot for the small screen. The necessary technical revolution
took place in the i95os. New i6 mm cameras were developed,
equipped to work with a sound track recorded by a magnetic
stripe running down the edge of the film -stock, and simple

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Spring 196o. page 2.
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developing baths were manufactured, allowing a TV news editor
to process his incoming film in a matter of minutes. Film editing
equipment, already existing, was modified to suit the faster
needs of television news, and improved telecine machines made
it possible for high -quality pictures to be transmitted from a
16 mm negative.

Today the news camera team normally consists of three men.
the reporter, the cameraman, and the sound recordist, and they
can all travel in the same estate car, with one of them at the
wheel. Where necessary they are joined by one or two lighting
engineers-if, for example, they are filming an interview with a
Cabinet Minister in his own office. But essentially and usually
this is a three-man team, working at high speed and with
equipment that is both light and reliable.

The weakness of film in television news is the time taken
between the shooting of the story and its actual transmission.
For film is a physical commodity, unlike a live television link;
it has to be sent to a centre where it can be processed and viewed
and perhaps edited, and where a commentary can be written
that will precisely match its pictures. This means that by the
traditional timetable of news gathering, television newsfilm is
almost always out of date, whether by minutes or by hours.
Some time ago a news cameraman of Westward Television
(Plymouth) was in the camera room a few minutes before the
regular evening bulletin was due to go on the air. Chancing to
look out of the window he saw a huge fire, burning in an office
block a street or so away, and at once picked up his camera and
filmed the story. His exposed negative was processed immedi-
ately, and the bulletin was able to say, with honesty, that "at
this moment" a fire is raging in such -and -such a street in Ply-
mouth. On the other hand a film story shot in Asia is unlikely
to be seen in Britain until the following day. Yet even here the
extent of the delay should not be exaggerated. It is perfectly
possible for a can of film to be placed on the daily midnight
flight out of Bombay and to be shown on the television news
programmes of any western European capital at lunch-time the
next day. But the fact remains that news on TV is still showing
material that is strictly out of date, a pictorial record of a story
that the viewer has already heard on the radio and read about
in the newspaper.

Extraordinarily, this rarely seems to matter. For years the
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cinema -going public had seen newsreels that were anything up
to a week out of date, and had never complained. Why should it
now complain when its news stories are a mere twenty-four
hours behind the clock ? Television, indeed, has revolutionised
the conventional attitude to the timing of a news story. It never
pretends that the story is new, and it assumes on the contrary
that its audience already has some knowledge of the bare facts
of the story itself. To these essential facts its specially -shot news -
film, with the words of its reporter or commentator, adds
another dimension. How this happens in detail is so admirably
described by Messrs. Siller, White, and Terkel in Television
and Radio News that I make no apology for quoting it at length :

"In an extravagant mood of belligerency, following the re-
fusal of the West, and especially the United States, to supply
him funds for the Aswan Dam, Nasser made a speech. . . .

Using language and gestures which seemed to spring from the
vocabulary of demi-gods, he called down the wrath of vengeance
on the United States, called its people blood -thirsty, said they
would pay a million times over for the insults they had heaped
upon Egypt's honour. The newspaper accounts printed the text
of this speech, over which hung the explosive threat of war.
The radio newscasters spoke of its implications. They turned
the clock back and suggested that Nasser's language and mood
were those of a tyrant. But to an extent inconceivable to its
competing colleagues, television news brought the story to a
new plane of focus. The film of Nasser making that speech
arrived in New York two days after the event. In the conscious-
ness of the world, and particularly here in the United States, the
words were still before everyone who had read a newspaper.
At the time, every day brought new developments in the uneasy
Middle Eastern situation. That day's news was told live by the
newscaster. There was no problem of getting into the film of
Nasser and his speech. The only thing to do was to say 'The deep
apprehension the world feels today over the growing sense of
impending war was precipitated two days ago in Alexandria'.

"The face of the newscaster vanishes from the screen, and
the scene is Alexandria. The newscaster's voice recites the bare
facts. This enormous crowd wanted to hear Egypt's Nasser. He
leaves the rest to the picture. The feeling it gives is powerful
enough. A throng of Egyptians mills in the streets, advancing.
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In the multitude there is all the wild frenzy of mass hysteria,
faces alight with frank hero-worship; the scene recalls the
crowds in the Piazza Venezia when Mussolini spoke. Over the
heads of the Egyptians are pictures of Nasser. Looking at this
scene now, one can easily imagine what a hold he has upon
their imagination. The newscaster is not obliged to point it out.
Then Nasser appears and he has all the arrogance of the dictator.
The crowd roars forward to touch him; his smile suggests how
extraordinarily pleased he is with himself at this moment.
Again this is what you see. The newscaster need say nothing
more than 'Here comes Nasser'. The adoring Egyptians close in
around him. Pandemonium. The screen is filled with wide-eyed
Egyptians pressing close to their leader. And as the eyes of the
Egyptians rest upon him, so do ours, this figure with the
moustache standing on a stage festooned with pictures of him-
self. His gaze turns towards them; he lifts his arms for silence.
Then he speaks. There is no sound on this film. But the great
importance of this moment is what he said.

"Here the newscaster says, 'This is what Nasser said'. The
newscaster only repeats what Nasser said. We hear the dispas-
sionate voice of the newscaster saying exactly what Nasser said.
But as we hear the words we see on the screen the look and the
emotion of Nasser as he spoke. His lips move, and it is almost as
if we hear him, not the newscaster. Nasser's hate is there to see.
We recognise the condition of a man with a sense of power. A
certain section of a man's mind and purpose, filled with hate
and destruction, is brought home to us in the expression he uses
as he vilifies the Western world.

"This is a different kind of reporting, different from the news-
paper and the radio. The programme itself has not commented
editorially. The editorial staff exercised scrupulous care in the
preparation of the lead-in to the film. The newscaster recited
only the facts which told how many people were there, what
time they had begun to gather, what time Nasser appeared; then
he repeated the exact words Nasser spoke. All this had been
done two days before by the newspapers and the radio. But now
the entire story has a wider scope, for a new element has been
introduced. We are driven to think for ourselves. We remember
the past. Our view of what happened in Alexandria when Nasser
spoke has been enlarged because for a few minutes we were
among the crowd in the square.
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"Previously, some viewers might not have quite believed that
the situation was as tense as all that in Egypt. Now they can see
and judge for themselves. Others might not have believed that
the Egyptians were capable of hysteria for their leader. Because
of what we have seen and heard, we now have vivid knowledge
of the tense complications in the Middle East. TV has gone a
long way towards explaining, at least in part, some of the
elements of an important story. It has made comprehensive use
of its facilities, which are fundamentally different from those of
any other news medium. Placing new-found values upon film
of that important speech, TV news got to the very centre of a
news story's value and significance."'

That particular story is now nearly ten years old. Today
Nasser's speech would not have been shot on silent film, and
faster jet aircraft would cut down the delay between the shoot-
ing of the film and its screening in New York. But the essential
values remain the same. Television news can afford to be late
because it adds its own special quality to every story it handles
on film.

There are occasions when the film in a news programme has
not been shot for the purpose, but taken from a film library.
The obituary of a famous man, for example, might well consist
of a brief biography on film, showing the highlights of his
career; an important speech on the anniversary of a battle or a
revolution could be the excuse to repeat film shots that were
taken on the original occasion; the publication of a Government
report on education might be covered, in part, by showing exist-
ing film material which illustrates the points made in the
report.

The use of old film in this way is never more than a minor
technique in a form of television that by definition is always
concerned with what is happening 'now'. But the fact that TV
news cameramen are each day recording the events of our time
produces, as a by-product, a fund of valuable material for the
historians of the future, and the use of this material, either
through television or by other means, has exciting possibilities
that are strictly outside the scope of a book of this kind. Never-
theless, the point is worth noting; today's news is tomorrow's
history.

' Television and Radio News (the Macmillan Company, New York, 196o).
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Recorded Videotape
Film is one of the two main methods of recording images and

sounds. The other is videotape. Film has to be carried from the
camera to the laboratory, and then has to be processed. Video-
tape is recorded immediately, either on location or, by line or
radio -link, at the headquarters of the news programme itself. No
laboratory processing is necessary, and it can be shown within
moments of being recorded. Because tape recording cuts out the
delay of the film laboratory it is a fair guess that in time it will
supersede the cine-camera altogether, and TV news stories will
as a routine be covered by men with small electronic cameras,
recording picture and sound on to narrow magnetic tape, which
can either be sent back at once to the news editor, or else fed
into the programme from a source nearer to the scene of the
story.'

The revolution that will see the end of film in television, and
the conversion of all of its programmes to tape, cannot be far
away; I have myself seen recording equipment which is a
quarter the size of that in normal use at the present time, and
although the quality of the picture was by no means equal to
currently accepted tape standards, it was a great deal better
than the normal quality of a news story shot hastily on i6 mm
film and transmitted as a rapidly processed negative.

Meanwhile videotape is used only occasionally in news pro-
grammes, and then usually as an excerpt from a transmission
that was seen live earlier in the day. The funeral of Sir Winston
Churchill was thus recorded and repeated in a shorter version
the same night. The Queen arriving at London Airport after a
Commonwealth journey was shown in a live broadcast; live
cameras have been at an important football match which ended
a few minutes before the News bulletin began; the announce-
ment of a Royal Birth outside the gates of Buckingham Palace
might be an excuse to keep live cameras there throughout the
day, and the moment of the actual announcement, with the
cheers of the crowd outside, might be fed into the next news
programme as a tape recording. In the United States the proceed-
ings of several Senate investigating committees have been shown

' More mobile tape equipment has recently become available. The main
problem, next year or the year after, will not be the shooting or recording of
tape. but the editing of it.
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as live broadcasts, and extracts from them have been used later
on as news items.

To rig a full outside broadcast unit is usually too expensive
a business for a news item that might run for a couple of
minutes at the most. It is done sometimes, but rarely. It becomes
worthwhile if, for example, the Prime Minister is making an
important speech in a provincial city within half an hour or
so of a main news programme. The whole of his speech might be
recorded for the purpose, and key sections shown as recordings
in the bulletin. On such an occasion film would be too late, and
to have the newscaster read from a text of the speech, possibly
with the help of a still photograph or two, is a dull and unim-
pressive way of handling it. A tape recording, however costly,
at least allows the audience to see and hear the Prime Minister
as he made his important speech 'a few minutes ago'.

But the extensive use of videotape in television news remains,
at this moment, a hope for the future.

Live Cameras on the Spot
When Harold Macmillan returned to Britain from the tour

of Africa which had included his important 'wind of change'
speech, his address at London Airport was carried directly into
ITN's early evening bulletin. When Pope John lay dying in
Castel Gandolfo, BBC News used the Eurovision link for a shot
of the dark palace with its single lighted window. When the
first of the Soviet astronauts arrived at Moscow airport after his
historical orbit of the earth, viewers in Britain watched the
ceremony by live relay-not in fact in a normal news pro-
gramme, for it was at the wrong time of day for that, but in a
special programme that was arranged at a few hour's notice.
The funeral of President Kennedy was seen live in Britain,
relayed from Washington by satellite. The actual moment of
the linking up of the Swiss and Italian teams tunnelling under
the St. Bernard Pass was presented, again live, in ITN's main
evening bulletin. It has already become a tradition for the
returning officers in British elections to announce the result of
the voting at one and the same time to the crowd of thousands
outside the local Town Hall and to the unseen audience watch-
ing television at home.

This dramatic use of live TV cameras was perhaps what most
people expected from television news when it first began, but
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so far it has happened only rarely. There are several simple
reasons for this. A live outside broadcast is a costly operation:
its equipment is still far less mobile than a cine-camera; inter-
national links are not always available at the appropriate
moment, and of course important news stories have a habit of
occurring outside the normal times of a regular series of daily
bulletins. Those occasions when a news story can be antici-
pated, and be guaranteed to happen at the precise time of a
news programme, are rare and usually insignificant, such as a
Bank Holiday traffic jam, or crowds milling at a main line
station during a rail strike.

The technical fact is that at this moment the live coverage of
news stories, not only from the country of origin but from any-
where in continental Europe and, since 'Early Bird', from across
the Atlantic, is possible. Indeed a news programme that con-
sisted entirely of live news items could begin today or to-
morrow. But it would cost a great deal of money, and it would
inevitably miss out most of the important stories of the day. It
would become a magazine programme rather than a news
programme.

Yet time is undoubtedly on the side of electronic television.
The substitution of recorded tape for film, and eventually of live
stories for tape, is a development that seems inevitable. How
long it will take is anybody's guess, but the day when television
news is really live and really news will be the day that every
television journalist has prayed for. Meanwhile we live in a
time of technical compromise, when the occasional live story
is an unexpected luxury-and all the more exciting for that.

Using Studio 'Stills'

Television news frequently makes use of 'visual aids' in the
studio. The announcement of a revolution in Venezuela may be
accompanied by a map of Latin America, so that the European
audience knows exactly where Venezuela is. An important
public appointment will justify the screening of a still photo-
graph of the man who has been appointed-always assuming
that the film library has no shots of him. A Budget makes more
sense to the layman if its main headlines are accompanied by a
simple animated diagram that refers, item by item, to the
changes in taxation.

There will always be a place for still or animated diagrams,
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but they will never be much more than a secondary method of
illustration. A picture that moves is more exciting than one
which does not, but a static picture is better than nothing at all.

Limitation of Television News
That television is today the most popular medium for the

transmission of news is due partly to the fact that more people
are watching television of any kind than listen to the radio or
go to the cinema or read the whole of a newspaper, and partly
to the immediate appeal of a pictorial digest. Television news
contains moving pictures, and moving pictures are attractive
and interesting. Its newscaster appears to select those items that
are important, and to have one's news sifted in this way is a
pleasant time-saver. What television news cannot claim, how-
ever, is to be the most complete of the news media. Its bulletins
contain fewer stories than a radio bulletin of the same length,
and far fewer than a newspaper. Some of the disadvantages of
TV news have been listed by Donald Edwards :

"First, lack of space for words. Radio is difficult enough -
1,200 words in a ten-minute bulletin; but there are even fewer in
a TV bulletin. There is no room for details, and many news items
have to be killed. All the problems of selection are even greater
in television. You can cut film, but you cannot summarize it.
And you cannot summarize studio interviews or live outside
broadcasts.

"We (the BBC) are aware that our television news is often
shallow and unexplained. What else can it be in ten minutes?
Explanation and thorough treatment, news in length-or news
in depth, if you want to call it that-require more programme
time. But this would be at the expense of other audience
interests. . . .

"Second problem. Television news is slap in the middle of an
evening's entertainment. You have to make concessions to the
audience. Your bulletin has to be a programme, a show, which
will retain the audience. Besides the significant and worthy
news, there must also be something light and pictorially inter-
esting. Views as well as news. As someone said, television has
dragged journalists into show business. Well, no harm in that
if we keep our eye on the main purpose-to give new informa-
tion."
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On a more detailed aspect of television's limitations as a new
medium, Geoffrey Cox has this to say :

"Television is in no way a journal or record, to which people
can turn back should they wish to study a picture or a story in
detail. For this reason court cases are difficult to report on tele-
vision, and so are Parliamentary debates. . . .

"Perhaps the biggest problem for a television news editor is
the `situationee, the task of bringing his viewers up to date on
an ambling, shapeless, but important story like a disarmament
conference. This is a story which the cameras cannot tell, and
for which television is forced back on to what is virtually a
radio report with the reporter in vision. A certain amount can
be done by the use of the sound camera to give atmosphere and
authenticity, so that the reporter delivers his report against the
background of the place where the conference is being held, or
by bringing up film underlays to illustrate his points. But even
if this is done very skilfully the viewer's attention is liable to
wander unless the report is kept short and pointed. Probably
the most effective way with this type of story is to do these
reports only at intervals, and then to give them a good spread
of space, with the full complement of diagrams and maps. But
certainly the daily political or diplomatic `situationee which
the newspaper can carry has little space in a television bulletin.
At best it amounts to no more than an extended headline."'

To remedy its most obvious defect-how to treat the main
stories adequately in a medium that is slower than radio or
print-television news programmes are becoming longer. The
main bulletins of NBC and CBS have for some time run for a full
half-hour, and the BBC's second channel has from the start in-
cluded a regular nightly news programme of 25 minutes. But
television news, however long or however ingenious, is only a
part of TV's coverage of public affairs. It simply announces the
news and, as far as possible, presents the scene and the flavour
of it. This alone, however, is not enough. Television, because of
its power and because of its self-confessed social purpose, needs
also to analyse the news that it presents, and to ventilate the
explosively controversial issues that lie behind almost every
statement of public policy. To do this it has developed its own
programmes of comment, prepared at a slower pace than the

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Spring, 196o, page 8.
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news bulletins, and with more space in which to handle matters
that a news editor is obliged to cover in a minute or so.

These programmes tend to fall into two clear categories; the
magazine programme (Panorama, This Week, Cinq Colonnes,
Report), and the current affairs documentary (CBS Reports,
World in Action, Enquiry, White Paper).
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THE MAGAZINE PROGRAMME

" AM certain that without what we have come to know as
the regular magazine programmes our coverage of current
affairs would be quite inadequate. To deal effectively with

the events of a world where every day is likely to offer three or
four headlines which deserve serious comment and analysis, any
responsible television service, so it seems to me, needs regular
programmes which are longer than the News and more topical
and more urgent than a considered documentary. They should
be placed at a regular time, so that the audience knows exactly
where to find them, they should have sufficient resources to
handle stories from Tooting to Tokio, and their prestige should
be as high as, and probably higher than, that of the most re-
sponsible newspapers and published journals."

The words are those of Paul Fox, formerly editor of the BBC's
weekly magazine programme, Panorama, and now its Head of
Public Affairs.

The magazine programme meets two essential conditions : it
appears regularly at the same transmission time, just as a pub-
lished magazine is sold on the same day each week or each
month; and it consists, again like the printed magazine, of
several separate items. A third condition, usually met though
not perhaps essential, is its reliance upon a permanent team of
visible contributors-men who supply a sense of continuity
and provide the programme with its public image. No doubt it
requires courage to mount a major current affairs programme,
with its high production costs and considerable technical re-
sources, but the gamble seems more likely than not to pay off.
That Panorama and This Week, both of them placed at peak
viewing times, have regular audiences of more than ten million
each is not only a credit to the professionalism of the BBC and
Rediffusion. but also a smack in the eye for those cynics who
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believe that although a democracy would seem to assume that
all men are interested in politics, it cannot by any means sup-
pose that they are sufficiently interested to watch a weekly
programme whose sole subject -matter is current affairs.

The Role of the Reporter
It is hard to estimate the extent to which the success of the

magazine programmes is due to the appeal of their constant
contributors. They are, in show business terms, the stars of their
programmes, and they receive the fan mail of stars. The free-
dom to comment (within the usual policy limits) gives them an
enormous advantage over their news colleagues, and the fact
that each of their reports might well run for fifteen or even
thirty minutes gives them an envied elbow-room. To the tele-
vision public these men are the programme. It is relevant that
many of them came into television from the Press, for their job
is still that of the traditional newspaper reporter, sending back
their stories from the other end of the earth, or exposing some
social scandal, or interviewing some public figure in a way that
will display not only his views but also his motives. Although
they are fairly expected to tackle every kind of story as it
comes along, some of them have inevitably developed their own
specialities. Robin Day, for instance, is particularly skilful at the
high-level political interview, while James Mossman's best work
has been the action report from the scene of revolution or vio-
lence-the Yemen, or Indo China. James Cameron shines be-
cause of his lively commentary writing, while John Morgan has
vigorously exposed a series of social scandals.

I have said that the part played by these reporters is one of
the main differences between the magazine programme and the
straight news programme. What other differences are there ?
The most obvious one is time. A magazine programme is usually
three or four times as long as a news bulletin and often con-
siderably longer in preparation. There is time, therefore, to
select, to reconsider, and if necessary to reject. Ten minutes in
which to interview a Cabinet Minister instead of one or two.
Twenty minutes in which to present a profile of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer. Fifteen minutes in which to cover the main
aspects and personalities of a national strike. Twelve minutes in
which to run an international discussion, live from three or four
different studios. Or, if necessary, a whole programme can be
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devoted to the examination of a single topic. Panorama, for
instance, has devoted complete programmes to Berlin, to Mos-
cow, and to the United Nations. This Week has more than once
allocated its full half-hour to interviews in depth with the
leaders of the main political parties, and has frequently, espe-
cially in the past eighteen months, found room for filmed reports
of equal length.

Power and Prestige
There is another difference between the magazine programme

and the news, which is perhaps the most significant of all. I

refer to the public status of programmes like Panorama and
This Week, which with World in Action remained for years the
"leading articles" of the two British networks. This gives them a
power and a prestige greater than that of any current national
newspaper.

This power and prestige are inevitably reduced to some extent
by the need to be impartial, and one of the chronic problems of
the editors of the magazine programmes is how to be stimulating
without being biased. In practice, this conjuring trick is rather
easier than it seems. As far as social subjects are concerned, it is
generally accepted that a blatant evil can be attacked. 'When,
for instance, John Morgan reported for Panorama about the
squalid existence of the thousands of Londoners who were
literally homeless, it was at no point suggested that he could
take any other view than that this was, for whatever valid or
invalid reasons, a social disgrace. There is also a sense in which
a TV organisation, while expressing no opinion of its own, can
permit its hired reporters to state judgments which are perfectly
permissible as long as it is made clear that they are indeed the
personal views of highly respected observers who have exam-
ined at first hand the facts upon which those views were formed.
When Robin Day returned from the Congo at a particularly
sticky time in the morbid relations between Katanga and the
United Nations he expressed a personal view on the merits of
their respective cases. It so happened that Day's judgment was
rather kinder towards Katanga and rather more critical of the
United Nations than either the programme's editor (Paul Fox) or
its assistant editor (myself) would have liked. But he had been
there and we had not. He is a conscientious reporter with
liberal views. After considerable but amicable discussion it was
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agreed that he could say what he wanted to say, provided he
made it clear that the views were his own, and that he spoke as
a man who had just returned from the Congo, and whose judg-
ment should be respected.

Such occasions are nevertheless exceptional. The normal
practice is for the magazine programme to present the known
facts on whatever subject it chooses to investigate, together
with the personally expressed opinions of those concerned with
it. It is then left to the viewing public to decide in their own
minds who is right and who is wrong.

To achieve this delicate balance, to remain constantly exciting
without being unfair, never to be out of date, to know in
advance where in the world to send his reporters and camera
teams, to persuade leading figures both at home and abroad to
be interviewed without fear or favour (and certainly without a
prearranged script), to book live international lines at the last
moment, to find and train new reporters, to be willing to throw
a prepared programme overboard at the last moment if the news
of the day demands it-these are a few of the tasks of the
editor of a television magazine programme. Sometimes, instead
of following the news, he can create it-as Panorama created
it by its interview with Georges Bidault. Now and then he can
enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that his programme has acted
forcefully as the voice of the public conscience. This can cer-
tainly be said of This Week's report on British troops in Ger-
many, and of Report's enquiry into the Der Spiegel affair. On
such splendid occasions the magazine programme is far removed
in spirit and purpose from the routine news programme, and
these are probably the moments when television journalism is
at its very best.

It is of moments like these that Helmut Hammerschmidt,
formerly the producer of Report (Stuttgart and Cologne) writes :

"We are proud to have made quite a number of accurate
prophecies, and we are particularly pleased whenever official
action follows our exposure of conditions which seem to us to
demand criticism. In the same way there is a great deal of
satisfaction in helping to eliminate popular but indefensible
prejudices, or in explaining minority opinions, or in defending
actions that seem to us to have been both necessary and mis-
understood."
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I would not wish to exaggerate the missionary element of
television journalism, but it remains true that the programme
editor who is merely an efficient technician is unlikely to be
completely successful. A competent craftsman he must be, but
unless he also cares deeply about the world and its ways he will
never be more than that. Fred W. Friendly, whose large heart is
as visible as his enormous professionalism, admits what others
are sometimes too shy to shout about : "We believe that our
job is to try to cast a little light, create a little more understand-
ing of what bothers people, what helps people, what can kill
and what can save. Perhaps it is fair to say that we too, like so
many other people, have 'fire in the belly'."

Programme Content
Editors of television magazine programmes, like editors in

any other media, cannot work to a fixed set of rules. The con-
tents of each programme must depend on the news of the
moment, the luck of knowing at the right time what is likely to
happen in the future, the wisdom of researchers and contact
men, and the ability to back an apparently illogical hunch.
Nevertheless an examination of the main current affairs maga-
zines does show enough of a consistent pattern to justify a few
simple generalisations. In choosing them I hope I may be for-
given for limiting my examples to Panorama and This Week.
I have selected these two British programmes (one BBC and
one ITV) because I know more about them than I do about, say,
Report or Cinq Colonnes; and I have preferred them to Tonight
(which is not exclusively a current affairs programme) and
Gallery (which is about the British political scene and therefore
by definition contains few stories from overseas).'

The editor of a printed journal is restricted by the number of
pages at his disposal, and the editor of a television magazine is
restricted by the running time of his programme. This Week
fills a thirty -minute space, and this means that its producer' has
261. minutes of screen time-the other 31 minutes being taken
up with commercial advertisements. Panorama in the past few
years has varied between 45 and so minutes, and because it is a
BBC programme this is an actual length. Granted that few

' Since writing this chapter Gallery has died, and Tonight been transformed.
My words are true of the summer of 1965.

' I have generally used the word 'editor', which the BBC prefers, but the
man in charge of This Week has always been called its 'producer'.
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stories can be adequately covered in less than ten minutes the
producer of This Week probably has a harder assignment than
his rival in Panorama. He can either have two stories of 13
minutes each (which is perhaps too long), or else two main
stories of nine or ten minutes each, with a shorter and less
important one which he would normally place at the end; or he
can devote his whole programme to a single story.

The fifty minutes which Panorama's editor has at his disposal
would seem to give him far greater flexibility. Not only can he
have four stories without difficulty, but he can easily alter the
length of each of them, thereby varying the pace of the pro-
gramme as a whole. He is less frequently obliged, for reasons of
running -time, to stretch an item for longer than it really needs.
He can easily contain a twenty- or even thirty -minute story (a
political profile, for instance, or an item that includes both a
filmed report and a studio discussion at the end of it) without
destroying the rest of his programme. On the other hand, there
are those occasions when the news is dull, or the world mysteri-
ously uneventful and at such times it is easier to be boring in
so minutes than in 261.

Jeremy Isaacs, for two years producer of This Week and now
editor of Panorama, believes that a running time of slightly less
than half an hour is not without its advantages : "Of course 264
minutes makes it virtually impossible for This Week to include
within the same programme more than two stories of any
weight. But on the other hand it is perfectly adequate for a
couple of reports, each of about thirteen minutes-and I think
that anything shorter than that would take us far too near to the
length and technique of the news-and it is admirable for a
long, single piece on a subject which deserves treatment in
depth. This Week has increasingly devoted a whole programme
to a single subject, from a studio discussion with the Prime
Minister or the Leader of the Opposition to a filmed report on
the state of Chile or Bolivia. Our running -time of 261 minutes
would certainly be a disadvantage if we felt obliged to cover
three or four subjects each week. But I believe this to be neither
necessary or desirable."

Each of these programmes is expected to cover the world, and
each of them therefore has to keep a balance between home and
foreign affairs. If This Week has two items, then one of them
would normally be a story from Britain and one from abroad.
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A story on horse racing at the beginning of the flat -racing
season was followed by an assessment of de Gaulle. During the
first three months of 1964, This Week had seven stories from
overseas, and twelve from Britain. During the same period
Panorama had thirty-six foreign stories, and twenty-eight from
Britain. In any week of the year it is a safe assumption that at
least one reporter from each of these programmes will be over-
seas with a camera crew.

Foreign assignments are almost invariably, for technical
reasons, covered by film cameras, and are therefore visually
much more interesting than a studio discussion or a straight
interview. This suggests another factor for the editor to consider
when he plans the contents of his programme; not only will he
balance his home stories with his foreign ones, but he will try to
follow a static studio item with a lively pictorial one. If the
news of the day demands that his lead story must be an inter-
view with a Cabinet Minister, then he will try to follow this
with a filmed report from another country and another con-
tinent. He will possibly try to improve the look of his studio
interview by prefacing it with a short piece of film.

The interview with Georges Bidault, for instance, was pre-
ceded by a two -minute film which summed up his public career
and showed him in the days when he was one of the leading
actors on the world's stage. Not only did this add point to the
rather sad interview which followed it, but it gave pace and
variety to the programme itself. For an edition of Panorama
which consisted entirely of studio talk would be a very dull one
indeed, and an edition which consisted of one film story after
another would be monotonous.

Shaping the Programme
Building up the shape of a magazine programme introduces

some of the familiar problems of the dramatist or the novelist :
how to vary the pace and the mood, how to balance those
sections that appeal to the head with those which appeal to the
heart, how to begin effectively, how to build up to a third act
or a last chapter. Choosing a lead story is clearly important, and
although sometimes it selects itself (a strike on the morning of
the programme, the publication of an important report, the
outbreak of a revolution) there are many occasions when the
editor finds himself with a choice of any one of three or four.
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A lead story needs urgency and punch, and must always be on
a major subject of national or international importance. Except
in unusual circumstances it is probably a mistake to lead with a
studio interview, but it would be equally mistaken to lead with
a pleasant film story of an undramatic sort.

The choice of a final item introduces a different consideration,
that of timing. It should be possible for the editor to extend his
live stories if they are going well. Nothing is more irritating to
the audience (not to mention the participants) if an important
interview or discussion is arbitrarily chopped off at the moment
when it is reaching its peak of excitement. To allow himself
this flexibility the editor might well either choose as his last
item a story which can be shortened or extended without losing
its value, or else have two or three filmed stories of different
lengths from which he will make his final choice when the
programme is on the air. Once again this is easier to plan when
he has so minutes than when he has only 261.

Above all, the magazine editor must be willing to throw out
at the last moment not only one or two of his prepared stories,
but if necessary the whole of his programme. This is a costly
decision to take, but occasionally it must be taken and I can
give a precise instance of this from my own experience.

In the middle of the week of January 28th, 1963, we had
worked out a tentative list of contents for the Panorama of the
following Monday. There were one or two gaps to be filled, and
there was the usual possibility of an important story breaking
over the weekend. But we had the rough shape of the pro-
gramme in our minds. Then, in the middle of that week the
Prime Minister made a TV broadcast. The following night the
acting Leader of the Opposition, George Brown, also spoke on
television. Despite their differences of view, they both echoed a
similar sentiment. Harold Macmillan issued a challenge : "We
must be ready to accept change, to modernise, to adapt, to get
rid of obsolete plant, and perhaps more important, obsolete
ideas." To which Mr. Brown added : "We simply cannot afford
any longer to hang about. We must take decisive action, and
take it now."

Both men were concerned with the mood of Britain, and
expressed the same fear that in some ways we, as a country,
might be in danger of dragging our heels. By the Friday, three
days before our transmission, this theme was the subject of
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leading articles in the national press, and was indeed a constant
topic of conversation wherever people got together to pass the
time of day. Clearly it demanded a place in Panorama. But how
should we treat it ? We thought of discussions, and interviews,
and debates. We made lists of public figures who might be asked
to take part. But the more we argued among ourselves the
clearer it became that what we were really talking about was,
quite literally, the 'state of the nation', and this was surely a
theme that could scarcely be adequately covered in ten or
fifteen minutes.

We decided therefore to scrap our half -prepared programme
and devote the whole of Panorama to this newly topical theme.
We would take a critical look at Britain, her achievements, her
shortcomings and, above all, her mood. So, in the middle of
Friday afternoon, the decision was taken. The cutting rooms
were emptied of their half -completed stories, and the BBC's
film library was combed for whatever material might be of
value to us. A live outside broadcast unit was sent to one of the
biggest steelworks in South Wales, for we had decided to open
the programme there, and to catch, live, the frank opinions of a
group of steel -workers. At the same time we began to select a
team of distinguished national figures who might debate the
issue in the studio on the Monday night.

Cutting rooms and dubbing theatres worked throughout the
weekend, producing what in the end became a twenty -minute
pictorial survey of Britain, placed in the context of those state-
ments by Harold Macmillan and George Brown. John Morgan,
as the reporter assigned to this part of the programme, also spent
his weekend in the cutting -rooms. On the Monday morning he
wrote the whole of his commentary, and in the afternoon and
early evening he recorded it. The job was finished within
minutes of the programme going on the air.

Looking at the Panorama diary for that day I see that the live
OB from South Wales ran for 91 minutes, and that the studio
discussion-including Sir George Pollock (Director of the
British Employers' Confederation), George Woodcock (General
Secretary of the TUC). the Rt. Hon. Harold Watkinson (former
Minister of Defence), Denis Healey, MP, and Mark Bonham-
Carter-ran for over 15 minutes. This was Monday evening, and
not a single minute of this final programme was even thought of
before the previous Friday afternoon.
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This is no doubt an exceptional instance. But although it is
rare for a complete edition of a magazine programme to be cast
aside in that way, it is very common for individual items to be
thrown away on the day of the programme itself. Indeed it has
long been a principle in Panorama to leave the list of contents
open on the preceding Friday evening.

Looking back again at the diary, I see that we once mounted
a whole item of fifteen minutes on a threatened electricity strike
during the day of the programme itself, that we dispatched a
reporter and a camera crew to Libya following an earthquake on
Friday, February 22nd, 1963, and that during the weekend of
January 19th, 1963, we prepared a completely new programme
on the subject of the future of the Labour Party after the death
of Hugh Gaitskell.

In a random list of twenty consecutive programmes in 1962-3
I see that the actual list of contents was changed as late as the
Monday afternoon on no fewer than fifteen occasions. To make
decisions as important as this, to stick to them, and if necessary
to defend them afterwards, is something that a magazine pro-
gramme's editor must always be prepared to do.

How all these considerations affect the make-up of a magazine
programme in practice can best be seen by listing the contents of
Panorama and This Week during a sample period. I have there-
fore taken the first three months of 1964 as an example, without
pretending to claim that it was a particularly 'typical' time. I
have chosen it purely at random, a period when troubles in
Cyprus provided a running story in the field of world affairs,
and when British politics were plunged into the moodiness of
an election year :

SAMPLE PROGRAMME CONTENT

Date 'Panorama' Date 'This Week'
Jan 6th : Cyprus Jan 2nd : Death on the Roads

Safety At Sea
The Pope in the Holy

Land
Date of British Election

Jan 13th : Jordan Waters Dispute
Interview with W. Ger-

man Foreign Minister

Jan 9th : The Army's Commit-
ments

Unemployment in the
Automation in Britain South-West
Smoking and Lung Can-

cer
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Date 'Panorama'
Jan zoth: Tanganyika: Independ-

ence
Retail Price Mainten-

ance
Port Talbot Steel Strike
The Clergy in Britain

Jan 27th : Army Troubles in E.
Africa

Deployment of British
Troops

Nehru's Successor
British Law and Law

Reform (interview
with Lord Devlin)

First Ladies (the wives
U.S. Presidents)

Feb 3rd: U.S. Republican Con.
tenders

Anglo-Soviet Relations
Interview with Tangan-

yikan Foreign Minister
Hospital Beds

Feb loth: Tribute to Harold Mac-
millan

Dutch Royal Crisis
Congo: film of police

brutality
The Johnson Adminis-

tration
Angry Young Men

(writers)
Chou En Lai's African

tour

Feb r7th : Interview with Prime
Minister

The Trial of Jack Ruby
Cyprus
The Watutsi Tribe
Over - population in

India

Feb 24th :
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Interviews with Chan-
cellor of Exchequer
and his 'Shadow'

Kurdistan
Bobby Baker
Turkey (after attemp-

ted assassination of
her Prime Minister)

Indian Film Industry

Date 'This Week'
Jan 16th: Interview with Harold

Wilson

Jan 2;rd: The Corsican 'Leukae-
mia Cure'

The Borneo War

Jan 3oth: The Future of Africa

Feb 6th: Princess Irene of the
Netherlands

Nuclear War by Mis-
take

A Future for the Cu-
narders ?

Feb 13th: Poverty in the USA

Feb loth : Interview with Prime
Minister



Date 'Panorama'
March znd : Air Safety

Death of King of
Greece

Southern Rhodesia
The Police
Pakistan
Langarone, s months

after the dam disas-
ter

March gth : Interview with Harold
Wilson

Ladakh
Greece
The (American) A II
Cyprus
Royal Babies

March 16th : Extract from President
Johnson's TV Inter-
view

Trial of Jack Ruby
Population Explosion

in SE of England
Cyprus (studio discus-

sion)
Electronic Eavesdrop-

ping
The Auschwitz Trial

March 23rd : Profile of Sir Hugh
Foot

The Electricity Dispute
The Position of the

General Practitioner
The Manufacture of

Busts of Shakespeare

March 3oth : Spain (2s years after
the end of the Civil
War)

Clacton Hooligans
The Boston Strangler
Profile of Brian Ep-

stein
The Singing Nun

Date 'This Week'
Feb 27th : Fanny Hill and the Law

March sth: Television and Politics

March i2th : Interview with Rt.
Hon. Jo Grimond,
MP

Meths Drinkers

March rgth : How Straight is British
Racing?

Assessment of de
Gaulle

March 26: Society and the Psycho-
path

Against that background, what have those in charge of these
two programmes to say about the function of a television
current affairs magazine ? First, Paul Fox :
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"Obviously one of the main jobs of a programme like Pan-
orama is to add comment and analysis to whatever may be 'in
the news' at the time. There is no point in repeating a news
story; it must add to what the audience has already seen or read
about. What it can add is depth of comment, because it has
(usually) more time in preparation and (always) more time on
the screen. If a story is worth ten minutes, it will have ten
minutes, but if it needs forty or fifty minutes then it can have
forty or fifty. To this extent it is usually possible to guess in
advance what some of the contents of the next Panorama will
be, for there are always one or two stories which the programme
must tackle if it is not to default on its responsibilities. There is
nothing wrong with this, but I would be worried if the public
found itself able to anticipate all the contents of a particular
week's programme.

"I have always believed that the success of Panorama can be
judged partly by the reaction of the audience and the critics,
but more importantly by the extent to which it is mentioned
in the news columns of the next morning's papers. This fre-
quently happens, for instance, whenever a senior Cabinet
Minister or a national leader from overseas makes an exclusive
appearance in the programme. Or it happens when the pro-
gramme itself starts an investigation which is later taken up by
the whole of the national press-a good example of this was
our report into London's homeless citizens. Similarly we made
headline news when Ernest Marples and Sidney Greene clashed
in Panorama on the eve of a potential railway strike-and this,
by the way, was live television, which is always more dramatic
than anything which is filmed or recorded on tape. We also
made our own news when we interviewed Georges Bidault.

"Of course it is much easier to follow the news than to antici-
pate it, though the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive;
we can follow the news of a major national strike, for instance.
by presenting a story which might end with a confrontation in
our studio between the leaders of both sides in the dispute. But
the very fact of this confrontation is itself a piece of new news,
and is almost certain to be quoted on the front page of the next
morning's papers.

"Beyond this we have to remember that an enormous public
relies upon us for serious and responsible reporting. and for
influential comment. We are therefore more concerned, except
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in weeks when the world is abnormally subdued, with issues of
national and international importance than with what is merely
trivial and amusing. Above all the job of a programme like
Panorama cannot be considered in isolation; it is just one part,
though a vitally important part, of the BBC's coverage of news
and public affairs. The role and therefore the contents of a
magazine programme in any television network will depend on
whatever coverage that network has to offer in their fields."

The producer of This Week in 1964 was Jeremy Isaacs :

"The job of a programme like This Week is to explain the
headlines. But I myself don't see why those headlines need neces-
sarily be today's or even yesterday's. A programme which ap-
pears for half an hour every week would dodge its responsibili-
ties if it felt obliged to be as topical as that; it is a waste of those
precious 261 minutes to fill them with stories which are in effect
no more than slightly longer versions of what the audience has
already seen, not only once but over and over again.

"Any major issue (the Cyprus crisis is a good example) is
nowadays treated day after day in the news and in programmes
like Dateline or ITN Reports. There was a period in 1964
when This Week, if it had merely been concerned with the
week's news, would presumably have sent a reporter to Cyprus
over and over again,' thereby filling its half-hour with material
which would inevitably have been essentially the same as the
daily reports of the news-though they would probably, though
not inevitably, have been a little longer. This would have been
absurd. A weekly programme, as I see it, has an obligation to do
what is not being done otherwise; it can concern itself with a
much broader interpretation of the word news and it has more
time in which to cover a subject in depth.

"I do not believe that This Week should necessarily be con-
cerned with the news of the day. It is probably more valuable
for it to tackle subjects which are of interest and concern over a
period of weeks or months (or even years) than those stories
which are strictly topical. I believe it was perfectly valid for
This Week to devote the whole of three programmes in the
summer of 1964 to a group of the Latin American nations,
though only one of them was headline news in the conventional

' In fact there was no story from Cyprus in This Week during the first six
months of 1964.
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sense. Similarly we filled another complete programme with a
report on the problem and treatment of mental illness within
the community in Britain; the subject is important, is never far
from the news, and deserves a longer and more considered
coverage than the traditional ten or twelve minutes.

"Of course subjects of this sort, if we handle them badly, are
open to the comment, It wasn't well done, and it wasn't even
in the news at the time.' But if we do them effectively, then
they at once become their own justification, and the very fact
that they are unexpected gives them an extra excitement. If
This Week confined itself to stories which are currently in the
headlines, not only would its audience be inflicted with a great
deal of material which is already familiar, but it would be
denied the chance of watching subject -matter which in the long
run might be even more important.

"To restrict a programme to the news of the day is to exclude
nine -tenths of human activity and human experience. Of course
it is always possible to scrap (or more likely to postpone) a pre-
pared programme at the last minute if the immediate news is so
vitally important that to ignore it would be to opt out of our
clear responsibilities. But this happens infrequently."

Presentation
The presentation techniques of the magazine programme are

similar to those of a news bulletin. Panorama is introduced, and
its stories are linked by Richard Dimbleby, himself an experi-
enced reporter in newspapers, radio, and TV. There can be few
men in television anywhere who can equal his skill in handling
the unexpected, or in retaining a magisterial calm in moments
of crisis. Himself a fluent and fast writer, a superb reader of 'off
the cuff' commentaries, and a first-class interviewer, he has all
the merits that his job demands.

Just as the audience tends to regard the newscaster as the
man who has personally chosen the items in his own bulletin,
so Richard Dimbleby is publicly considered to be the man who
is wholly responsible for the contents of Panorama. It is his
image which has attached itself to the programme, one of calm-
ness, knowledge, reliability, humanity, and the complete ab-
sence of fuss. Like the best of the newscasters he writes his own
material, and although he is not in reality the 'boss' his influence
on both content and presentation is considerable. Unlike the
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newscaster, on the other hand, his activities are not restricted
to the mere presentation of fact; he frequently chairs a studio
discussion, and occasionally expresses his own views on matters
of moment.

The technique of a visible 'anchor man', attacked in some
places as old-fashioned and slow, is stoutly defended by Paul
Fox :

"Firstly, it makes for flexibility in presentation. Some people
say that to have Richard Dimbleby in the studio, always in
vision at the beginning of the programme, is a rigid arrangement
which somehow puts the programme into a strait -jacket. In fact
the opposite is the truth. With such a man available on camera
at any point in the programme it is always possible to go,
through him, to anything or anywhere. He could, if necessary,
stop the arranged programme altogether and lead us somewhere
else. He can introduce relevant news items which have come in
during the transmission of the programme. He can extend or
contract his own part of it, making it easier for the editor to
vary the running times of particular stories even when they are
on the air. In the (increasingly unlikely) event of technical
trouble he can cover up.

"But although this flexibility is one of the reasons why I
personally believe in the institution of the 'anchor man', it isn't
the main one. More important, I think, is the family atmosphere
in which a programme like Panorama is viewed every Monday.
This is not a printed magazine, to be read in the morning train
or in occasional minutes snatched from a coffee break. It is a
programme which must be seen as it is transmitted (or not at
all), and it is seen by families or parts of families in their own
homes at the same time every Monday night. Under such con-
ditions I am sure that the personal contact between the pro-
gramme and its audience is vital, and I am equally sure that the
best way to establish the proper kind of contact is by means of
a visible personality, someone who has down the years become
something of a family friend, a regular visitor to the sitting
room, a man whose words are respected and whose very pres-
ence has become (and I doubt if I rate it too highly) a guarantee
of integrity and common sense.

"In a world of increasing confusion and violence, in which
so many versions of the 'truth' are readily available, here, it
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seems, is a man who every Monday can help to shed a ray of
light. There is something very reassuring about his appearance
on the screen which seems to remove at once any suggestion of
bias or propaganda or cheap emotionalising.

"Let me give just one example of the quite extraordinary
relationship which Richard Dimbleby has built up with his
unseen audience. During the Cuba crisis in the autumn of 1962
we presented a Panorama Special at very short notice. This, let
us remember, was during a week when the world seemed to be
hovering on the brink of nuclear war. Tension was high, fear
was just round the corner, and truth-as is always the case on
such occasions-was hard to come by. Our programme was
introduced and linked as always by Richard Dimbleby. During
and immediately after it there were 'phone calls from dozens of
viewers who tried, as they often do, to have a word with him.
One of these calls was put through to me personally, and it was
from a woman who told me, very simply, that she had a young
family, and that her two sons would certainly not be going to
school in the morning unless Richard Dimbleby himself assured
them that it was quite safe to do so.

"Trivial, perhaps; but not, I think, essentially so. I prefer to
see it as proof that in Richard Dimbleby and in our use of him
we have managed to build up a highly personal relationship
between the programme and the public. To take him away
would be to destroy that relationship, and with it, or so I
believe, much of the respect which Panorama has for so long
held in the minds and hearts of its vast audience. It is silly to talk
of a technique being out of date (or conversely being 'with it');
techniques either succeed or they fail, and success and failure
are determined by the measure of respect and affection which
the programme commands."

For many years This Week also employed its own 'anchor
man'-a position held by Brian Connell longer than by anyone
else. But in the autumn of 1963 it changed its method of presen-
tation. Brian Connell left the programme, and the present tech-
nique is to let each individual reporter introduce his own story,
handing on at the end of it to the next man and the next story.
Inevitably this is a faster method-This Week gets into its lead
story much faster than Panorama does-but to some extent it
destroys the programme's personality. This Week is slicker than
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Panorama, but less homely, and possibly less friendly. Yet its
technique is arguably more in keeping with the mood of the
times (Panorama has kept the same basic shape for nearly ten
years), and this is what Jeremy Isaacs says about it :

"I have never believed that a programme like This Week
needs to be introduced by someone in vision. This is a device
which adds nothing to the programme, and merely steals
precious time. Whatever is said by this visible chairman can
be said more dramatically and effectively within the content of
whatever reports the programme has to offer. We solve the
problem of continuity by having each reporter, at the end of his
own story, handing on to the next one. This way the whole
programme flows more easily, without the need to jump back
to the studio and out again every now and then."

Technique

Magazine programmes employ the same basic techniques as
news. I would say that the editor of a current affairs magazine
programme can expect the following facilities :

i. A live studio large enough to contain a group of twenty or
thirty people, and capable of holding, for example, cars or
scientific equipment or models.

2. The use of still and moving back projection.
3. A film unit large enough to handle at least one foreign and

one home story every week, with access to further film facilities
in an emergency.

4. Access at request to outside broadcast facilities. In an
organisation as large as the BBC, these permanent facilities are
considerable. The editor of the magazine programme can always
ask for them; whether or not he is granted them will depend
on the force of his argument as well as the existing technical
commitments.

5. Access to international relays, whenever desirable. This,
of course, is more complicated, and lines may well not be avail-
able at a convenient time. But my own experience with Pan-
orama was that links between European cities was almost
always possible, though sometimes the item concerned had to
be pre-recorded an hour or two before our own transmission
time. Relays from North America by satellite are more difficult
to arrange, and certainly more costly, but they too have been
included on several occasions in the past couple of years.
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6. Access to tape-recording facilities, especially in the after-
noon and early evening of the transmission day.

7. Access to a permanent staff large enough to supply all
these programme needs.

A Critical Look at the Set-up
I would make two further points about magazine pro-

grammes, and the first of them is organisational. It is my belief
that the British habit of separating administratively news from
current affairs is absurd, confusing, and uneconomic. Yet the
BBC's tradition in this respect was copied by Independent Tele-
vision in 1955. In the BBC, news has always been one depart-
ment, or set of departments, and current affairs another. It was
so in sound broadcasting, and it has remained so in television.
In British commercial television the same division remains;
national news is a monopoly of Independent Television News,
and programmes like This Week and The World Tonight are
made by separate programme companies. Philosophically this
division is presumably justified by the assumed distinction be-
tween news and comment, by the sacredness of the former and
the possible irresponsibility of the latter. News must always be
honest and true, and invariably beyond controversy, and this
happy state of affairs can only be guaranteed if its practitioners
work together in their own organisation, free from the tainting
influence of those with points of view.

The resulting confusion is unsatisfactory from everybody's
standpoint. For one thing, it causes expensive and illogical dupli-
cation. Robin Day, sent to the Congo by Panorama, finds that a
colleague from BBC News is already there (this is by no means
an isolated example, nor is it confined to the BBC). There are
also those occasions, when the main news story in the evening
bulletin is also the lead story in Panorama on the same night,
and the audience sees what are sometimes literally the same
pictures twice within the space of an hour.

It may, perhaps. be argued that this does not matter, that the
relationship between a news programme and a magazine pro-
gramme is like that between the front page and the leader page
of a newspaper; both can and should be contained within the
same publication.

This. I think, is to make a merit of what is a minor anarchy.
For although the newspaper certainly comments in its leading
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articles on the major events of its own front page, it does at
least have the same editor, whereas the editor of ITN is not
employed by the same organisation as the producer of This
Week, and although communication between the editor of BBC
Television News and the editor of Panorama is no doubt fre-
quent, it is sometimes fortuitous and almost always by tele-
phone (for their offices are a dozen miles apart). It is true that
the BBC possesses an 'Editor, News and Current Affairs', but
what is needed is formal collaboration at the level of tactics as
well as of strategy.

My own personal view is that the present confusion neither
can nor should continue much longer. I hope that what I have
written about news and current affairs is sufficient evidence for
the view that each is an inseparable part of the same public
service. The reflection of comment and controversy on import-
ant items of the day is as essential to television as the accurate
reporting of those items in the first place. There is a funda-
mental absurdity in having the mere facts of the news in one
programme, and the analysis of those facts scattered through
several other programmes on three channels. The combination
of news and of comment within the same programme is, I

believe, what the audience needs, and what it will eventually
extended to

half -an -hour,' and will thus inevitably contain stories that in
length and in technique are closer to the present Panorama and
This Week than to the brief item in a ten-minute bulletin. Once
this happens. the dividing line between the two sorts of pro-
grammes will become so blurred as to be meaningless even to
television executives, and eventually it will disappear.

The first of my general points about the television magazine
programme, therefore, is to suggest that its days are numbered,
and that its present function will be taken over by a longer
news -cum -comment programme on the one hand and by an
increased number of news documentaries (what NBC has called
'instant news specials') on the other. I am also arguing that a
development of this kind will demand, at least in Britain. a
reorganisation of the present administrative method in both
BBC and ITV. The organisational separation of news and current
affairs will no longer be possible.

' It is significant that when BBC -2 began in 1964 it included a nightly pro-
gramme called Newsroom, running for 25 minutes.
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The Future for Magazine Programmes
My second point is a slight contradiction of my first. For,

although I believe that the magazine programme may soon be
out of date in terms of national networks, I suspect that it
might find itself a new future in international television. A
magazine item of ten minutes or so is potentially a very sale-
able commodity, and stories from Panorama and This Week
have frequently been sold throughout the world. When I was
myself working on Panorama we often made use of stories shot
by similar programmes overseas, and notably from the French
Cinq Colonnes and the German Report.

The notion of an international magazine programme was
canvassed for many years, and a number of tentative experi-
ments have already taken place. It is over a decade since Paul
Rotha, then Head of Documentaries for the BBC, persuaded the
many film units in the British Commonwealth to co-operate in
Commonwealth Magazine, until apathy and shortage of good
material forced it to close down. In the autumn of 1963 a more
ambitious, though so far only occasional programme called
European Journal was started, making use of specially -shot
stories from several television networks. The idea behind Euro-
pean Journal is that it shall be shown at approximately the same
time by those TV organisations that have contributed to its
production.

A parallel though more restricted experiment is taking place
between the production teams of television magazines in South
Germany, Italy, French Canada, and Belgium, and this is de-
scribed by Helmut Hammerschmidt :

"The directors of these magazines have established a joint
office which operates as a base for the exchange of information
on each other's plans. This office is in Brussels. The idea behind
the scheme is to help us to make more ambitious and therefore
more costly stories, and we believe that we can do this more
frequently and more effectively together than we could separ-
ately. Each station, in rotation, sends out a technical crew with
a director, and this team is joined by directors from the other
stations. Each station thus shares the film coverage with the
others, but has the advantage of its own script, and if it wishes,
its own sequences. The cost of production is shared mutually."
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There is of course an essential difference between the co-
operation of Mr. Hammerschmidt and his colleagues, and Euro-
pean Journal. The former is nothing more than a convenient
technical collaboration, which avoids duplication and saves
money. What it does not do is ask the contributing countries to
accept the absolute control of a man from one of those coun-
tries. Each national network retains its authority in matters of
editorial policy, and it guarantees this by providing its own
director and its own commentary. European Journal is both
more important and more ambitious. For although each con-
tributing country is largely responsible for choosing its own
stories, the principle behind the experiment is that the same
edition of European Journal, with the same contributions, shall
be shown by all the national networks involved in it.

This voluntary surrender of authority to a team of television
practitioners who are probably not one's own nationals has
always been hard to achieve, and international collaboration in
the field of controversial television has usually proved as hazard-
ous as in the world of international politics. One's hope is that
European Journal will succeed, that it will hammer out its own
style and image, and that it will cease to be merely occasional.
But a taste of the problems that it can expect was experienced
as early as its second edition, when the New Statesman carried
this story in its London Diary :

"The firm grip which General de Gaulle has on French radio
and television is no joke to the French, but occasionally his use
of RTF as a government propaganda station has its faintly comic
moments. This week the principal European television net-
works, among them the BBC, transmitted a Journal composed of
internationally compiled film reports. Nation speaking unto
nation, as it were. The German contribution was a study of
Gaston Deferre, the Mayor of Marseilles and the General's
socialist opponent. It was a cool enough look at Monsieur X.
The French, however, refused to show it. The General does not
believe that his opponents should be heard speaking on his
television station. In place of M. Deferre the French network
showed a film about Napoleon on St. Helena."

This piece of somewhat sardonic comedy shows clearly
enough how far we are from having an internationally accepted
policy for television current affairs. European Journal, alas, is a
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programme created by a committee. Although the western
European television networks have greeted it with varying
degrees of enthusiasm or apathy, and many of them have at any
rate contributed stories to it, their national pride has so far
prevented them from abandoning their own editorial control.
The programme still lacks what it essentially needs-an editor,
of whatever nationality, who has as much authority over con-
tent and policy as the editor of Panorama. Without such a
person, and also without the permanent staff that goes with
him, European Journal seems likely to remain a noble experi-
ment, too infrequent to have a big impact, and too diffuse to
have its own style and point of view.

Nevertheless I am enough of an optimist to believe that the
battle will eventually be won-if only because the creative
men in factual television, regardless of nationality, have a
splendid habit of agreeing with one another whenever good
and exciting television is being debated. Many of them are
thinking along similar lines and are using similar techniques.
They are in constant contact with one another, by personal
visits, by post, and by telephone, and already a great deal of
know-how is exchanged, internationally if informally. All that
is needed is the will of the parochially -minded to remember
that we are in the middle of the twentieth century, that parish-

pump attitudes are singularly pointless in this day and age, and
that quality and truth are virtues which deserve more from us
all than mere lip -service.

I believe that eventually this will happen, and that the tele-
vision magazine programme, out of date though I believe it to
be in purely national terms, will assume a new vigour in the
world of international television.
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THE CURRENT AFFAIRS
DOCUMENTARY

BY 'current affairs documentary' I mean a long programme.
so far almost always on film, which deals in depth with a
subject of topical importance. News programmes in 1964

dealt with the latest developments in Cyprus in stories which
lasted a couple of minutes; Panorama gave then ten or fifteen
minutes; but World in Action could give Cyprus half an hour.
At the height of the Algerian crisis the News programmes had
reporters permanently in Algiers, sending back filmed stories of
the usual length; Panorama from time to time sent its own re-
porters to Algiers or to Paris; but CBS Reports, in May 1961,
analysed the background of the Franco -Algerian conflict in an
hour-long film. In the past few years News programmes on both
sides of the Atlantic have reflected the immediate moments of
crisis in the battle for Negro rights. Magazine programmes have
frequently sent reporters and camera -teams to the scenes of the
latest disturbances, but NBC devoted the whole of a White
Paper programme, lasting an hour, to a detailed examination of
a particular incident, and CBS Reports made a film of similar
length-Who Speaks for Birmingham ?-an account of day-to-
day life in an industrial city torn with racial tension. When the
Greek cruise -liner Lakonia caught fire in the Atlantic causing
the deaths of three hundred holiday-makers, it received the
usual coverage in news and magazine programmes; but World
in Action produced a forty -minute film which reconstructed the
chain of events in the words, and with the faces, of those who
survived the disaster.

The current affairs documentary is a form of television which
is now some fifteen years old. The BBC had a series called
Foreign Correspondent as long ago as 1949. Produced by Grace
Wyndham Goldie, it featured such established radio reporters
as Edward Ward and the late Chester Wilmot. Alas, the primi-
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tive facilities of those days compelled it to be firmly based in a
live studio, with maps and interviews, plus fifteen minutes or
so of specially shot film, all of it on 35 mm, and most of it silent.
The same producer was responsible for World Survey (1951) in
which Christopher Mayhew and Graham Hutton alternately
surveyed the scene overseas and at home, using the same tech-
nique.

Those early programmes suffered in impact by being neces-
sarily studio -bound, but nevertheless they succeeded in their
main purpose of casting light on the important issues of the
day, and undoubtedly they generated an impressive sense of
responsible authority. Their limitations were, of course, partly
technical, springing from the shortage of studio space, the lack
of adequate mobile film units, and the limitations of the elec-
tronic cameras of those days. But they suffered also by being
born at a time when national and international figures were still
reluctant to suffer the ordeal of television, and indeed felt no
obligation whatever to face the cameras in an age when the
television audience was limited to a few areas of the British
Isles and when sound -radio was still the more popular medium.

The Early Documentaries
The technical break -through came in 1951 and 1952. In the

USA, Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly began a maga-
zine programme called See it Now in November 1951, and on
December 29th, 1952, they abandoned the magazine format in
a historic programme called Christmas in Korea, an impressive
attempt to express the Korean conflict in human terms. Two
months earlier the BBC had shown the first programme in its
Special Enquiry series, a report from the slums of Glasgow.

See it Now ran as a weekly series until 1958, and Special
Enquiry ran monthly every autumn and winter until 1957. Both
programmes relied upon the personality anchor -man : Ed
Murrow for See it Now, and Robert Reid for Special Enquiry.
Significantly both Murrow and Reid were practical reporters
with similar backgrounds. Ed Murrow had made his name as a
radio war correspondent, reporting to America from a blitzed
London. Later, with Fred Friendly, he had been responsible for
the radio series Hear it Now, whose logical successor was tele-
vision's See it Now. Robert Reid, graduating to radio from the
provincial press, was one of the BBC's war reporters, and later
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was in charge of radio news in the BBC's North Region. When
the first Special Enquiry went on the air, in October 1952, he
was features editor of the News Chronicle.

See it Now began nearly a year ahead of Special Enquiry, and
the British programme owed a great deal to its American prede-
cessor. Its basic approach was similar, and intentionally so. For
although the BBC, like CBS, was unable to have an editorial
opinion of its own, it could at least have a broad point of view,
and it seemed to those of us who were concerned with the birth
of Special Enquiry that one of the most exciting merits of See it
Now was the way in which Murrow had seemed to place him-
self on the side of the audience. His approach was that of the
hardened reporter whose concern was to find out the facts on
behalf of the viewer, and to let nothing and nobody stand in his
way. In choosing Robert Reid we knew we were choosing a man
whose approach would be precisely similar, and the fact that he
had a slight northern accent added to his earthy, no-nonsense
appearance. This was clearly no routine spokesman for the
Establishment, but a man to be trusted-one of 'us', rather than
one of 'them'. Of Special Enquiry's general approach to its sub-
ject matter, Robert Reid has this to say :

aware of a range of social problems which up to then had never
been properly uncovered by television. We didn't set out
initially to assume the role of crusaders. What we saw as our
job was to try to do in television terms what the best newspaper
journalism had always done in the way of bringing social prob-
lems out into the open, as a matter of public interest. Basically
the job was to inform people.

"Up to then television documentaries had been prepared and
put on by experts on a particular subject. In our case it was very
much the man -in -the -street approach, thinking of all the ques-
tions the average viewer would like to ask if he were sitting in
my swivel chair before swinging round to the screen to watch
the answers coming up in the main body of the report. This
approach paid off in two ways. It created the impression that I
was lining up with all the viewers, and not posing as an expert
on anything; and it engendered a genuine warmth of feeling on
my part about many of the social problems we tackled-the
slums of the Glasgow Gorbals, for example."
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Special Enquiry borrowed from See it Now the convention of
the studio -based reporter who could command. by the turn of a
switch, either a filmed report from a colleague in another town
or country, or live OB cameras from a remote location. There
was a sense in which both Murrow and Reid played the part of
TV news editors, calling for reports from their own correspond-
ents.

In the first Special Enquiry, a historic programme from the
slums of Glasgow (very forcefully directed by Anthony de
Lotbiniere), Jamieson Clark appeared as the local reporter who
had been sent on this particular assignment. When See it Now
presented two programmes on Africa, Alex Kendrick played a
similar role. Both series used film cameras with a flexibility that
was new to television in either country, and they forged a basic
technique of television reporting which has remained substan-
tially unaltered since then. Together. moreover, they killed the
traditional studio -bound programme in which an expert (as
opposed to an enquiring reporter) presented, sometimes rather
patronisingly, the essential facts of his subject.

Finally, and especially, See it Now and Special Enquiry were
never afraid of an emotional appeal. They respected the head as
much as the heart, and they did this from the moment they first
went on the air until the day they came off it. The first See it
Now to abandon the magazine format, Christmas in Korea,
remains in the memory as one of the sincerest human docu-
ments in the history of television, and Special Enquiry's expo-
sure of Glasgow's slums still stands up as an attack on man's
exploitation of man.

Indeed, each of these series was at its best when attacking. I
have already mentioned in these pages Murrow's See it Now
programme on Senator McCarthy, and it undoubtedly remains
a high peak not only in Murrow's own work but in factual
television anywhere. Special Enquiry's successes were social
rather than political, and it was at its best in its reports on
Britain's Colour Bar (in which Rene Cutforth spoke from Bir-
mingham), Smoke Pollution, Dirty Food, and British Teenagers
(which brought Denis Mitchell into television for the first time).

Special Enquiry ended in 1957, and See it Now in 1958,
having blazed a trail that has since been followed by their
(often more distinguished) successors. They had learnt how to
use the TV reporter with a film crew, working fast in difficult
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conditions. They had found the merit of the accurate recon-
struction-thus the Special Enquiry into the decline of the
British village re -staged a meeting of villagers that had taken
place some months previously in the local school, and did it
verbatim from the minutes of the actual meeting. They had
stumbled across the technique of counterpointing extracts from
the contrasting statements of several people with different
views, thereby achieving the essence of genuine controversy
without the time-consuming formality of a conventional debate;
and they had discovered that the policy restrictions of television
did not prevent a current affairs programme from taking a firm
moral stand.

Unfortunately they suffered from being born at a time when
leading figures (especially in Britain) were still frightened of
appearing on television in programmes of controversy, and
when the conventional pressure groups had a stronger hold on
television executives than they have now. A Special Enquiry
into British railways was actually cancelled because the British
Transport Commission, which by definition had the right to
prevent film cameras from going anywhere near a railway
station or a train, objected to the programme's terms of refer-
ence. Such a cancellation would be impossible today. As for See
it Now, it eventually lost its constant sponsor (ALCOA), and
Murrow, asking for leave of absence, complained that most of
television "insulates us from the world in which we live".

In Britain, between March 1957 and January 1963, there was
only one continuous TV news documentary, ITN's Roving Re-
port. This was a much simpler programme than either Special
Enquiry or See it Now, and its basic technique was that of
straight reporting. It turned its back on production gimmicks,
its film editing was straightforward and direct, and it remained
in essence an extended news story.' Its length varied from r5 to
3o minutes, and sometimes it adopted a 'magazine' format,
including separate stories within the same programme. It never
had a constant anchor-man-a Reid or a Murrow-and often
used ITN's own news reporters in succession. It maintained a
consistent quality for nearly a decade, without ever joining that
small group of programmes which demand to he seen.

More exciting than Roving Report, though its life was shorter

So indeed did BBC -2's Enquiry series (for some reason no longer 'Special')
which lasted for some eighteen months.
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and its subject -matter confined to the United Kingdom, was
Granada's Searchlight series, produced from the autumn of
1958 until 196o by Tim Hewat. It had that simple directness
which, allied to a fierce crusading zeal, has since characterised
nearly all of Hewat's work. It was essentially-or in retrospect
seems to have been-a series which specialised in the investiga-
tion of social scandals, and several of its subjects had already
been treated by the BBC in Special Enquiry : Dirty Food, Teen-
agers, and Child Cruelty, for example. But its method was more
direct, its tone sharper, and its impact more startling. It was
more interested in issues than in people (if it had a serious
weakness it was perhaps that it seemed to regard human beings
as mere statistics) and it generated more indignation than com-
passion. Its significance was that it was tougher and less com-
prising than any British television current affairs series had so
far dared to be. When it ended it left a gap which was filled two
years later by another Granada series, also with Tim Hewat as
producer, but this time with greater resources, both financial
and technical : World in Action.

Despite Searchlight, from 1957 to 1963, British television
relied for its current affairs coverage mainly on its magazine
programmes. These were the years of glory for Panorama (edited
successively by Michael Peacock, Rex Moorfoot, Michael Pea-
cock again, and Paul Fox), Tonight (edited for nearly all that
time by Donald Baverstock), and This Week (with a succession
of editors, and often beating Panorama at its own game when it
was in the charge of Cyril Bennett. Peter Morley, and Jeremy
Isaacs). The magazine programmes took the conception of the
mobile reporter from Special Enquiry and See it Now, and
sharpened his approach, both verbally and in terms of film tech-
nique. They made less use of the studio, but far greater use of
the newly available 16 mm film cameras, and there is certainly
much truth in their claim that they could pack as much into ten
or fifteen minutes as Special Enquiry managed to cover in three-
quarters of an hour.

There is much truth, certainly; but no one in his senses can
claim that a complex subject of national or international con-
cern can effectively be handled by a reporter, however skilful,
within the boundaries of a magazine story. The digest approach
was undoubtedly fashionable, but there were many practi-
tioners in British television at that time who felt the need for a
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regular programme which could handle major subjects in con-
siderable depth. There were, it is true, occasional programmes
which did this, and many of them were very fine (for instance
Anthony de Lotbiniere's documentary on capital punishment,
Derek Holroyde's remarkable series on British prisons, Richard
Cawston's investigation of the British National Health Service,
Peter Morley's Two Faces of Japan and Granada's investigations
into venereal disease and homosexuality), but apart from
Roving Report there was no constant series of news document-
ary in Britain between the death of Special Enquiry and the
birth of World in Action.

US News Documentaries

In the USA the gap which followed the end of See it Now
lasted only a year. On October 29th 1959 the first of the new
CBS Reports was transmitted : Biography of a Missile, intro-
duced and narrated by Murrow, which followed the story of a
missile from the drawing board to the firing range, and included
statements from Dr. Werner von Braun and Dr. James van
Allen. Since then CBS Reports has covered subjects as varied as
the population explosion, death on the road, racial tension, the
problems of President de Gaulle, Britain since the war, the
world's water supply, East Germany, American Conservatism,
the European Common Market, the work of Allen Dulles and
the Central Intelligence Agency, the Congo, South Africa,
American undertakers, and the life and times of Konrad
Adenauer.

It has never hesitated to be outspoken, and never seems to be
afraid of supporting unpopular causes or irritating people of
influence. Harvest of Shame (196o) was an investigation into
the sad condition of migratory farm workers in the United
States, Biography of a Bookie Joint (1960 dealt with the opera-
tions of an illegal gambling establishment in Boston. East Ger-
many-The Land Beyond the Wall included an interview, rare
on Western screens, with Walter Ulbricht. Thunder on the
Right was a forceful exposé of right-wing American political
groups. The Other Face of Dixie had the courage to visit four
cities which had actually met successfully the challenge of
racial conflict.

"News media", Fred Friendly said, "are often criticised for
reporting violence and controversy but not going back to see
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how the wounds have healed. This CBS Reports was an attempt
to do just that."

A list of eminent personages who have appeared in CBS
Reports reads like a Who's Who of the global Establishment :
Ayub Khan, Willy Brandt, Allen Dulles, the late Hugh Gait-
skell, J. K. Galbraith, President Eisenhower, Averell Harriman,
King Hussein of Jordan, Herman Kahn, the late President Ken-
nedy, Robert Kennedy, Walter Lippmann, Chief Albert Luthuli,
Harold Macmillan, Robert McNamara, Krishna Menon, Guy
Mollet, Jean Monnet, Robert Moses, the late Jawaharlal Nehru,
Richard M. Nixon, the Shah of Iran, Janio Quadros (then Presi-
dent of Brazil), Nelson A. Rockefeller, Dean Rusk, Bertrand
Russell, General Salan, Jacques Soustelle, Generalissimo Trujillo
(former dictator of the Dominican Republic), Harry S. Truman,
Walter Ulbricht, and Konrad Adenauer.

Ed Murrow left CBS Reports in 196o when he joined the USIA
in the Kennedy administration,' but Fred W. Friendly remained
in charge of the series until the summer of 1964. At present its
permanent team consists of a director of operations. ten pro-
ducers, an associate producer, six cameramen, six film editors,
six sound technicians, a production manager, and the use of
more than a dozen reporters. Of CBS Reports Fred Friendly
himself once wrote :

"It would be simple to provide a prospectus for CBS Reports.
listing ten or a dozen subjects on which we are currently work-
ing. We are always working on ten or a dozen subjects. Some
are completed in a matter of months; some take years; some are
never finished. We are essentially a news series. We schedule
some topics at the last minute-though never without a sub-
stantial portion of earlier research and production-and we do
change broadcast dates to accommodate the pertinent develop-
ments.

"Every day there is more for the people of the world to know;
and every day, what we don't know can kill us. We of CBS
Reports believe that our job is to try to cast a little light, create
a little more understanding of what bothers people, what helps
people. what can kill and what can save. Something that Dr.
Frank Stanton said when we were about to start CBS Reports
provides the most succinct statement of what we hope has been

' His death in 1965 was mourned by everybody who had ever worked in
factual television. whether they had ever been privileged to meet him or not.
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accomplished and what still remains to be done. 'It is no exag-
geration', Dr. Stanton commented. `to say that the United States
is probably better informed today than ever in history. Nor is it
an exaggeration to say that the need has never been greater than
today.' "

A few months after the start of CBS Reports, NBC began its
White Paper series, produced by Irving Gitlin with the help of
Albert Wasserman, and for its first transmission it chose The
U2 Story, a careful and often exciting dossier of the incident in
which an American U2 aircraft was shot down over Russia.

White Paper was not as frequent a series as either See it Now
or CBS Reports, and from the beginning it aimed to present a
sixty -minute programme every two months. Its purpose, how-
ever, seemed at the time to be more precise, and possibly more
fearless, than its rivals : "To point its cameras squarely at some
of the major issues, trends, and developments which many fear
are sapping America's vitality or may suddenly explode into
major threats to our way of life".

Certainly this was a fair description of the second programme
in the series, shown in May 196o, and called Sit In. This was an
analysis of one particular incident in the battle against segrega-
tion-the occasion in Nashville, Tennessee, when negro custo-
mers had entered a café and refused to leave. Apart from its
fearless honesty (and American television has been consistently
outspoken in its treatment of racial conflict) this programme,
even more than its predecessor about the U2, made fine use of
television's ability to counterpoint the present and the past.

Using both news material that had been shot at the time of the
incident, and more recent coverage from a Nashville which, at
least in outward appearance, was calm and settled, it was able
to let the present make its own comments on the past, and the
past to attach its own moral to the benevolent and sometimes
empty phrases of the present. Negro students who had taken
part in the 'sit in' not only expressed their considered views on
the problem in the light of what had happened, but also de-
scribed the incident itself, looking back on it as participants.
The local Mayor, a significant figure in the proceedings, spoke
of the present and the future and also, like the students, de-
scribed the actual incident in his own words and as it seemed to
him in retrospect.
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In this way Sit In was able to look at the Nashville incident
subjectively, through the eyes of those who were personally
involved in it, and this device gave an extra dimension to what
might otherwise have been just another objective report. There
was also a considerable fascination in being able to compare
how people said they had thought and behaved in a time of
crisis with how they had actually behaved.

Occasionally White Paper, without openly editorialising, has
contrived that men should condemn themselves out of their own
mouths and by their own recorded behaviour, and an excellent
example of this was the film about the negro demagogue, Adam
Clayton Powell. Mr. Powell at one minute was 'living it up'
with the 'Big White Folks', at another was relaxing informally
in his Puerto -Rican hide-out (the implication being that he had
chosen it as a way of appealing to the Spanish speaking popula-
tion of his Harlem constituency), and at another was behaving
like the popular misconception of an American politician
among his poorer coloured supporters. Every shot in the film
was true, every word spoken was authentic (and nearly all of
them were spontaneous), and there was no routine commentary
to give us an objective view of Mr. Powell. The comment, and
it was very powerful indeed, came from the editing, from the
juxtaposition of images and speech.

White Paper, as a series, has also made considerable use of the
cross -cut interview, using selected sentences from the state-
ments of several people, and cross -cutting them into a fast-
moving argument. Yet its ambitions and its technique have
sometimes been ahead of its subject -matter. The U2 Story and
Sit In were followed by the more routine Panama-Danger
Zone, and Angola-Journey to a War. Although the last-
mentioned had considerable scarcity value, and was neatly
directed and narrated by Robert Young, these were the conven-
tional themes of roving current affairs series. Battle of New-
burgh (about local welfare scandals) and The Business of Gamb-
ling were subjects nearer home, though whether they were
explosive enough to be fairly regarded as matters which 'are
sapping America's vitality' or as 'threats to our way of life'
must remain a very open question.

A third American network, the American Broadcasting Com-
pany, began its own major current affairs series. Close-up, in
the autumn of 196o, and ran it for three years. Like White
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Paper, but unlike CBS Reports, Close-up occasionally explored
the subjective approach, and did so with a thoroughness which
was new in American television (where the objective reporter
seems in danger of degenerating into a sacred institution). Thus,
Walk in My Shoes, made by Nicholas Webster, was an attempt
to show what life looks like to a Negro.

More significantly, it was ABC which took the considerable
gamble of encouraging the 'cinema verite team of Robert Drew
and Richard Leacock. Drew and Leacock, perhaps inevitably,
also tackled the problem of negro rights in The Children are
Watching, a film about the attempt in 196o to integrate the
public schools of New Orleans. In this film, as in Walk in My
Shoes, Close-up seemed to be breaking new ground, not only in
actual technique but in its efforts to get into the skins of those
men and women whose lives were most closely affected by
whatever problem the programme decided to tackle.

Sometimes these men and women were ordinary and not at
all in positions of authority, but at other times they were those
who had the responsibility of making delicate executive de-
cisions. Crisis: Behind a Presidential Commitment, by Gregory
Shuker, was a film which took its cameras into the offices of
President Kennedy and his brother Robert during the delicate
days when Governor Wallace was threatening to bar negro
students from the University of Alabama. Richard Leacock
made Yanki-No ! for the Close-up series-a film about the
balance between the respective influences of the United States
and Communism in Latin America. This also was a film which
had the considerable merit of avoiding an interviewer (though
it had a narrator) and thereby seeming to get closer to its sub-
ject -matter than has sometimes been the case in CBS Reports.

C'est la Guerre, about the war in Algeria, was another exer-
cise in immediacy, in which the cameras stayed with a patrol
both before, during, and after a dawn attack. Unfortunately-
for this viewer anyway-some of the earlier sequences seemed
curiously artificial, and the attack itself looked like any general-
ised war sequence. Yet Close-up, even when least successful, had
a recognisable style of its own, and usually had a 'different'
look about it; and if its principal producer, John Secondari, had
done no more than introduce Drew and Leacock to the tele-
vision screen he would have amply earned our gratitude.

In referring at such length to See it Now, CBS Reports, White
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Paper, and Close-up I have selected those current affairs series
which seem to me to have been the most seriously significant in
American television. It is only fair to say that they are merely
the highest peaks in a long range of mountains. White Paper,
for example, followed Outlook (by Chet Huntley and Reuven
Frank), and both Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, NBC's
distinguished pair of topical reporters, for several years have
had their own regular half-hour programmes. CBS ran its Eye-
witness to History for several years. ABC runs a thirty -minute
News Report every Thursday, and all the major networks have
recently stepped up their output of news specials, a form of
'instant documentary' at which American television is particu-
larly expert, and in which commercial sponsors have lately
become admirably interested.

The firm of Xerox, having sponsored an NBC special on The
Kremlin, agreed to sponsor six more documentaries from the
same company. The Humble Oil and Refining Company last year
bought 26 NBC news specials and another 25 were bought in
advance by The Savings and Loan Foundation. CBS Reports is
sponsored by Travelers Insurance; ABC's sixty -minute film.
The Soviet Woman, was bought by Philco. I mention these pre-
cise examples as evidence of the growing realisation in a hard
commercal world that the documentary need be neither dull
nor minority. As Mr. Richard L. Tobin put it in the issue of
Communications for March 14th, 1964 :

"The day of the news commentator is dead. The day of the
documentary is at hand. It is at hand because the public tunes in
to this sort of news show as it never has before, and with good
ratings, sponsorships are easy where once they were pioneering.
Ever since that excellent old series The March of Time, on radio
and newsreel, we must admit to long-term partiality for the
documentary as absorbing entertainment. We're happy to have
company. and delighted that advertisers are flocking to a worthy
standard."

The US Pattern
It is possible to admire Mr. Tobin's sentiments without prais-

ing his literary style, and the discovery by wealthy sponsors of
the news documentary, however belated, is as good an excuse
as any for throwing hats in the air along the length of Madison
Avenue. Moreover it is one reason, and arguably the most
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effective one, why television in the United States has now
evolved a logical pattern for its treatment of news and current
affairs. The main news programmes in the principal networks
are now thirty minutes in length, a time which allows for
comment on the news as well as the straightforward presenta-
tion of the facts.

In addition, the production of news specials has increased
dramatically in the past two years; at the time of writing, some
40o news specials, all produced by Chet Hagan, have come from
NBC alone. This combination of news -with -comment and special
programmes mounted at short notice provides a continuous
flexibility which at present is one of the main reasons why
current affairs coverage in the USA is able to be both immediate
and deep.

Reinforcing this topical activity are the more considered
documentaries, and it is in the nature of American television
that these should be scheduled as a series, appearing for con-
venience at the same hour of day and at regular intervals of
time (usually weekly). This form of planning combines the
maximum of topicality with the maximum of considered com-
ment, the merits of the well-informed daily newspaper with
those of the knowledgable political weekly. For the ideal at
which all those concerned with news and current affairs should
aim must surely be this : news of the moment, presented at the
same times daily, and with one news programme at a peak even-
ing hour which can be regarded as the 'main' bulletin of the
day; immediate comment on the news, which will fill in what-
ever background may be necessary, and which will allow time
for longer interviews than a normal news programme can allow
with those who are today making the news; nearly -immediate
news -documentaries, for which the most suitable length would
seem to be thirty minutes, and which are television's substitute
for the topical feature piece in the daily newspaper, and which
have time enough to treat each subject in reasonable depth;
lastly, the documentary which is not tied to a particular news
story on a particular day, but which has been prepared with
great care over a longer period of time, yet is nevertheless re-
lated to the news by confining its subject -matter to those themes
which are directly concerned with the continuing issues of the
age in which we live.

This ideal pattern may not as yet be perfectly realised in any
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of the world's television producing countries, but I believe that
the United States is closer to it than anywhere else.

The Documentary in Britain
The five-year gap which stretched in Britain from the end of

Special Enquiry to the beginning of World in Action had in
truth more to offer than Roving Report, and the two-year
Searchlight series. One is forced, in surveys of this sort, into
generalisations which at once have to be modified. This was also
a period which contained some of the most distinguished single
programmes ever made within this field. One recalls with ad-
miration Richard Cawston's fascinatingly detailed survey of the
National Health Service, Anthony de Lotbiniere's film on capital
punishment, Rediffusion's Two Faces of Japan, by Peter Morley
and Cyril Bennett, Granada's reports on homosexuality,
venereal disease, and the contraceptive pill, and the same com-
pany's Sunday in September, a stop -press film by Tim Hewat and
James Hill about the CND's 'sit-down' in Trafalgar Square. Yet
this remained a period of sudden excitements rather than of
expected pleasures. These were the years of the personal docu-
mentary, when the men who flourished were the essayists of
British television : Denis Mitchell, Philip Donnellan, John
Schlesinger, and Ken Russell. Current affairs, from 1957 to the
end of 1962 was largely confined to Panorama, This Week,
Tonight and (at the end of that period) Gallery.

World in Action, with Tim Hewat as its executive producer
from its first programme until the summer of 1964, very soon
became such a landmark in the normal week's television that it
was hard to imagine the years when it had not existed. Rarely
announcing its subject -matter in advance, it has always been
willing to scrap a planned programme if the news demands it;
thus a prepared report on British athletics was postponed in two
successive weeks, the first time because of a decision to cover
the Aberdeen typhoid epidemic, and a week later because of the
death of Lord Beaverbrook. Although normally running for
thirty minutes (or just over twenty-five on the screen, allowing
for commercials) it has sometimes sought and deserved rather
longer. In the early autumn of 1963 it presented a 4o -minute
special on South Africa, and when the cruise liner Lakonia sank
at sea it once again extended its normal running time to contain
a detailed reconstruction of what had apparently happened, told
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by passengers and crew, with additional evidence from the cap-
tain of a British ship engaged in the rescue work and from a
spokesman of the Greek company which owned the Lakonia.

A list of World in Action contents would include subjects as
far apart (in every sense of the phrase) as Franco's Spain, Moral
Rearmament, the family of Sir Alec Douglas -Home, the views of
boys aged seven whose generation will provide our national
leaders in the year 2,000, Cyprus, dirty food, heart disease, the
mood of Dallas after the assassination of President Kennedy, the
Great Train Robbery of 1963, the Beatles in New York, Zanzi-
bar, the Welsh steel strike of 1964, the life of a fashion model,
and the position of the Church of England.

That list, of course, is not especially impressive by itself. What
is important about World in Action is its radical departure in
technique and attitude from what had become the accepted
practice in British television. This departure assumed two forms;
the series had neither personal reporters nor visible interviewers,
and it frequently took, or seemed to be taking, an editorial
'line'.

To present a current affairs series in one of the mass media
without using a team of reporters is not to do anything new. In
the cinema The March of Time (in the USA), This Modern Age
(in Britain), and the programme's namesake World in Action
(in Canada) had functioned successfully for many years with a
straightforward narrative spoken by an unseen voice. In Ameri-
can television both White Paper and Close-up have dispensed
with a visible reporter, and in Britain The World is Ours, which
owed too much to the cinema to be wholly successful in its own
medium, had also relied upon a straight narration. But by 1962
the association of 'current affairs' with teams of friendly and
familiar reporters had become axiomatic in Britain.

The Approach of World in Action
We were no doubt due for a change anyway, and World in

Action's decision to adopt what was in fact a pre-war cinema
technique seemed at the time to be a startlingly courageous
novelty. The use of two contrasting voices for the narration, the
complete absence of interviewers, the way in which those who
made synchronised statements did so straight to the camera
instead of to an intermediary, the fast cutting-all these devices
combined to give the programme a new look and a new force.
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Instead of being, or seeming to be. the personal and professional
views of a named and experienced team of publicly admired
journalists, World in Action had the appearance and drive of a
self-confident editorial. The voices we heard had names, cer-
tainly, but we know they were merely readers. The credits at
the end of each issue included a production team and the name
of the producer responsible for each issue was publicly dis-
played. But the significant credit was the last one, to Tim Hewat
as executive producer, and it was perhaps inevitable that the
views expressed by World in Action came to be regarded as the
views of Mr. Hewat. Or, if not the views of Mr. Hewat, then the
views of his employers, the Granada company.

The essential difference between World in Action and the rest
of British current affairs output was described to the present
writer by someone who is himself much concerned with the
same area of subject -matter in these words :

"It has always been a tradition in our current affairs pro-
grammes that we should present the facts as objectively as we
can, and should collect and make available all the relevant
opinions on those facts. Thereafter we should allow the audi-
ence to make up its own mind as to who is right and who is
wrong. This is one reason why we have employed distinguished
and trusted journalists, whose appearance on the screen is, or
should be, a guarantee of integrity. But World in Action was
different. It not only seemed to express an editorial view, but
it did so from a position of glorious anonymity. It suggested,
sometimes openly, sometimes obliquely, what the viewer should
think about the subject under review. It did not leave him to
make up his own mind. It made it up for him."

It would be unfair, however, to exaggerate the uniqueness of
World in Action's editorial attitudes. For there are many areas
of subject -matter in which impartiality is not only undesirable
but positively anti -social. Neither This Week nor Panorama has
pretended to be unbiased about colour prejudice, crimes of
violence, the slums. Fascism, Communism, and the Governments
of Portugal and South Africa. Impartiality, it would seem, de-
pends as much on the subject chosen as on the subsequent treat-
ment of that subject. This, essentially, is the view of Tim Hewat,
who expresses his attitude to 'editorialising' in these words :
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"The real key lies in what you decide to do programmes about
rather than how you do them. The original choice is the funda-
mental thing. For example; one decides to do a programme on
'The Drunken Driver'-which indeed I once did. The acceptance
of this as the starting point for a programme sets down, almost
completely a strong editorial line for the programme. The word
'drunken' is loaded, and all the thoughts surrounding the
'drunken driver' are loaded. Because the drunken driver is so
clearly a menace, there can be no balancing view of any
strength. The programme I did, which was entitled Slaughter
on the Avenue, was a slap -bang editorial from first to last
minute."

Difficulties of the Impartial Approach
That is true of a great number of possible subjects, though I

myself suspect that most of them are social rather than political.
Tim Hewat, however, goes much farther than this, arguing that
absolute impartiality is a condition of mind which most human
beings find hard to achieve. He writes :

"One goes into some subjects with a prejudice or a belief that
one wants to see borne out on the screen; conversely, one goes
into other programmes without preconceived beliefs but in a
spirit of enquiry and investigation. Having made the investiga-
tion, and being satisfied that it has been done thoroughly and
fairly, then I think it is the responsibility of the producer to
draw conclusions from the information. I do not think it is
right to be a professional fence -sitter; no one in life is like this.
(Having looked at any girl, and digested the information of
curves, face, smile, etc., one is entitled to draw the conclusion
'I would like to know you' or 'I would not like to know you'.)
Having drawn some conclusion, I think one's view and con-
clusion should be evident from the programme and should not
be disguised. At the same time one must not suppress the
evidence which disagrees with this conclusion. As far as time
and facilities permit, one should present the whole story, but in
doing so, one should make clear one's stand on the issue."

This is an attitude which places the producer in a position of
considerable eminence. It seems to presuppose a state of affairs
in which the television organisation appoints a producer of
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current affairs programmes and thereafter allows him unlimited
freedom to make public the conclusions which he personally
has deduced from whatever evidence he has had the time to
study. Having selected its producer-no doubt with great care-
it leaves him alone. The initial selection of current affairs pro-
ducers is therefore all-important :

"The search for balance across a whole broadcasting network
is, I accept, desirable. Because all beliefs are fundamentally
prejudices this can only be achieved by a wide selection of
producers of differing attitudes. I am surprised that the broad-
casting authorities never seem to concern themselves with the
problems they might have with, say, nine Socialist producers in
action, five Conservatives, one Fascist, two Communists, and a
flat-earther. This is clearly an unbalanced panel of producers. I
think they should ponder on the balance of producers rather
than concern themselves so much with one sentence of one
interview or one segment of a programme in isolation."

That is a forceful argument, but I imagine the broadcasting
organisations themselves would reply that they have in fact
managed to achieve an all-over balance within single pro-
grammes as well as within a long series, and have done this
without enquiring too deeply into the political persuasions of
individual producers. They accept that no man can be a fence -
sitter by nature (or if he is, then he is likely to be a very un-
stimulating human being), but they have found that intelligent
and sensitive producers are in fact capable of expressing all
sides of a question without obtrusively imposing their own
personal views. Tim Hewat's approach is certainly a very honest
one, and makes for very exciting, because very committed tele-
vision. That its full implications could be completely accepted
by our television organisations, operating as they do within
limits which exclude bias or prejudice, is-as Tim Hewat might
possibly admit-very doubtful indeed.

What we can say for certain is that his approach makes for
lively television; we can know that on two occasions World in
Action was stopped by the ITA in advance of its transmission.
The first occasion, in 1962, was its report on Britain's defence
expenditure, and the second, in 1964, was its enquiry into the
financial support given by the state to British athletics. Both
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programmes were strictly, even terrifyingly, factual. The pre-
cise sums of money spent on the three arms of the Services were
listed in the programme on defence expenditure, the items
(weapons, ships, aircraft, etc.) that were developed or purchased
with that money were shown, and the occasions were carefully
listed when a project was scrapped or became obsolete or was
left incomplete. The conclusion which any unbiased viewer
would have reached by the end of this dismal catalogue was that
as a taxpayer he had been milked by successive governments of
both parties who had taken his money and wasted it by a series
of errors and miscalculations on pieces of defence equipment
which far too frequently were useless or obsolete before they
were in service, or were rendered obsolete shortly afterwards.

What the programme did not do was to call in either a poli-
tician who could answer for those who had authorised the
spending of the money, or a defence expert who could help to
explain why such policy errors-if indeed in the light of the
facts known at the time, they were errors at all-came to be
made. It was presumably this absence of a chance to reply
which caused the ITA to take the action it did. The producers
of the programme felt this to be an occasion when the facts
spoke for themselves, and needed no further comment or dis-
cussion, and Tim Hewat has pointed out that the programme
was about Britain's defence expenditure, not about Britain's
defence policy.

Moreover it is interesting that the (then) defence correspond-
ent of The Guardian, Mr. Leonard Beaton, who appeared in a
BBC Panorama programme which ironically included a section
of the banned World in Action, expressed the view that
although the programme was open to the accusation of bias it
should in the public interest have been screened.

The World in Action on British athletics (with Derek Grain-
ger as executive producer) was a similarly factual presentation
of a state of affairs which, assuming its accuracy, clearly implied
that British athletes would do a great deal better for their
country at the Olympic Games if they received as much official
support, in terms of finance and amenities, as did the majority
of the other competing countries. Comparative statistics were
shown, and witnesses were produced in the form of athletes and
those professionally concerned with athletics.

Again, as in the programme on defence expenditure, the
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thoughtful viewer would come to a very definite conclusion :
that Britain should devote more money and resources to ath-
letics. This conclusion, however, could be interpreted as a party
political one, for the House of Commons had debated this very
subject on the eve of the programme's scheduled transmission,
and the Government had been very much on the defensive. The
whole question of Britain's attitude to amateur sport, instead of
being a non-party discussion, had become yet another battle
between Government and Opposition, and World in Action had
invited no one from the Government to make the case for the
present state of affairs. The programme was therefore tech-
nically biased.

The sad aspect of all this is that a policy of impartiality, as at
present exercised by the BBC, the ITA, the American networks,
and most of continental Europe, is sometimes liable to suppress
the truth. For it does not follow that by balancing one opinion
against another, by carefully giving each side a fair share of
programme time, a truthful picture is achieved. To present to
the audience the opinions of all those taking part in a particular
controversy, whether it be defence expenditure or the way in
which the British government treats amateur sport, is too
readily regarded as an admirable way of covering current affairs.
Present all the facts and all the opinions, so the theory goes,
and the viewer will himself decide on the truth. The snag is,
alas, that he is unlikely to do anything of the sort, for the truth
does not necessarily lie somewhere in the middle. It may, in
political terms, lie sometimes on the Right and sometimes on the
Left.

Assuming, for argument's sake, that the way in which suc-
cessive British governments had spent the people's money on
defence was truly scandalous, then is it not in the public interest
that the scandal should be exposed ? If it is possible to be 'partial'
about drunken drivers, or the Government of South Africa, or
Negro Rights, or the slums, why not be 'partial' about every-
thing ? The answer, of course, is too obvious for me to have to
state it. I merely make the general point here that impartiality,
although no doubt the only acceptable policy for responsible
television organisations in a democratic society, is not entirely
satisfactory and does not inevitably, or even frequently, lead
the prejudiced viewer to a position of truth and light.
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Four Examples

This policy dilemma arises, of course. in every current affairs
programme, but it is at its most acute in the documentary,
where the programme is long enough to have an impact in
depth, and where, again because of its length, the producer has
less excuse than usual for making erroneous generalisations or
pleading that he lacked time for the inclusion of this view or
that. I would like here to give four examples of particular pro-
grammes, and to consider them not only in the broad context of
current affairs policy, but also with regard to their detailed
technique and to my own political and social prejudices.

I have chosen them all, fortuitously, from the output of the
BBC : On Call to a Nation, made in 1958 about the British
National Health Service, and both written and directed by
Richard Cawston; Capital Punishment, directed in 196o by
Anthony de Lotbiniere, with a commentary by Patrick O'Dono-
van; Death in the Morning, a film about a fox -hunt, written and
spoken by Alan Whicker and directed by Jack Gold in 1964; and
Supersonic, a report on the Anglo-French aircraft, the Concorde,
written and directed in 1964 by Richard Cawston.

I have chosen these as films of considerable intrinsic merit, on
matters of vigorous controversy, and dealing with subjects
about which I myself have clear personal views (or prejudices).

On Call to a Nation was made ten years after the beginning of
Britain's National Health Service, as an objective analysis of
that service. It dealt with each aspect of the service in turn
(general practitioners, hospitals, dispensing, and so on), it relied
for its controversy upon the opinions of those actively con-
cerned (GPs, consultants, chemists, opticians) who spoke directly
to the film camera without being prompted by an interviewer,
and the main narrative was carried by a factual commentary
written by the producer/director and read by Colin Wills. The
film lasted over an hour and was carefully prepared for several
months.

It was, I think, a completely effective film, presenting the
facts of the Health Service clearly and concisely, discovering all
of its merits and problems, choosing speakers who made their
points from their own experience, and remaining-like the rest
of Richard Cawston's work-itself beyond (or perhaps above)
the battle on which it was reporting. Anything which was
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either partial or debatable came from the mouths of the men
who worked within the Health Service; the commentary limited
itself to a statement of the proved facts. The viewer was left to
form his own conclusions, and this, of course, is where his
personal prejudices began to operate.

The conclusions which I myself reached at the end of Caw-
ston's film were, perhaps inevitably, the conclusions that I

wanted to reach; that the Health Service was a major contribu-
tion to social progress, that its achievements were already a
justification of its existence, but that a revolution as dramatic
as this had caused its own problems, mainly of an organisational
kind. In brief, I concluded that although the Service was not
everywhere functioning as smoothly as we might wish, it was
nevertheless a glorious thing to have introduced, and was with-
out doubt an institution of which the British ought to be justly
proud. I admired the absence of emotion in a subject which
lends itself too readily to cheap appeals to pity or sympathy or
anger, and I felt at the end of the film that I knew all that a
layman needed to know, and that I had witnessed a completely
impartial and thoroughly documented investigation.

Because the conclusions I drew were the conclusions I

wanted to draw, I regarded On Call to a Nation, apart from its
technical merits, as an admirable piece of work. So, in fact, did
most of the public and critics. Its impartiality was never
challenged, and even the organised medical profession was
silenced.

Capital Punishment used the same technique as On Call to a
Nation. It told its story by a direct narrative, this time both
written and spoken by Patrick O'Donovan, and it relied for its
controversy upon the spoken comments of people particularly
involved and whose views commanded respect even from those
who most bitterly opposed them. As subject -matter for a docu-
mentary film, capital punishment differs from the Health Ser-
vice in three essential ways : first, it is not so obviously a party
political issue'-on the face of it there is no reason why a Tory
should support capital punishment and a Socialist oppose it, or
vice versa; secondly, it is something which produces an imme-
diate and enormous emotional response, so that an objective
assessment becomes, both for the producer and for the audience,

' When it was at last the subject of new legislation in the House of Corn-
mons its fate was decided by a free non-party vote.
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almost impossible; and thirdly, it is not an essentially visual
subject, but one which might seem as effective a programme for
sound radio as for television.

Anthony de Lotbiniere's film either conquered or subtly
avoided these pitfalls. Like On Call to a Nation it finally im-
pressed by the weight of the evidence it collected : from law-
yers and administrators of justice to men convicted of murder,
from the experience of the past to the current experience of
those countries which still practised capital punishment and
those who did not, from impartial investigators to a former
British hangman. Again the commentary was scrupulously fac-
tual and altogether without emotion, and again the witnesses
spoke to us from the screen without a visible intermediary.

Capital Punishment was a model of impartiality in an area
where partiality, in every other medium, has long been the
custom, and it gained in impact by being so carefully unemo-
tional, by confining its argument to the known facts in several
countries, and by accepting the emotional undertones of the
subject as just one of those known facts.

The emotion, however, could not be entirely removed. It was
there, in the quoted statements by lawyers, condemned men.
police. Even the calm and possibly dull statement of his duties
by the public hangman packed a tremendous emotional punch
merely by allowing us to see for a minute or so the face of a
man who had accepted the orders of society to kill other men.

My own conclusion, as at the end of On Call to a Nation, was
to reinforce my personal prejudice-that capital punishment is
certainly immoral and probably ineffective, and should there-
fore be abolished. I believe that Albert Camus's famous essay on
the subject has long since said all that needs be said. Anthony
de Lotbiniere's film did not persuade me otherwise, and I doubt
whether, despite its many excellences, it could hope to persuade
anyone out of his passionate convictions one way or the other.
Nevertheless it remains, I believe, the most complete document
prepared for popular consumption on this subject of enormous
importance.

Death in the Morning, as its provocative title implies, was
also about the taking of life. Moreover it was concerned with
the taking of animals' lives, and this, in Britain, is a highly
emotional matter indeed, especially when the animal is as pretty
and furry as a fox. Fox-hunting, or blood sport, is a subject at
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least as dangerous to handle as the execution of murderers, and
once again the BBC presented us with a film of total impar-
tiality. Yet in one essential aspect Death in the Morning differed
violently from both On Call to a Nation and Capital Punish-
ment. It was a highly emotional work. This was partly due to
its remarkable photography (by Peter Hall), which created
moments of great beauty as well as moments of provocative
visual comment, and partly the result of Alan Whicker's com-
mentary, which achieved its impartiality by stating the cases
for and against fox-hunting with equal vigour and with a prose
style which was anything but 'deadpan'.

The technique of the film was quite unlike that of Capital
Punishment and On Call to a Nation. Not only was this a film
about a particular Hunt (the Quorn, the most distinguished of
them all) but it deliberately confined itself to that Hunt. It did
not go off in search of a global view, or make references to bull-
fighting, or enter the office of this pundit or that. It remained
firmly rooted in the English countryside in rather bleak weather,
and its central figures were the huntsmen (and women), their
dogs, their horses, and the fox. Nor did anyone speak directly to
camera-though there was at least one moment when the fox
seemed about to do so-hut were openly interviewed by Alan
Whicker in the sharp, provocative manner normally associated
with his performances in the magazine programme. Tonight.
Moreover Whicker appeared himself now and then, facing the
camera, and addressing us on the subject of blood sports-and
this was perhaps the film's main weakness.

Although it was in many ways a quite brilliant programme, I

personally found it ultimately unsatisfactory, not because of
what it was but because of what it might have been. It could
have been, and in my view should have been, a subjective por-
trait of the Quorn. an essay in which the only people who spoke
were the members of the Hunt, and which had neither a written
commentary nor an interviewer. This, indeed, is what Jack Gold
and his cameraman seemed now and then to be trying to do, with
their splendid sequences of the chase. and the lovely shots of the
landscape at what is normally an uninspiring season of the year.
A film of this sort would, I think, have given us a profounder
insight into the minds and impulses of those who hunt foxes
than Death in the Morning succeeded in doing. Moreover it
would have avoided the artistic conflict which arose now and
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then between the exciting visuals (which cried out to be played
with only the natural sounds of the moment) and Whicker's
equally exciting commentary (which did not always relate
directly to what we were seeing). The film's problem, presum-
ably, was how to argue the case for and against fox-hunting in
the context of a film which was essentially one of action rather
than of talk or ideas, and which allowed little opportunity for
the anti-blood-sporters to state their case. The case was stated.
fairly and admirably, by Alan Whicker, but he seemed some-
times to belong to another film altogether.

How did Death in the Morning affect my own prejudices?
Despite my reservations about its technique, I confess that I was
more persuaded by this film than by any of the others in my
haphazard list. My general attitude has always been to oppose
fox-hunting, without seriously considering why I did so. It was
one of the merits of Death in the Morning that it went some way
to explaining not only why so many of us oppose blood sports
but it also indicated very firmly how illogical we were.

I am now sure that my opposition was never against blood
sports as such-it could never have been, for I have always
admired the bull -ring --but was merely a reflection of my
hostility to those who indulge in it. I suppose that I must have
instinctively regarded it as a visual symbol of an outmoded
landed gentry and an old-fashioned way of life, something
which a progressive nation should have thrown overboard long
before the mid -twentieth century.

My opposition was thus no more than a reflection of my own
social and political prejudices. I am now grateful to Alan
Whicker for explaining this to me. I am also grateful to him for
asking why I, and those like me, manage to oppose fox-hunting
without condemning fly-fishing. On its chosen current affairs
level, therefore, Death in the Morning was for me a highly
effective film which caused me to reconsider my prejudices; and
this, no doubt, is of more significance than my professional
reservations about its technique. But the essential thing about
Death in the Morning is that it did not take sides in what is a
highly -charged controversy. It behaved impeccably in accord-
ance with the rule of impartiality.

With Supersonic, Richard Cawston's film about the Anglo-
French supersonic aircraft, the Concorde, we are back to the
technique of On Call to a Nation and Capital Punishment. The
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narrative is carried by an off -screen voice (in this case Cawston's
words were read by Michael Flanders), and the argument is ad-
vanced by a series of expert protagonists. Those who appeared
in the film were the men most personally and professionally
concerned, not only with the development of the Concorde but
with the American project for an even larger supersonic pas-
senger aircraft, and also those best placed to criticise the broad
policy of encouraging supersonic flight.

These were not the opinions of television reporters (however
perceptive) or professional air correspondents (however well-
informed and persuasive), but the views of men who had be-
come personally involved in the debate about supersonic air-
craft in general, and the Concorde in particular. Like On Call to
a Nation and Capital Punishment, Supersonic had above all
other merits the appearance of authority, for it is not enough
that impartiality should be preserved : it must also seem to be
preserved. A film with such a cast list could scarcely fail to
impress. The viewer was offered the expert opinions and then
left to form his own conclusions.

Perhaps Supersonic failed somewhat on the aesthetic level, as
a film was bound to fail which concerned itself with an aircraft
that had not even been built. There was an inevitable shortage
of visuals, and a repetition of conventional shots of hangars,
models, workshops, offices, drawing -boards, and parts of aircraft
under construction. Yet this did not greatly matter, for Super-
sonic was an argument rather than a work of art, and on this
level it easily held one's attention for the whole of its seventy-
five minutes.

World in Action, it so happened, had earlier tackled the same
subject in a programme produced by Mike Wooller, but with
some important and expected differences; it was much shorter
(only twenty-five minutes) and constantly sharper. Its narrative,
instead of presenting the background facts and introducing the
witnesses, was itself charged with a mood of emotional enquiry
-are we spending too much money on the Concorde, will the
American plane supersede it, will it be safe, what about the
damage caused on the ground by supersonic bangs (and so on) ?
The witnesses were generally less impressive, and had less time
in which to state their cases. Although this was not a World in
Action which came to any open conclusion, it asked so many
sharp questions and received so many half -convincing answers
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that one was left with an impression of hostility-and I hope I
am being fair here; certainly this was the impression which the
programme left with me. It was shorter, faster, more pointed,
and more exciting than Supersonic. Supersonic was longer,
more thorough, much deeper, better photographed and more
imaginatively edited (presumably because so much more time
was spent in its preparation), yet less compulsive. But-and this
is surely the important point-I found myself trusting Super-
sonic more readily than the World in Action, just as I am more
likely to trust a long official report than a short editorial in a
tabloid newspaper. World in Action generated more heat, but
Supersonic produced more light.

Documentary Technique
It is clear, I think, that programmes which treat public

affairs in depth-I have called them current affairs document-
aries in this chapter-have become an established, even a neces-
sary, part of television's normal programme schedules. The
techniques they employ vary from place to place and producer
to producer, but it is possible, I think to risk a few generalisa-
tions.

Most current affairs documentaries have so far been made as
films. There have been exceptions to this, of course, and the
original pattern of 'studio -interview plus film -inserts' crops up
from time to time. But film remains the more normal method,
and for the programme which is prepared quickly it must be
film that is shot with equipment as mobile and as sturdy as that
used for news. A series like World in Action needs to get its
cameras into situations where lightness and portability are
essential to success and many of the most exciting sequences in
White Paper have been shot by cameras whose main merit was
their unobtrusiveness. Tim Hewat has underlined this very
forcibly :

"Fundamental to most current affairs features is speed and
mobility. The ideal unit is the motor car: one car, with room
for four or five people plus limited equipment and baggage. The
four people should be: producer/writer, cameraman/director,
sound man/driver, and researcher/driver. A fifth would be the
reporter, if you need one. An electrician is rarely required, but
when one is he can be hired locally. A separate director is a dying
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thing on these programmes as he is a time-consuming go-
between; I think there should be a two-way development-of
directors who learn to handle the camera and cameramen who
learn to direct shots."

That refers, of course, particularly to films which are fast and
topical. Most of Richard Cawston's films, on the other hand,
have been made on 35 mm stock, with a technical crew of
normal size, and for the most part in situations which are care-
fully prepared. CBS Reports also prefers to work on 35 mm film,
and manages to achieve a remarkable spontaneity despite the
physical size of the equipment. We can also assume that video-
tape will begin to take over from film, in this field as in many
others, as its mobility increases and as the ability to edit it
becomes faster and more precise.

There are three normal ways of carrying the narrative in a
current affairs documentary : by the use of a visible -reporter -
narrator, as in CBS Reports; by the use of an off -screen voice
(or voices) as in World in Action or Close-up or the films of
Richard Cawston; or by the use of a subjective first -person
narrative, as in Walk in My Shoes. If I were to hazard a guess
at the future, I would suggest that we are likely to see more
documentaries that are conceived, shot, and narrated from a
personal viewpoint-an industrial dispute seen through the
eyes of a trade unionist, a political battle seen by one of the
contestants. CBS's film about Lester Pearson, in which the
camera followed him about his normal business in the manner
of 'cinema-verite'-are examples of what might be done,
granted the willing co-operation of those concerned.

The subjective view-looking at a subject or part of a subject
through the eyes of one of the participants has been a popular
device for many years, and to lay a voice -track behind silent
pictures is nowadays almost a cliche. At its best it can add an
emotional force which objective narration, however skilfully
written, can rarely match. I recall a sequence in The Trials of
Charles de Gaulle where a citizen of Algeria, a liberal and
humane man, described the conditions in which the Arab popu-
lation lived when he was a boy, and the film camera showed us
those conditions in shots which were carefully composed to suit
the mood and the content of the man's spoken words.

Only an eye -witness of a riot can hope to convey to us some -
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thing of what it was like to be there at the time. Pictures alone
cannot do it effectively, nor can a well -prepared or even bril-
liantly written professional commentary. It is this feeling of
'being there', of oneself being placed on the spot as a partici-
pant, which is one of the principal strengths of the current
affairs documentary.

In Other Countries
In this chapter I have deliberately confined my remarks to

current affairs documentaries in my own country and in the
USA. I have done so partly because I prefer to write of pro-
grammes which I have myself seen than of those which I have
not, partly because these are the two countries which historic-
ally have pioneered this particular form of television, and partly
because what I have written in general terms of Britain and the
USA is valid, mutatis mutandis, of many other countries as
well. There are, of course, policy variations from place to place.
There is a restriction on editorial freedom in the Communist
countries, in Spain, in the United Arab Republic, in Ghana, and
(alas) in France. In Italy the shadow of the Vatican often seems
to influence programmes deviously rather than directly-
though this is usually denied and always hard to prove. Even so,
what our documentaries have in common is far greater and
more significant than their differences.

It seems generally true that most of the television -producing
countries have shared Britain's preference for the magazine
programme rather than for regular series of longer document-
aries. In France the most conspicuous programme of current
affairs has long been Cinq Colonnes a la Une. In Italy it has been
the weekly magazine TV -7, in Germany the two magazines
Panorama and Report, and in Australia Four Corners. Neverthe-
less there are current affairs documentaries which have stayed
in the memory of this particular and occasional viewer of
European television. The French series Faire Face, for example,
by those distinguished television journalists, Etienne Lalou and
Igor Barrere, which investigated domestic social problems, and
whose subject -matter often overlapped that of Special Enquiry
and Searchlight-birth control, racialism, housing, prostitution.
There was the impressive Italian programme on life imprison-
ment by Ugo Zatterin and Brando Giordani, whose frank inter-
views with prisoners would have impressed me rather more had
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I not already seen Derek Holroyde's remarkable series on
British prisons for the BBC.

More startling, at least to the foreign viewer, was RAI's
report from Milan on those ignoble citizens who have set up as
slave dealers, trafficking in the poorer workers in the South.
There was the fine Japanese documentary on the snowstorm
which swept the north of the country early in 1963 and which
had the startlingly charming title Niigata Combating the White
Devil. Among the many admirable documentaries from Poland
one recalls particularly Investigation, a film which dealt in
verite terms with an actual crime-the arrest, the interrogation.
the trial, and the sentence.

West Germany was responsible for the ambitious but for me
not entirely successful Searching for Europe, in which several
eminent Europeans-they included Sophia Loren, Henry Moore,
Rebecca West, Carlo Menotti, and Sena Jurinac-tried to dis-
cover what Europeans have in common. Less pretentious, and
much more of a straight report, was The Dying Legion, a frank
expose of the Foreign Legion which made one wonder just why
this particular subject had never apparently been tackled before
-or at least never so frankly. Another theme which has
mysteriously been ignored elsewhere emerged from the Belgian
film Coeur a Vendre, an analysis of the methods and impact of
women's magazines.

The techniques which I have described in detail in terms of
television in Britain and the United States recur throughout the
world. Differences are of national temper and emphasis rather
than of method. I find myself, as a final thought, repeating what
I have already written about the magazine programme, that this
is a rich field for international co-operation, and yet such co-
operation has been virtually non-existent.

The most conspicuous attempt at international co-operation
in the documentary field has been the work of Intertel, a filmed
series produced by Rediffusion, WBC/NET (USA), the Austra-
lian Broadcasting Commission, and the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. This group has so far made highly competent films
in Viet -Nam, Iran, Britain, Italy, Ghana, Pakistan, Cambodia and
Kenya. Each film is the responsibility of a particular network,
and is thereafter shown by all the organisations which contri-
bute to Intertel; the total audience is estimated at between forty
and fifty million.
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I have myself attended more than one international television
conference as a delegate, and although we have all exchanged
pious intentions, little has ever come of it. Eurovision, which
began with such high hopes, has failed miserably in the field of
current affairs; European Journal is as far as we have reached,
and that is a magazine programme. Yet in a field where coun-
tries share so much in common, it seems a pity that there is so
little professional contact between the documentary producers
of different countries. There is happily rather more contact on
the personal level, but that is a different matter. It is surely sad
that a form of television which, as we all know, can play such a
constructive and responsible part in the formation of public
opinion and of social attitudes should be restricted, in practice
if not in theory, to a policy so parochial.

If individual national networks can independently make pro-
grammes about such subjects as housing, racial prejudices,
crime, medical care, and education, how absurd it is that they
have so far proved themselves incapable of combining together
to produce a series about problems of this kind which affect the
lives of all their audiences, regardless of nationality. The social
and civic merits of responsible current affairs television are too
important to be so restricted at a time when national barriers
are disintegrating and the world is becoming every day a little
smaller. A form of mass communication which can penetrate
frontiers without a permit is being kept at home for reasons
which by any standards are absurdly inadequate.
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REPORTING AND REPORTERS

THE majority of television programmes in the field of
current affairs involve the use of reporters and reporting.
Television reporters are ready to cross the world at a

moment's notice if their Editors ask them to. They are prepared
to interview a President or a Prime Minister. The words they
use are almost always their own, and so are the questions they
ask. Their responsibility is enormous, and their activities,
inevitably, are controversial.

"Millions of us", wrote the Daily Mail, "have seen inter-
viewers adopt an aggressive and hectoring tone, as though the
man or woman in the chair had committed some offence they
wished to hide."'

Sir Linton Andrews, formerly Editor of the Yorkshire Post. is
less worried :

"It seems to me that television is developing, expanding, and
enriching the role of the journalist in a way of vital importance
to civilisation. These television journalists who cover the world
and report so many turbulent scenes are in the tradition of the
great war correspondents and special correspondents. They are
giving it a new lustre. They are making much in the news clear
to us all. The British public are better informed than ever
be fore."'

Robin Day, one of the ablest and most experienced of tele-
vision reporters, has correctly written,

"Nothing on the British television screen has provoked more
argument than the television interview. During the past few

' Quoted by Robin Day in Television, a Personal Report. Hutchinson 196r.
page 98.

' In TV Times, February 28th. 1964. page 8.
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years, television interviewing has become a force in public
affairs, a new branch of journalism, a source of front-page news,
and a talking point for viewers everywhere."

Accusations of Bias
It has been suggested that television interviewers are some-

times both biased and rude, that from their journeys to the
other end of the earth they occasionally return with reports
which are unfair and inaccurate, and that in any case they have
assumed an importance in world affairs which is equal to and
sometimes even greater than that of the nations' statesmen, who
indeed are far too ready to perform for them like happy puppets
at the mere notion of television's vast audience. Thus James
Mossman's report from the Yemen for Panorama was regarded
as biased in certain places and by certain people, in Westminster
as well as in Cairo; and when Felix Greene returned from China
with a series of personal films the producing company in Britain
felt obliged to follow each one with a statement in the studio
by a correspondent of The Times who seemed to suggest, in the
nicest possible way, that Mr. Greene's survey of China was in
some respects incomplete.

On the occasion of the British Conservative Government's
'pay pause' in the autumn of 1962 James Mossman, in Pan-
orama, conducted an admirably frank interview with the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer (at that time Mr. Selwyn Lloyd), but it
proved to be too admirable and too frank for many of the
Government's supporters, and even as objective a person as the
television critic of the Sunday Times was inspired to use it as
the starting point of a leader -page article on the fairness or
otherwise of contemporary television interviewing.

John Freeman's splendid interview with the (then) Com-
munist president of the Electrical Trades Union was condemned
as 'trial by television' by several Labour MPs who were suffi-
ciently provoked to write to The Times about it-a course of
action which in itself proves how desperately in earnest they
were.

Robin Day has put the matter with an excellent lucidity :

"No sooner did television begin to show signs of virility than
the cry went up for its castration."

' Television, a Personal Report, page 91.
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The issue, of course, is a serious one. It arises out of the fact
of television's tremendous power and influence, and therefore
out of the power and influence which its reporters and inter-
viewers themselves must assume. It is of course perfectly easy
for a television reporter to come back from, say, an 'emerging'
nation with a filmed report that is biased or incomplete, though
most of the complaints of bias in this field have come from
pressure groups and organisations which can hardly claim to be
without prejudice themselves.

Similarly, it is technically an easy matter to distort a filmed
interview with a national leader, and it is even possible, through
the black art of the film editor, to represent him as apparently
saying the exact opposite of what he actually said. I have heard
of one or two occasions when this was assumed to have been
done, though I have neither known personally of such sinister
distortions nor have met anyone sufficiently corrupt to want to
perpetrate them.

It is also true that a television interviewer can be very tough
with a politician in a live studio, and that this toughness might,
in the eyes of the politician's self-appointed protectors, appear
to be evidence of bias on the part of the interviewer. Yet it is not
without significance that professional politicians themselves
hardly ever complain of their treatment, and there has so far
been no evidence that our political leaders are so scared of the
handling they receive that they intend to give up their television
appearances altogether. I have rarely yet seen a politician pro-
test to his interviewer after a broadcast, though I have often
seen them share an amiable drink together when the programme
was over.

Television Can Alter Facts

Yet . . . how can the television reporter guard against his
own prejudices (for we must assume that as he is a human being
he cannot be altogether free of them) and how can his producer
help him to be fair and objective ? When, in an interview, does
integrity slide into bias and objectivity into impertinence ? By
what means can television ensure that its honest endeavours at
factual reporting do not become a means whereby the tail of the
tiny screen wags the dog of the political arena ? Is there not a
real danger-and here I am thinking in terms of the working
of political democracy itself-that the television studio might
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become (indeed to some it has already become) more important
than the House of Commons or the White House ?

Robert Kee, himself a distinguished television reporter,
referred to a television appearance of Sir Alec Douglas -Home in
these words:

"All Britain was glued to what the Prime Minister was saying
in answer to questions about the state of the nation, while
relatively little mass attention had been paid to what he may
or may not have said about it in the House of Commons. More-
over, he was putting himself out to answer these questions with
a more obliging wish to please and without restriction as to
range in a way he would never have done in the House of
Commons. His questioners were all highly competent men, but
they had been elected by no one to search out national policy in
this way, and yet he was behaving towards them as if he had
some responsibility towards them."'

This, it may be argued, is an unsatisfactory state of affairs in a
political democracy. Even less satisfactory, and much more
subtle, is the problem raised by Alex Kendrick, of CBS News :

"What often worries me about reporting by television is not
so much that it distorts whatever it chooses to cover, but that it
has a way of changing its essential nature. Television reporting
is still such a conspicuous business; a newspaper correspondent
can go around with a notebook and a pencil, and he can go away
quietly into a 'phone booth and send his stuff home-or else he
can send a cable. But if he happens to be a television reporter he
brings with him, at the very least, a cameraman and a recordist.
He himself, simply because this is television and he is therefore
expected to be visually as well as aurally conspicuous, is obliged
to be seen by his camera and heard by his microphone. Eventu-
ally the result of what he does, and what his technical assistants
do, is seen by millions of people and quite often all over the
world.

"This means, simply, that television reporting, unlike report-
ing in any other medium, is something of an occasion. The
makers of news, the politicians or the rioters or the men of
action, are very well aware that television men are among
them, and of course they behave accordingly. The danger is that
the rioters will riot more dramatically, the politicians will speak

' In The Spectator. March 6th, 1964. page 309.
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more carefully, and even the military will time their activities
to suit the demands and the convenience of television. Instead of
spontaneous truth we get a public performance. A leader of state
will behave in one way to an informal, partly off-the-record
group of newspapermen, and in quite a different way if he
knows that his press conference is being recorded for television.
The organisers of a political demonstration will, if they know
that TV men are amongst them (and how could they fail to
know it?), be tempted to 'produce' their demonstration with the
little screen in mind; they are less concerned with impressing
the mere hundreds of people who happen to see the demonstra-
tion with their own eyes and far more concerned with the
impact of what they are doing upon the millions of people who
will watch it by television.

"Quite often a reporter of undoubted integrity will ask that a
particular piece of action, planned for today or tomorrow.
might for his sake take place the day after. Men of the United
Nations, for example, might in Africa or Asia be doing a job
which is essentially newsworthy, but they might not be doing
anything very interesting on the day or two when the television
reporter, who has flown in with his technical crew, happens to
be there. So he asks whether they would be willing to change
their plans. Naturally they are excited at the possibility of their
activities being seen by a vast audience. The temptation to
change their timetable is great, and as often as not they will
agree to change it.

"The reporter's story is essentially true, but in order to get
that truth he has been obliged to distort the reality which he
went out to record. It is not so much that his story is false, but
that the truth itself has changed, just as a Presidential press
conference takes on a new form by the very fact of being tele-
vised. The words of the President are true words, but if tele-
vision had not been there he might never have said them-or he
might have said them differently. The television reporter himself
might perhaps feel obliged to ask a question, not so much for
the sake of extracting information but in order to assure his own
public that he is there, battling away for their sakes. Not only
that, but he must sometimes feel tempted to ask a particularly
tough question, so that his admirers by their TV sets can
applaud his vigour and his no-nonsense attitude.

"We have reached a period in human history when political
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decisions might well be taken for the sake of the television
audience, when the tactics of wars might be modified to suit
the convenience of television technicians, and when riots and
demonstrations might be so timed that they can be sure of full
TV coverage-you will rarely, for instance, get two riots in the
same area at the same moment, for the organisers of riots know
perfectly well that the maximum television coverage can only
be achieved by one riot at a time.

"What I'm suggesting is that television, partly because it is
so conspicuous a thing, and partly because its audience is so
enormous, has got itself in the position of being able to change
the very nature of the events which, in theory, it is there merely
to record."

I agree with Alex Kendrick about the importance of these
dangers. Indeed they lie at the very heart of any attempt to
assess television as a social and political phenomenon. At the
same time one is forced to admit not only that there is precious
little to be done about it, but that television's activities in this
respect are in essence no different from those of the Press or the
radio. Robin Day, for instance, maintains quite correctly that
"the newspaper correspondent has always asked questions at
press conferences, has always tried to persuade people to make
their plans suit his own convenience, and has always done his
very best to 'get a good story'. The difference is of degree rather
than of kind. Television is both more conspicuous and more
powerful. But the problem is not really a new one."

Moreover we must admit, I take it, that to exclude television
from those occasions and places where contemporary history is
being made is to give an unjustifiable slap in the face to the most
powerful means of communication yet invented. If we believe
that in a democratic society the public should be well and ac-
curately informed, then we must also support television's claim
to be allowed to report events and decisions without restriction.
That it might sometimes change those events, or even alter those
decisions, is a price that we have to pay. All we can hope for is
to minimise the danger, by appointing television reporters of
integrity and then encouraging them to seek the truth before
their own popularity. That Alex Kendrick should feel the danger
of his position as strongly as he does is the best evidence that he
is the right man in the right job.
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Indeed, the answer to most of the questions which disturb
those who are critical of television's role in public affairs is that
television organisations should be careful to appoint the proper
people as reporters and producers and then, having appointed
them, allow them to get on with it. They have, after all, the
advantage over their fellows in written journalism that they are
actually commanded to be fair and objective; not for them the
gay contortions of men whose main concern is to fit the facts to
whatever may be the favourite thesis of this press baron or that.

Reporting Technique
Nobody will praise a television reporter who shows evidence

of bias, and if he does it often enough he will be caught out so
openly that he can scarcely remain in the job. He must, in view
of his unique importance, be constantly on his guard, and it
might be worth suggesting here a few general principles which,
in the light of what I have just written, have become, for the
television reporter, a form of technique. For technique in tele-
vision is not always a matter of equipment and visual skill; it is
sometimes more concerned with men and with ideas :

i. The television reporter will have at the front of his mind
the necessity to reflect all sides of a controversy. This
means showing whatever pictorial evidence seems to
support each successive point of view, and it also means
seeking out and probably interviewing the spokesmen of
all sides.

2. If he finds himself responsible for reconstructing an event
which in reality took place in his absence he should in
fairness admit that it is a reconstruction.

3. Much of his work will consist of recording interviews
overseas and on film. On each occasion he will almost cer-
tainly shoot each interview at three or four times its
ultimate length. Therefore he must be especially careful
that when he comes to edit the final version he does not
distort the point of view of the person being interviewed.
Often this process of editing will take place at home, and
while he himself is still abroad; so his instructions should
indicate clearly those parts of the interview which are, for
whatever good reasons, essential. It follows that his wishes
in this respect must be obeyed by his producers.
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4. As he will frequently send his reports home with a com-
mentary recorded 'blind' some thousands of miles away,
he should be careful that his editing instructions are clear
and simple. It is possible for the truth to be accidentally
distorted through lazy or sloppy paper -work.

s. Whenever he adds his own personal views to his pictorial
statement of the facts he should be careful that they are
recognisable as such. Thereafter it is the responsibility of
his producers to decide whether or not those private views
should be transmitted. In fact, most of the criticisms of
bias which I myself have come across have been directed
less at the pictures or at the general approach to the
subject -matter as at the words, and sometimes the
opinions, of the reporter himself. In stories overseas he
has, of course, the considerable advantage of having been
there. Thus James Mossman's report from the Yemen was
by an experienced journalist who had visited both sides of
a civil war, whereas many of his critics had visited only
one side (or else had not been there at all). Felix Greene
had recently been to China, but the gentleman from The
Times who supplied the 'necessary' corrective had not.

6. Most television reporting assignments are tackled very
quickly, and we all know that speed has its dangers. So
does condensation, and there have been many occasions
when a television reporter has had to handle the state of
a nation (albeit a small nation) during a visit which has
been limited to three days and in a screen story which has
run for less than ten minutes. These are the hazards of the
profession. What they mean is that the reporter must be
particularly careful in his briefing (often a self -briefing)
and in his selection of whatever information and people
seem to him to be important. Yet the mere fact that he has
to take pictures and must be seen talking to this politician
or that is a guarantee that he will never slip into the lazy
newspaperman's habit of writing his story without mov-
ing from his bedroom telephone or the hotel bar. This is
indeed a serious point. The simplest demands of television
impose their own discipline on the reporter.

7. Although this is a medium of pictures, words are still
arguably the most important tools of the television re-
porter. Therefore he must be able to write well. Indeed
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many stories depend entirely upon words; what pictures.
for example, can an American reporter add to a piece
about an important debate in the House of Commons ?
Should he be seen standing in front of the Palace of West-
minster ? Should he insert stills or moving film of the
politicians who have made the most significant speeches ?
If, let us say, the subject of the debate was Britain's De-
fence policy, should he cut in shots of missiles or aircraft ?
Or should he simply face the camera in a studio ? What-
ever he does, the final effect of his piece will depend on
the words which he writes and speaks. Similarly a re-
porter's commentary to a filmed story is what adds point
and significance to the pictures. The art of television
journalism still relies on good writing, and the reporter
who writes flabbily will never be a neat one.

The principles which determine the approach to television
interviewing deserve separate mention, and one of them, cer-
tainly, is fundamental. It is that the person being interviewed
must never be allowed 'to get away with it'. Programmes of
current affairs deal largely with politicians, and politicians are
chronically wedded to the rightness of their own causes. An
objective politician, at least on television, is a contradiction in
terms. Television provides him with the largest platform ever
constructed by man, and he would like nothing better than to
be permitted the liberty of airing his views on it without dispute
or challenge. He would like his questioner to ask him 'stooge'
questions, which of course he would prefer to know in advance.
rather as de Gaulle conducts his press conferences. But this, very
clearly, is something which in democratic countries cannot be
permitted. In Britain we have time set aside for such junketings
and we call them Party Political Broadcasts.

A Code for Interviewers
The function of the television interviewer when he tackles a

political leader is essentially simple, and Alex Kendrick de-
scribes it as "the job of extracting information, on policies and
controversies; it should never be the privilege of the interviewer
to be cleverly provocative, but his duty is to find out what the
man's views are on the major issues of the day. He is entitled,
obviously, to press for answers, and to resist attempts at evasion.
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But beyond that he should not go." Robin Day has written a
'code for television interviewers'. which is worth quoting in
full :

"1. The television interviewer must do his duty as a journa-
list, probing for facts and opinions.

2. He should set his own prejudices aside and put ques-
tions which reflect various opinions, disregarding prob-
able accusations of bias.

3. He should not allow himself to be overawed in the
presence of a powerful person.

4. He should not compromise the honesty of the inter-
view, by omitting awkward topics or by rigging ques-
tions in advance.

S. He should resist any inclination in those employing him
to soften or rig an interview so as to secure a prestige
appearance, or to please authority; if after making his
protest the interviewer feels he cannot honestly accept
the arrangements, he should withdraw.

6. He should not submit his questions in advance, but it is
reasonable to state the main areas of questioning. (An
exception is the non -controversial interview, i.e. factual
questions to an expert when the programme demands
answers for information only.) If he submits specific
questions beforehand he is powerless to put any sup-
plementary questions which may be vitally needed to
clarify or challenge an answer.

7. He should give fair opportunity to answer questions,
subject to the time -limits imposed by television.

8. He should never take advantage of his professional
experience to trap or embarrass someone unused to
television appearances.

9. He should press his questions firmly and persistently,
but not tediously, offensively, or merely in order to
sound tough.

ro. He should remember that a television interviewer is not
employed as a debater, prosecutor, inquisitor, psychia-
trist, or third-degree expert, but as a journalist seeking
information on behalf of the viewer."'

' In Television, a Personal Report, pages 108-9. This valuable book contains
what I think is still the best description of the work of the television reporter.
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The matter could well be left to rest there, but I will risk
three further observations of my own. The first is that because
an interview, however careful the interviewer and however
civilised the person interviewed, is to a great extent something
which is spontaneous and unprepared, there is always the possi-
bility that it might develop into an apparent clash of personali-
ties. The interviewer might feel obliged to ask a searching
supplementary question, the person interviewed might resent it
(or pretend to resent it, for most politicians are actors at heart),
and the viewers of the programme might find themselves enjoy-
ing a 'scene'. The interviewer will always try to prevent this
from happening, but he may not always succeed, and anyway
his duty remains that of asking the most relevant questions, and
pressing for an answer. The point I am making is that some of
those occasions when an interviewer has been accused of rude-
ness have resulted from a refusal by the person interviewed to
answer directly, and the following refusal by the interviewer to
let him get away with it.

My second observation is that the interviewer's proper insist-
ence on asking the most relevant questions can sometimes be
taken for bias; for the most searching themes are frequently
those which are the subject of intense inter -party dispute. The
interviewer who questions a Labour Minister therefore runs the
constant risk of seeming to be asking questions from a Con-
servative point of view. The sharper the questions are, the more
biased the questioner appears to be, and therefore the more
conscientious he is the more he seems to be in open opposition
to the man he is interviewing. In the long run, of course, he can
acquit himself of the charge of bias by showing that if he
appeared to be a Tory last week he also, by the same token,
looked very much like a Socialist this week. But those who are
quick to discover evidence of prejudice in men who do not
openly support their cherished ideals are unlikely to be capable
of such a long-term attitude.

My third observation is that television reporting is perhaps in
danger of becoming over -centralised. The contents of pro-
grammes are become increasingly controlled from 'head-
quarters' by television executives who are inclined to push the
individual reporter into being a man who merely provides items
to order. The men in charge of television programmes may be
professional television men but they are not always professional
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reporters, nor do they know exactly what is happening a few
thousand miles away. They are the creators of concepts. the
devisers of neatly -constructed programmes, juggling with men
and ideas and facts, whose aim is to make a programme which
is exciting as well as true. I believe it would be a pity if the
independence of the foreign correspondents of television were
to be whittled away simply because distances have become
meaningless and television executives increasingly powerful.
The reporter is too valuable a part of television's public integrity
for him to be demoted into a mere stooge.
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TELEVISION AND PARTY
POLITICS

TELEVISION'S power, real or assumed, to influence people
and even to change their minds is why in democratic
societies its handling of political controversy is regulated

by written rules which demand absolute impartiality. It was on
the charge of political bias that World in Action's report on
defence expenditure was cancelled, and if such incidents are
rare it is not because formal vigilance is slack but because tele-
vision producers know the rules so well. Moreover because this
is the area of subject -matter which is most constantly and care-
fully scrutinised, as much by the broadcasting organisations
themselves as by the Party machines, it is arguably the area in
which production techniques are more often determined by the
demands of public policy than the excitements of art. I have
already discussed television's treatment of current affairs. What
I propose to consider in this present chapter is its handling of
party politics-political broadcasting and the techniques em-
ployed during national elections.

The Effect on Voting
That the political parties should themselves be nervous of

television's potential influence on their fortunes is understand-
able; what is much less certain is whether such instinctive
nervousness is really justified.

A British company, Research Services, carried out some post -
broadcast inquiries into the effect on the viewing public of the
Labour and Conservative broadcasts which preceded the General
Election of October, 1964, and the results scarcely indicated
a passionate excitement at what the telepoliticians had to
offer.

A summary of the conclusions of this research was published
in the Observer (London) on October II th, 1964 :
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"The sound had been turned down in one out of every eight
homes until the politicians left the screen. And of those viewers
who did listen a remarkably high proportion were unable the
next day to recall accurately any points made by the parties.
Surveys on each post -broadcast day . . . have also shown a
trend for viewers to get more bored with the politicians as the
series of broadcasts has gone on. . . . Research Services has also
asked viewers whether they understood the points made by the
particular speakers. On this rating Heath is very near the bot-
tom, with two-thirds of his listeners not knowing what he was
talking about. Brown comes just about top. Only 17 per cent
failed to understand him. . . . Non -comprehension of Cross -
man was 27 per cent. . . . Most people, irrespective of their
politics or the performers, said the broadcasts had no effect on
their voting intentions-they had merely been reinforced."

This of course is to generalise about a particular election, and
one moreover which seemed to lack those issues which raise
public interest to a frenzy of excitement and then violently
divide it. It is in any case quite clear that television has now and
then very considerably affected the course of national politics,
and usually by its talent for highlighting a particular issue or a
particular confrontation of personalities. A very famous ex-
ample of such an occasion was in the summer of 1952, when the
integrity of the Republican nominee for Vice -President of the
United States was attacked by the charge that he was supported
by a private and secret 'slush fund'. A very pertinent comment
on what followed was made, as much in alarm as approval, by
Governor Robert F. Bradford :

"Then came television. One speech, perhaps the largest tele-
vision audience in history up to that time, and the slush fund
charge as a factor in the campaign completely disappeared.
Granted that it was an extraordinary speech; granted the situa-
tion was made to order for television-high drama, a young
man defending his honour in the presence of his attractive wife,
before a jury consisting of every voter who could get within
earshot of a video screen-the fact remains that such a thing
had never happened before, and that it could have happened in
no other medium."

Such occasions as that, 'made to order' as Governor Bradford
wrote, are rare, even at election time. A less dramatic example.
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though arguably it affected the outcome of the campaign, was
the confrontation between John Kennedy and Richard Nixon in
196o.

Whether television, at any particular moment in a political
battle, can have an effect on the voting audience, must depend
on the issues involved and the personalities concerned. The
party television broadcasts in Britain in 1964 came at a time
when the public was bored with politics (the actual vote on
Polling Day was lower than usual), the issues were stale, and
the politicians generally unstimulating. The opposite was prob-
ably the case in the Presidential Election in the United States a
month later, where the personalities (especially Goldwater)
were more provocative, the issues more dramatic (especially
those relating to the Negro problem), and where a deep emo-
tional undertone was provided by the ghost of John Kennedy.

Generalisations are difficult, but it is certainly important to
accept that although professional politicians either fear tele-
vision or admire it, depending on whether they are themselves
good performers or not, there is no conclusive evidence to
suggest that political broadcasting by television must always
affect the direction in which votes are ultimately cast.'

There are no doubt several reasons for this, and one of them,
almost surely, is the public's suspicion of propaganda. In Britain,
as in the United States, the 'party broadcasts' are the only occa-
sion when television is permissibly propagandist. The pro-
grammes are made by the political parties with the single
purpose of vote -catching. They are examples of unconcealed
special pleading, in which truth is selective and the opposite
view is quoted merely in order to be demolished. That the
audience, on all the available evidence. takes unkindly to such
activities is partly due to its own good sense, but is also a credit
to the admirable objectivity with which television organisations
normally handle matters of controversy. After five years of
Panorama, Gallery, and This Week. the British public could be
excused in 1964 for finding the parties' own performances naïve,
unpersuasive, and even slightly vulgar. After a decade and a half
of party television broadcasts we seem to have reached a state

' One reason for the public's hostility to party broadcasting in Britain may
well be the fact that the programmes are carried at the same time on all three
channels. That there is no alternative programme available whenever a party
broadcast is on the air is almost certainly a cause of widespread resentment.
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of affairs where, as Research Services discovered, "most Con-
servatives described the Conservative programmes as 'very good'
and most Labour supporters said the same for Labour."

The Case for Party Political Broadcasts
Is there even a case for specifically 'party' broadcasts in

democratic societies whose television services provide non-
party coverage of news and current affairs which is admirably
comprehensive ? Despite the proved ineffectiveness of party
broadcasts the answer would seem to be that our politicians,
always reluctant to sacrifice any opportunity of speaking
directly to the voting public, are never likely willingly to give
up the chance of addressing an audience which is several thou-
sand times larger than can be obtained anywhere else. Moreover
it is hard to deny that in political democracies Prime Ministers
and Presidents (and their potential successors) should be granted
the opportunity of making their cases in public; and the most
public way of doing so in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury is through the medium of television. The course of party
political television will be determined in the future, as in the
past, by factors which have everything to do with the principles
and the realities of politics, and little or nothing to do with the
arts and techniques of television-or, for that matter, with the
real wishes of the audience.

Choice of Technique
Nevertheless it continues. The techniques it employs are

usually, though not always, simple. Simplicity is to some extent
forced on the parties by their own lack of television expertise,
behind the cameras as well as in front of them. For although in
Britain the party broadcasts are presented from BBC or ITV
studios the role of the staff producers and directors is limited to
technical advice and technical action. Faced with a medium
whose importance they realise but whose complexity they find
frightening and whose areas of effectiveness they know only at
second-hand, the organisers of the party broadcasts are inevit-
ably tempted to present their offerings with the utmost sim-
plicity. Moreover it is doubtful whether a busy senior Minister,
at the height of an Election campaign, can have the time or the
energy to do more than sit down before a camera and speak. His
instincts are to do what he believes to be safe, and what he
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presumes he can do best. Discussions and debates frighten him.
especially if they are genuinely spontaneous, for they contain
the possibility of disaster. Seated before a camera, speaking a
carefully prepared text in a manner which he, if no one else,
regards as human and sincere-this is something he understands
and is prepared to tackle.

It so happens that this is in fact almost always the correct
decision. The more ambitious the party broadcasts have been in
terms of television technique, the less effective they have tended
to be. Discussion programmes of various sorts have been at-
tempted in the past, but they have lacked conviction by seem-
ing, rightly or wrongly, to be 'rigged'. In the General Election of
1964 the most persuasive broadcasts were probably those by the
three party leaders themselves. Yet I believe that greater risks
could be taken by those who control party broadcasting, though
admittedly they are restricted by the limited transmission time
available. Richard Nixon's 196o experiment, when he sat in a
TV studio for several hours, answering questions put to him
spontaneously by telephone, would have been ineffective in
Britain because the length of time available was an essential
ingredient of its success. Time, as well as technical inexperience,
is why political broadcasts in Britain take the form they do.

The most interesting of the British party television broadcasts
in 1964, though not necessarily the most effective, were a set of
films produced for the Conservative Party by Jeremy Murray-

Brown, an experienced television film-maker who for several
years had been a producer for Panorama. Murray -Brown used
the proved techniques of the television magazine programme-
the objective report behind crisply edited shots of schools,
housing estates, etc., the vox pop of citizens in the street ex-
pressing their spontaneous opinions, the brief but relevant state-
ment by the appropriate Minister. To these he sometimes added
the technical devices of the television commercial; the drama-
tised sequence with the typical young married couple, the
crisply written dialogue, the smart and slightly avant-garde
editing.

The merits of these films were hotly debated at the time. The
case against them was that they tended to cheapen British
politics by reducing an occasion of serious national concern to
the status of a slick advertisement, as though the choice of Con-
servative or Labour or Liberal were a matter of no more signifi-
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cance than choosing one detergent rather than another. Jeremy
Murray -Brown himself defends his method by arguing that "a
Party which is eager to show itself as a genuinely modern
Party, with contemporary ideas and with its eyes on the future
rather than on the past, should in its political broadcasts choose
the most modern methods of television presentation. It would
have been wrong for the Conservative Party in the mid-496os to
rely upon the television techniques of the r95os. A Party which
is up to date must look up to date, and this is as true of its
television programmes as of everything else."

Murray -Brown also believes that the most successful of the
Party broadcasts were those shown before the campaign proper
began; far from conceding that they failed, he maintains that
they played a considerable part in ensuring that the Labour
majority was so narrow. I think myself, though in these matters
it is hard to prove anything conclusively, that Murray -Brown's
programmes fell between two utterly opposing forms of tele-
vision. They were not sufficiently objective (how could they
be ?) to pass as fair and impartial reporting in the Panorama
manner, and yet they were too responsible and essentially too
serious to pose as television commercials.

Professional Political Broadcasts
There can be little doubt that the most effective programmes

transmitted at times of national political drama are those which
are produced in the ordinary way by professional television
organisations. During the British General Election campaign of
1964 the best programmes, both as television and as politics,
were probably those of the BBC in which the Party leaders
answered, unrehearsed, questions sent in by viewers and put on
their behalf by Robin Day. A series of confrontations between
Ministers and their shadows would no doubt have been even
more effective, but the Conservative Party and the (then) Prime
Minister, Sir Alec Douglas -Home, held the legitimate view that
programmes of that sort would tend to convert the campaign
from one of serious national issues to one of personalities.

A single confrontation did, in fact, slip through the net : Sir
Keith Joseph (Minister of Housing) faced his 'shadow' opponent
in This Week. Otherwise television programmes have tended,
both in 1964 and previously, to limit their activities to factual
reports from the constituencies (Granada in particular had its
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traditionally admirable coverage in the North of England), to the
daily doings and sayings of the Party leaders, and now and then
to impartial investigations of some of the principal issues of the
campaign-and here This Week did a particularly impressive
job in 1964, tackling at least one subject, colour prejudice,
which the BBC had deleted from its own Panorama.

But the law of the land, allied to television's own fears of
lapsing inadvertently from the path of strict impartiality, has
always had an inhibiting effect on television coverage of current
affairs during the weeks preceding a General Election, and
indeed there was a time when serious political reporting vir-
tually vanished from our screens altogether at the very time
when, one might assume, it was most needed. Things are some-
what better now than they used to be, though some of the
restrictions-especially the one which demands that if any
candidate should refuse to be seen on television, even in normal
News coverage, then none of his rivals can be seen either-are
particularly absurd. As Robin Day has rightly written,

"It is fantastic that we still have an election law which does
not mention television, and a Television Act that does not men-
tion elections."

Fortunately all the inhibitions and restrictions of the election
period are cast aside at 9 pm on Polling Day. Coverage of the
election results, both in Britain and the United States, has long
been one of the true glories of television. The splendid oppor-
tunity which it presents has been described with typical en-
thusiasm by the person who, above all others, has in Britain
helped to forge what are now the established techniques for
handling the Election results, Grace Wyndham Goldie :

"The reporting of the result of a national Election gives a
superb opportunity to television. Television is most itself when
it is showing the viewer something which is happening at the
moment, the outcome of which is of importance, and which is
not yet known. Such an occasion emphasises the democratic
nature of the medium. News is no longer something known to
an inner ring and passed on, in a suitable form, to the rest: it is
there, happening in front of your own eyes. Every single person,
sitting at home and watching on his own set, is as privileged on
this occasion as the highest in the land. The sense that this is so
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is part of the excitement. Not even the Leaders of the Parties,
watching the results flow in while their fates hung in the
balance, knew earlier what was happening than the shepherd
on the Scottish hills or the factory worker in Newcastle or the
old lady in Bournemouth. Any horse race shown on television,
of course, possesses something of this particular excitement.
But not everyone is interested in horse racing. Certainly not
everyone is interested in politics, either. But no one in Britain
can ignore the fact that a change of Party in the governmental
driving seat must have national repercussions which will affect
every one of us. So, on such an occasion, the suspense of tele-
vision, the drama of the not yet known, is at its highest, because
what is being unrolled in front of our eyes matters to us and will
affect us.

"The potential for television, then, is inherent in the situation.
The problem for the producers is how to capture the suspense,
drama, and natural colour of the occasion, while reporting with
speed, accuracy and responsibility the facts: and to add inter-
pretive comment on a national and local level from Party
Leaders, political authorities, informed journalists and men and
women in the street from all over the country."'

Election Report Technique
The first occasion in Britain when television presented the

results of a General Election was in 1950. The basic principles
involved, and the techniques employed, have not changed at all
since then, nor for that matter is there any essential difference
in approach or attitude between the BBC and ITN. The scope of
the operation has of course increased, and the normal course of
technical advance has brought its own modifications and im-
provements. But the techniques which Grace Wyndham Goldie
adopted in 1950 have so far lasted for fifteen years and five
general elections without any essential modification.

What are these techniques, and what is the philosophical
approach which underlies them ? I would place them in this
order of importance :

I. This is a 'live' programme. Recordings or filmed inserts
should be used as rarely as possible.

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Spring 1960, pages
zo- 1 1.
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2. The programme must remain on the air as long as the
results are coming in. In practice this means between
approximately 9.3o pm and 4 am, and from 8.3o am
until the early evening on the second day.

3. The programme is based in a studio, with outside broad-
cast points throughout the country.

4. Priority must always be given to the announcement of
results. To present a result, anything else-interview,
OB discussion, studio comment-must give way. The
results must be printed clearly and read clearly, and
must contain information about Party gains and losses.

S. Granted the priority set down in (4), television can in
several ways add to, and help to elucidate the events of
the moment :

(a) It can go to selected constituencies at the very
time when a result is to be announced.

(b) It can interview national leaders, victorious or
defeated candidates, and indeed anyone who is either a
part of the drama or is in a position to illuminate it.

(c) It can include frequent assessments of the signifi-
cance of the results as they come in. These assessments
should be helped by visual aids of all kinds.

(d) In addition to obtaining the views of politicians
and political experts the programme can canvass those
of the ordinary voters themselves; for example the BBC
in 1964 had an interviewer in Trafalgar Square on poll-
ing night, and another in a cafe in the City of London
on the next morning.

(e) The programme can include character sketches or
brief biographies of those candidates whose fate is par-
ticularly important. These might be in the form of stills
with a live commentary, or else made in advance on
film.

6. The programme needs an anchor man with stamina,
efficiency, general political knowledge, absolute integrity
and impartiality, and a sense of humour.

7. This anchor man will be assisted by political commen-
tators, statisticians, experts in assessing the significance
of this trend and that, and interviewers.

8. Anything which adds to the excitement of the occasion
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is worth using; computers, for example, played a part in
both the British and American elections in 1964, for a
computer can be a useful and stimulating prophet, esti-
mating probable developments on the basis of early
information.

9. Above all the programme must be clear and un-fussy.
Although itself a highly complicated operation it must
seem to be simple.

Io. To achieve (9) it must be planned in advance. Although a
script in the conventional sense is clearly impossible, the
fact that particular results are expected at particular
times helps the producers to plan a general 'order of
battle'. The careful selection of outside broadcast points
(e.g. in constituencies which normally declare their re-
sults early. or those which are marginal and therefore
highly significant) is an essential part of this general plan.

1 1 . The quality of the programme will to a great extent
depend upon the quality of the location commentators
and interviewers.

This is indeed the very stuff of television, living drama on a
subject of immediate concern to a national audience. If the
whole of political television were as exciting as its coverage of
election results. there would be little cause for complaint.

Televising Parliament
Programmes which are devised and presented by the political

parties themselves have become an accepted, if dubious, part of
British television, and programmes of a more objective sort,
dealing first with the issues and progress of an election campaign
and then with the drama of the poll itself, are part of the public
duty of any responsible national television service. There is,
however, a third way in which the political battle might be
reflected by television. and this has not yet been attempted; I
mean the televising of Parliament itself.

Such a proposal is, of course, highly controversial-far more
so, one might suggest, than it need be. There are some politicians
who feel that to have the paraphernalia of television inside the
national debating chamber would be an inconvenient intrusion.
There are even a few who seem to oppose the idea in principle,
just as their predecessors of two centuries ago resisted the
sinister notion that the words of parliamentary debates should
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be taken down and published. To such persons there is some-
thing degrading and cheap about the very idea that Members
of Parliament, conducting their business in a Palace of privilege,
should be seen doing so in the very homes of those who put them
there.

The deep fear of the possible consequences of television's
invasion of such a precious place is not confined to Britain or to
the Members of Parliament at Westminster, and Governor Brad-
ford has expressed doubts of a more reasonable sort which are
still widely held on both sides of the Atlantic :

"It has been frequently suggested that it would be a help to
the voters if the deliberations of the Congress as a whole or
legislative proceedings were televised as a public service. It
would be my observation that it would be just the opposite. The
business of legislative assemblies for a great majority of the
sessions is necessarily dull, drawn out, and unexciting. No
attempt by an honest television camera recording the scene
could make it otherwise, and the casual viewer would come to
the conclusion that Congress or the Legislature was a do-nothing
body. In this kind of television, sight could be lost of the fact
that to be successful it needs either action, drama, historical
significance, or the intimacy of personalities in the scene."

This is indeed a serious point. Clearly it would be impossible
to televise constantly the whole of Parliament (in the USA the
larger number of available channels makes it possible to trans-
mit for longer periods at a time, as was dramatically proved at
the time of the McCarthy hearings), and therefore some process
of selection is necessary. This editing procedure would be unfair
to Parliament as an institution if it confined itself to the
moments of drama, and might be very dull television if it did
not. There are of course many occasions which are themselves
admittedly dramatic-a Budget debate, the debate on the
Queen's speech, an inter -party clash on Foreign Policy, a vote
of no -confidence in the Government of the day-and these are
times when the problems of the television editor would be those
of maintaining fairness and impartiality.

But Parliament's moments of drama are infrequent. Much of
what it does and says is tedious to the layman, and yet highly
significant to anyone who cares about its broader duties. What
is dramatic will usually be important, but what is important
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is not always dramatic. Moreover there are some activities of
Parliament which are fundamental to its democratic purpose,
which are rarely quoted by the mass -circulation newspapers,
and which would certainly command a place now and then in
any responsible coverage by television; near -parochial points
made by Members on behalf of their own constituents, protests
of all kinds, and the airing, in non-party debate, of examples of
grievance and injustice.

Granted that the whole of each parliamentary day cannot be
televised, the assumption must be that regular-and perhaps
daily-'digests' might be transmitted late in the evening, edited
from videotape recorded continuously throughout the same
day. Whether each digest would be chronological or thematic
would depend upon the activities of the day in question. Pre-
sumably each programme would be linked by a commentator
whose function, like that of a Newscaster, must be to present the
essential facts without ever imposing comments or interpreta-
tions of his own.

It is not part of my own concern in this chapter to speculate
as to whether such a programme in Britain should be shown by
the BBC, the ITA (ITN ?), or eventually a fourth (possibly
educational) channel, though one must hope that, unlike party
political broadcasts, it will never be transmitted by every avail-
able service simultaneously. Robin Day, who has long been a
leader among those who press for the televising of Parliament,
has suggested one possible way in which the programme might
be controlled and administered :

"My own preference is that a Television Hansard should be
run by an independent unit under Parliamentary auspices, as is
the printed Hansard. The Speaker could appoint an editor who
would be entrusted with responsibility. If it was Parliament's
wish, he could be dismissed. I have suggested an independent
unit, because TV coverage from Parliament would in any case
have to be 'pool' coverage. There could not be two or three sets
of cameras. Staff from the unit could be drawn from both BBC
and ITV. The editor would choose experienced political broad-
casters to present the programmes. Their job would be linking
in the normal way with names and summaries to lead into
recorded extracts from speeches."'

' In Television, a Personal Report, page 210.
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The essential problem must be to decide how a Television
Hansard shall be controlled and organised. I can see the merits
in Robin Day's suggestion that a Hansard Unit should in effect
be controlled by Parliament, and have an editor appointed by
the Speaker. Such a solution would no doubt allay the fears of
many Members who are at present opposed to the very idea of
such a programme (though it would give to any would-be editor
of the TV Hansard many horrible fears of a quite different sort).
Whether our television organisations would share Robin Day's
opinion is, I suspect, more doubtful. They have always believed
that, being politically responsible and yet outside of Parliament,
and possessing the necessary television expertise, they them-
selves should wherever possible retain the editorial control in
matters of political or controversial broadcasting. Indeed the
occasions when they have abandoned this control (as in party
political broadcasts) have generally proved to be both bad
politics and worse television. I can see no reason myself why
one of the established organisations (probably the BBC) should
not itself control the Television Hansard, and itself appoint an
editor. The delicate task of deciding which speaker to retain and
which to omit, which sections of a Minister's statement shall be
broadcast and which shall not. ought surely to be kept outside
the area of processional party politics.

But this is to look to the future. That television cameras will
one day be installed in Parliament and Congress seems inevit-
able. On two occasions in Britain, in 1958 and in 1964, the State
Opening of Parliament and the Queen's speech have been tele-
vised live, and this in itself has demolished the argument that
the Palace of Westminster is not only a privileged place but also
a sacred one. In certain other countries parliamentary debates
have from time to time been televised-though I must confess
that by far the dullest television programme that I have myself
ever seen was an unedited relay from the Danish Parliament in
Copenhagen. The truth is. surely, that Parliament, which repre-
sents the people, cannot for ever cut itself off from the people.
If Parliament's activities are reported daily in the newspapers.
how can they in logic be excluded from the nation's sitting -
rooms ?
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TELEVISION AND GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE

THE glittering cascade of glass marbles tumbled and
rattled, and as Sir Lawrence Bragg took away his steady-
ing hand over four million viewers couldsee the perfect

pyramid into which they had fallen, a model of a crystal. And
they saw this demonstration in the comfort of their sitting-

rooms far more clearly than any member of the audience
present that night in the famous lecture theatre of the Royal
Institution. Moreover it has been estimated that Sir Lawrence
would have needed to be able to repeat his lecture to a full
house every night until the end of the century to reach the same
sized audience that he had for that single television pro-
gramme."'

'Those are the words of James McCloy, one of the most
experienced and skilled of programme producers in the fields of
science and adult education, and they indicate very clearly two
of television's enormous advantages as a communicator of
general knowledge-it can command the services of those men
and women who are recognised leaders in their own spheres,
and it can offer them an audience which is literally thousands of
times larger than that obtainable in any other medium.

Stimulating Interest
Television may be primarily a source of entertainment, but it

can also claim with some justice to have increased the amount
of information of all kinds that is easily available to an inquisi-
tive public, and thereby to have stimulated interest in areas of
subject -matter of which people were previously ignorant and to
which a few were actually hostile. Sir Kenneth Clark has ad-
dressed a large and loyal audience on aspects of art which were

' The Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. Winter, 1963-4.
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once alien to its experience, and which it would certainly have
ignored if presented in a published magazine or within the
pages of a book. A. J. P. Taylor has stood alone before a single
television camera and gripped millions of laymen by lecturing
to them about aspects of history, much as he has professionally
held the attention of a hundred students in a university lecture -
room. Sir Compton Mackenzie, with the aid of a television film
unit, has successfully conveyed something of The Glory That
Was Greece, and the distinguished archaeologist Sir Mortimer
Wheeler has done the same for The Grandeur that Was Rome.'

In Victory at Sea, War in the Air, and The Valiant Years,
three television organisations (NBC, BBC, and ABC) have made
use of newsreel and official film material to compile popular
histories of the second world war, and both the BBC and CBS
have done the same for the Great War of 1914-18. Television
has also assumed the role of the personal explorer : David Atten-
borough has made 'zoo quests' to four continents; Hugh Gibb
has explored Asia with such skill and sensitivity that one of his
films, on the uninviting subject of bird's nest soup, was judged
to be the best television film of its year at the Cannes Festival;
and Adrian Cowell's trilogy about the peasants of the Brazilian
outback was by anybody's standards a quite magnificent piece
of television. There have been programmes on the virus, on
oceanography, on aerodynamics, on relativity, and on almost all
of the major diseases which plague mankind. Ronald Kelly has
made a remarkable and sensitive film about Picasso, and John
Read, in a series called The Artist Speaks, has allowed half a
dozen contemporary British painters and sculptors to explain
their own art in their own words.

On a less erudite level the BBC has presented a do-it-yourself
series, whose successor was a set of programmes on how to
renovate and decorate a not -so -new house, and for which the
producer (Stanley Hyland) was allowed to buy a real house and
permit his do-it-yourself expert (Barry Bucknell) to work on it
in the presence of a few million unseen observers. There have
been programmes about holidays, animals, astronomy, marriage
guidance, the cinema, gardening, psychiatry, aeronautics. the
drama, and about almost every country in the world. Nor have
all these programmes been shown during those hours which are

' Sir Mortimer, in fact, appeared regularly for fifteen years, to achieve the
notoriety of a 'TV Personality'.
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formally dedicated to education. Many of them appeared at
times when men and women switch on their television sets and
demand to be entertained.

There is of course, a sense in which almost every television
programme which is not purely escapist entertainment in some
way adds to the general knowledge of those who watch it. This
is clearly true of current affairs, and is arguably true of a great
deal of drama. In the weeks which have preceded the writing of
this chapter, it has been possible to see on British screens some
of the work of Ibsen, de Montherlant, Shakespeare, Tennessee
Williams, T. S. Eliot, Sophocles, and Jean -Paul Sartre. For those
who are denied access to the live theatre, television, like sound-
radio before it, is a very acceptable substitute.

If one includes within the term 'general knowledge' all of
serious drama and all of current affairs, then the happy con-
clusion must be that over 40 per cent of the output of British
television comes within this category; an effective answer to
those who still maintain that television is generally trivial and
time -wasting.

Dangers of the Popular Approach
This apparently happy state of affairs has, however, its

dangers, and they spring from the 'digest' nature of most
informative television. For we live at a time when more people
than ever before know a little about everything but not very
much about anything. It is too easy to sit before a television
screen in one's own living -room and to believe (out of laziness
rather than conscious conviction) that a short series of pro-
grammes, however well produced, can say all that needs be said
about either ancient Greece or contemporary chronic illnesses.
To watch Sir Kenneth Clark or Sir Gerald Kelly discussing the
masterpieces of painting (and moreover in black -and -white) is
no substitute for a visit to an art gallery, and the job of tele-
vision in the field of information should surely be less the satis-
faction of our needs than the provision of the sort of stimulus
which leads us to pursue each subject further and deeper in our
time.

I am not arguing here out of pessimism, for happily there is
evidence to suggest that this is precisely what is happening. We
know, for example, that a television outside broadcast from an
exhibition in Burlington House is immediately followed by a
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dramatic increase in attendance at the exhibition itself. We also
know that the emphasis which British television showed for
many years in archaeology was directly reflected in the buying
and borrowing of books on the same subject. And is it, one
wonders, purely coincidental that more people are attending
evening classes than ever before ?

The programmes which I am discussing in this chapter have a
single purpose, to convey knowledge interestingly. They are
not, with rare exceptions, didactic programmes, or programmes
of debate, nor do they pretend to present a personal vision of
the world. They rarely make claims to be works of art. The
techniques they employ are harnessed to this single purpose,
and the function of the producer and director is of a nature to
demand the utmost self-denial. Here is no place for smart gim-
micks or personal flourishes. Each programme must, of course,
entertain as well as inform, or the audience will gradually drift
away into other and more stimulating pastures, but they will
fail at the moment when the entertainment gains the upper
hand, or the information seems to be dull or unimportant. What
is needed, clearly, is subdued shownmanship, and what James
McCloy has written about programmes of science is true of all
the subject -matter within this very broad field :

"In all exposition of science, showmanship is as important as
it is elsewhere in television. The creation of suspense may how-
ever take a quite different form in which intellectual tension
substitutes for emotional tension as in many detective stories.
This engagement of the curiosity of the audience so that they
are led step by step through the unravelling of a scientific
argument adopts a kind of detective -story technique. Contro-
versy is unfortunately rarely possible as a component to involve
the attention of the large audience. For one thing there is little
of it in the scientific knowledge at the level of the audience.
Where it is present is usually at the frontier of knowledge, and
scientists arguing it out in a natural manner in front of cameras
would be unintelligible to an audience with no background of
science. To take an admittedly extreme case, it is difficult to
imagine Hoyle and Royle arguing out the rival merits of their
theories of cosmology for the entertainment of a peak -hour

audience."'
' The Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. Winter 1963 -4
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Precisely; and the first duty of the producer in this field is to
decide at what 'level', whether of intelligence or interest, he
should aim. If he is making programmes about archaeology he is
not presumably making them for professional students. For such
people there are specialised programmes which are transmitted
during those hours labelled For Schools or Adult Education.
What he wants is the largest audience he can get without
lowering his standards. All the pitfalls of the professional popu-
larises lie before him, and he has done his work well if he holds
the attention of a big audience without forfeiting the respect of
those who work in whatever science or art he has chosen to
handle. This is a thin tightrope, and many have fallen off it
during the public performance. For it is as disastrous to be cheap
and superficial as it is to be pedantic and obscure.

This basic challenge confronts the producer of science as well
as the producer of history, and the producer of programmes on
gardening as much as the producer of programmes about the
customs of remote tribes. It is against the background of this
challenge that any survey of information programmes must be
made.

Aspects of History
History, as a subject, lends itself very readily to treatment by

television, for so much of the past is still available in visual form;
ancient monuments, paintings, household objects, photographs
and. for the past three-quarters of a century, moving -film and
the existence of eye -witnesses. Television's essays into the past
have assumed a wide variety of forms, from an archaeological
parlour -game like Animal. Vegetable, Mineral to the imaginative
use of still photographs to recreate The Real West, from a
straight lecture without illustration of any kind, to such highly
sophisticated compilation films as The Thirties and The Jazz
Age, and from acted reconstructions to programmes in which
eminent Generals relive their victories and distinguished politi-
cians record their deepest thoughts for the benefit of future
generations.

To generalise; the producer of programmes of history has the
choice of using costumed actors, genuine eye -witnesses, or pro-
fessional historians; he can bring ancient objects to the studio,
or he can take his cameras to the ancient objects; he can show
paintings or still photographs, and he can raid the film libraries
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for the wealth of original film which has been shot at any time
between the beginning of the century and the present day. He
may recreate the past by means of models. He may use these
devices separately or he may choose to combine them within a
single programme or series of programmes, and they are by now
so much a part of the routine stock -in -trade of contemporary
television that it is perhaps wise to treat them in turn.

Costumed Actors
This is the least used and probably the least successful of all

those devices. To have actors play Napoleon or Henry VIII or
George Washington or Oliver Cromwell may be an obvious way
of presenting the past, and indeed a series called You are There
ran for some time both in the United States and in Britain, but
it is ultimately both restrictive and artificial, and can too easily
degenerate into the worst form of village -pump mummery.

You are There had at least the advantage of an imaginative
gimmick, for each programme was presented as though it were
a live outside broadcast or a filmed current affairs report. In this
way the audience was involved more intimately than usual in
the proceedings. Yet this was essentially an artificial device, and
You are There remained an artificial series, a charade of only
moderate conviction, poised uneasily between routine costume
drama and an intellectual exercise. Not only did it tend to lack
authority (being largely the work of dramatists rather than of
historians) but its very nature made it superficial, a series about
incidents and people rather than the deeper significances of
history.

As Patrick Hazard wrote : ' "It tends to over -personalise his-
tory: great men (they can be seen in dramatic close-up) over-
shadow great trends. . . . It tends to over -simplify causation
and motivation: a half-hour is no time for historiographical
quibbling. It tends to focus on surface exotica at the expense of
significant explanation; the strange clothing, the odd custom,
the telegenic detail-all these come to the surface of a tele-
vision screen more easily than human motivation, social ten-
sion. Finally, violent action fills a screen more arrestingly than
below -the -surface transformation." Or, in James McCloy's ad-
mirable phrase, 'intellectual tension' had not taken the place of
emotional tension, and the merits of You are There were those

' In the issue of Contrast for Winter 1962.
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of the drama, with each sequence written and played for its
dramatic interest rather than its historical relevance. It was an
easy way out of the problems of presenting serious 'ihistory
seriously, and like most easy ways it proved in the end to be a
path through a barren landscape.

A far more successful experiment in the same field was Peter
Watkins's Culloden (BBC), which reconstructed this rather
ignoble moment of British history by a film that was shot on,
or near to the scenes of the actual occasion, and which used
non-professional actors, many of them the descendants of the
Highlanders who fought there. Culloden also employed the
familiar devices of the current affairs report, so that those who
supposedly lived through the battle and its aftermath faced the
camera and related their experience. Culloden certainly suc-
ceeded despite the artificiality of its central device. The reason
for its success. I suspect, lay in its sense of mission, for this was
much less of an objective piece of history (indeed as history it
was somewhat tendentious) than a personal essay on war and
cruelty. As such it had a tremendous power. Its emotive content
was so great, and its sincerity so transparent, that the viewer
hardly ever found himself conscious of its essential trickery.

Genuine Eyewitnesses
Old men forget, so we are told. Fortunately, however, this is

by no means always so, and television, like sound -radio before
it, has done a considerable service to itself and to posterity by
recording the views and the experiences of those who have
observed great events. When CBS Reports persuaded General
Eisenhower to return with a film unit to the Normandy bridge-
head-the programme was shown simultaneously in several
countries on the twentieth anniversary of D-Day-they must
have known that their completed programme would in the
course of time become a document of greatest historical value.
A few years previously Field -Marshal Montgomery had accepted
an invitation from the BBC to discuss with the aid of film and
maps his own campaigns during the second world war.'

When the American Broadcasting Company produced their
series, The Valiant Years, based on the memoirs of Sir Winston

' Also, on the twentieth anniversary of VE Day the BBC and CBS combined,
by satellite, to present a live programme in which Eisenhower and Mont-
gomery took part on opposite sides of the Atlantic.
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Churchill, they sensibly included statements by people, great
and small, who had been present on occasions of significance.
Both The Twentieth Century and European Journal, in items
which reconstructed the attempt on Hitler's life in 1944, chose
to look at the past through the eyes of those men who them-
selves either took part in the plot or were witness of it. In The
Life and Times of Marshal Tito (written for the BBC by Sir
Fitzroy Maclean and produced by Stephen Hearst) sequences of
archival film were punctuated, and indeed illuminated, by
carefully spaced extracts from an interview which Tito had
recorded for the programme. The film thus became a dialogue
on his life, seen partly through the eyes of Maclean and partly
through those of Tito himself.

It has become almost a tradition for American Presidents and
British Prime Ministers to submit to lengthy and frank inter-
views in depth, in which they are given the time to discuss fully
their own policies, the personalities of their time, and their
views on world affairs and political systems. Ex -President Tru-
man has already committed himself in this way, as have Earl
Attlee and Harold Macmillan, and it has sometimes been a
condition of such interviews that certain sections of them shall
not be made public until either special permission is given or
else a suitable period of time has elapsed. In this way it has been
possible to achieve complete frankness (essential for the his-
torians of the future) without overstepping the barriers of tact
and discretion.

It is clear from this random catalogue that television's eye-
witnesses have been of two kinds; the men who 'do' (politicians,
generals, scientists, writers) and those who merely 'watch'
soldiers, spectators, and friends of the famous). Often, of course,

the same programme will include both kinds-the set of profiles
which Panorama has produced, for instance, has included both
Cabinet Ministers and those less exalted persons who knew the
Cabinet Ministers when they were at school, or in industry, or
perhaps selling furs in a large store. In programmes about war,
the memories of the private soldier are often as valuable as those
of the Field -Marshal, and many television programmes have
found room for both.

By definition, of course, the eye -witness, even in these days of
human longevity, is limited to the subject -matter of the past
three-quarters of a century, but the point is worth making here
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that most television programmes are recorded in permanent
form, either on film or on tape, and there seems no technical
reason why those of them which deal with contemporary his-
tory should not be preserved for the benefit of future genera-
tions. To appreciate the true value of what is being shown in our
own time, one has merely to imagine the impact of a television
series, in which we ourselves could see and hear Napoleon,
Washington, Gladstone, or Disraeli. The duty of the makers of
historical programmes is not entirely, or perhaps even primarily,
to the audiences of their own age.

Professional Historians
It has always been one of the merits of television that it can

obtain the services of 'the man who knows' and persuade him
to pass on his knowledge to the public as it sits comfortably
before several million little screens. In this sense the historian
is the equivalent of the scientist, the doctor, the artist, or the
gardener. He is the professional, and as such he commands
respect.

The most surprisingly successful example of television's ex-
ploitation (I use the word in the nicest possible way) of the
historian was the series of lectures given in Britain by the
Oxford don, A. J. P. Taylor. I have written 'surprisingly' not out
of any disrespect for Mr. Taylor, but because the very idea of
asking a gentleman from academic life to stand before a single
camera and speak for the greater part of an hour, without either
notes or visual aids, would once have produced hollow laughter
among those theorists who used to protest most loudly that
television is a visual medium (and I know, because I myself was
one of them).

The success of the experiment (the producer was John Irwin)
lay largely in Mr. Taylor's impish personality and genius as a
lecturer (if he chose to talk about a blade of grass he could keep
his audience spellbound), but also in the very obvious enjoy-
ment which so many of us share about the past. History is inter-
esting, and we are prepared to accept it as such. Of course Mr.
Taylor and his producer chose subjects (and often these subjects
were people) which contained drama and excitement, nor did
they ever wander too far into those paths and alleys which are
a delight only to the professionals. But the point was well and
truly made; a historian can stand up in front of a television
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camera and hold a large audience for an hour or so without
rushing for sanctuary to the customary visual aids. Yet, of
course, it is not quite as simple as that, for Mr. Taylor is also a
television performer of considerable experience who has also
written and narrated compilation programmes of contemporary
history. The professional historian who hopes to succeed in
television must also take his television as seriously as he takes
his history.

It also helps if he is something of a personality-what in a
friendly way we would call a 'character'. A. J. P. Taylor is such
a person. So is Sir Mortimer Wheeler, the archaeologist, who
became a television star in the most popular sense, after his
appearance in that intellectual parlour -game, Animal, Vege-
table, Mineral. Since then he has appeared in many more ambi-
tious programmes, never failing to transfer to the audience his
own infectious enthusiasm for ancient civilisations, and for the
detective story that is called archaeology. In Hellenic Cruise he
took us by boat to ancient Greece, and later, in The Grandeur
that was Rome, he steered us across the Roman Empire from
Britain to North Africa and from Gaul to the Near East. He, like
A. J. P. Taylor, is not only respected in those erudite places
where academics meet over bottles of claret, but is also a man
who has worked hard at television, has studied it carefully, and
does not despise the need to popularise. Moreover he can do it
without either slipping into inaccuracy (the very idea is indeed
absurd) or losing dignity.

Ancient Objects in the Studio
Or not, perhaps, so ancient. Animal, Vegetable, Mineral was

a parlour game in which, in each edition, a museum produced
some of its choicest specimens, mainly archaeological, and de-
fied a panel of experts to recognise and describe them. On other
occasions and in other programmes our television studios have
contained objects whose size has varied from a tiny coin to a
stage -coach, and the merits of being able to bring into people's
homes something of the value and flavour of a museum is too
obvious to need labouring.

Taking the Cameras to the Objects
An 'object', in this sense, can be a museum or a castle or a

battlefield. Many years ago John Read produced a series of
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programmes about Britain's country houses and their splendid
contents. He filmed the houses and the gardens, and he brought
some of their most exciting treasures to the studio. This was at
a time when the outside broadcast was in its infancy : today the
whole of each programme would almost certainly have come
from within the houses themselves.

In the summer of 1964, in a series called Brush off the Dust,
Fyfe Robertson visited a series of British museums, taking in
each case a theme or a story as the shape of the programme; the
materials from the Admiral Blake Museum in Bridgwater served
to illustrate the Battle of Sedgemoor, and some remnants in the
National Maritime Museum at Greenwich-a bit of fur, some
gold braid, a few spoons and forks-were used as the pathetic
evidence of that sad voyage in 1845 when two naval ships,
commanded by Sir John Franklin, set off in search of the North-
West Passage and were last seen moored hopefully to an iceberg
near Lancaster Sound. History, drama, heroism, and mystery
were all intermingled. To take outside -broadcast cameras to a
museum and merely to show some of the exhibits in their glass
cases is obviously not enough. It is just as important to relate
them to their social background, to the human beings to whom
they were familiar daily objects, and to the true incidents of
which they remain the only visible evidence.

Thus, in The Glory that was Greece and The Grandeur that
was Rome, film cameras visited the surviving monuments of
those classical civilisations; but the successive themes of each
series were the epic that was Greece and the epic that was Rome.
One of the purposes of such programmes must be to give life to
evidence that is inanimate and apparently dead, to recapture its
memories, to use it as a starting point in an imaginative evoca-
tion of the past. One of the most effective programmes in this
field was the BBC's film on the Battle of Agincourt (written and
narrated by Robert Hardy and directed by Peter Newington)
which attempted to express the true feeling and meaning of that
battle, and which used the available evidence in the way that
the hero of a detective novel will use whatever clues happen to
come his way. In this case the clues included armour and
weapons, the weather (the mud of north-eastern France was a
vivid reference for those who remembered Flanders from 1914
to 1918), and the precise location where the battle was fought.

Similarly, on the hundredth anniversary of the outbreak of
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the American Civil War, CBS Reports persuaded Carl Sandburg
to make a pilgrimage to the battleground of Gettysburg.

Paintings and Still Photographs
When Sir Brian Horrocks presented a series of popular

biographies called Great Captains (produced by Therese Denny)
he made use of contemporary portraits. Sir Basil Spence in his
film on Sir Christopher Wren (produced by John Read) referred
to plans and prints of the day. Hogarth's London, like Cana-
letto's Venice, has proved a reliable stand-by for the television
producer who seeks something more than the contents of a
museum or the visible ruins of the past, and the imaginative use
of stills, whether they be paintings or prints or photographs, has
inspired some of the most exciting moments in television's
treatment of history. In NBC's Project XX, Donald B. Hyatt has
used 'action stills', specially composed music, and narration, in
a way which prompted many television organisations elsewhere
to wonder why they themselves had never thought of doing it,
and to set off in search of rare stills of all kinds.

Hyatt's subject -matter has been specifically American. It is
American history that he has presented, and the nostalgia of
Americans for their not -so -distant past on which he has relied
for his emotional impact. In Meet Mr. Lincoln, Mark Twain's
America, and The Real West he gave a new edge to traditional
themes, so that his audiences seemed to be seeing their child-
hood legends for the first time. He was not afraid of exploiting
familiar music, and he was not shy of an occasional trick-for
example. he used the late Gary Cooper, an actor who had
appeared in many Western film, to introduce and to narrate
The Real West.

Inspired by Hyatt's activities, and slightly envious of his
initiative in being the first to enter the field (or apparently so.
but the National Film Board of Canada had showed the way
even earlier with a quite superb film made from still photo-
graphs of a gold rush), British television has since made a few
sporadic sallies into the same field. John Read's film on Scott's
expedition to the South Pole used, among other means, the
magnificent still photographs which were taken on the expedi-
tion itself, and Paul Bonner has ventured into less familiar terri-
tory in his Strange Excellency, a portrait of Sir John Pope -
Hennessy, the nineteenth-century Colonial servant. Still
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photographs have become one of the regular ingredients of
television biography. whether in short pieces like the Panorama
profiles (the distinguished national leader seen in the middle of
the back row of the school group) or in more ambitious works
like the BBC's life of T. E. Lawrence, a subject on which there is
very little material in the form of moving -film.

There are also those occasions when the only way of treating
an essential moment of history is by the use of stills. Such a
moment was the assassination of the Archduke Ferdinand at
Sarajevo in 1914. This was an occasion which could scarcely
be omitted in any television treatment of the events of that year,
yet the event was not in fact covered by any film which is
known to exist.

A still picture need not be a dead picture. By isolating parts of
it, by moving a camera across it, by zooming into it or out of it,
by taking angled shots of it, by cutting it dramatically, by using
it with an imaginatively composed track of sound -effects or
music, its essential stillness can be successfully camouflaged. I
myself once met an enthusiastic viewer of The Real West who
never realised that what he was watching was a set of still
photographs. He thought he had witnessed a carefully composed
'compilation' film.

The Use of Library Film
The use of historical film is perhaps the most effective way of

presenting the history of our own century. The method is not
new-some splendid 'compilation' films had been made for the
cinema-but television has used it more consistently and more
effectively than the cinema has ever done. In 1954 the BBC
began a series called First Hand (produced by Paul Johnstone
and Nancy Thomas) which included among its subjects the
Titanic disaster, the first transatlantic flight, the first tanks and
the first airships. and the Suffragettes. Each programme consisted
in roughly equal proportions of statements in the studio by
those who had themselves experienced the events, and historic
film-a formula which has since become a routine. In the USA
the pioneer was Henry Salomon, who worked for NBC and died,
sadly young, in 1957. He was responsible for Victory at Sea, a
naval history of the second world war, and in 1954 he launched
Project XX, with Three, Two, One, Zero, followed by Night-
mare in Red (a history of Communism), The Twisted Cross (the
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story of Nazism), The Great War, and films about American life
in the 192os and 193os.

Much of the success of a historical compilation depends on the
imagination and technical skill of its film editor, and it was
Salomon's own editor, Isaac Kleinerman, who joined CBS in
1957 to become associate producer, with Burton Benjamin, of
The Twentieth Century, a series which has regularly presented
twenty-six programmes a year since then (not all of them have
been compilation films, but most of them have). Victory at Sea
was followed in Britain by War in the Air, an almost exactly
parallel series, made by the BBC under the direction of Philip
Done, and produced by John Elliot, and six years later the
American Broadcasting Company presented a series based on
the Churchill memoirs, The Valiant Years.

Having thus disposed at considerable length of the second
world war-or one would hope so, though in such matters
nothing is ever certain-television organisations have more
recently turned their minds to its predecessor, realising in their
endless search for topicality that it began fifty years ago. The
BBC were the first in the field this time, offering twenty-six
films, each of forty minutes, with the exact title of The Great
War, and produced by Tony Essex (a distinguished film editor
who had worked for several years on Tonight) and Gordon Wat-
kins. CBS began their own Great War series a few months later,
and the name of Isaac Kleinerman figured prominently and
almost inevitably in the credits.

If the Americans have tended to concentrate on the broad
sweep of contemporary history, the British have specialised in
biography. On the eve of the American Presidential Election of
1960, Anthony de Lotbiniere made a composite biography of the
two candidates, Kennedy and Nixon, in which he used historical
film, statements by those who had known them at various stages
of their lives, still photographs, film that was specially shot in
places with which they had particular associations and, in the
case of Kennedy, a personal interview. The same method was
used in a double portrait of Konrad Adenauer and Willy Brandt
(produced this time by Malcom Brown) on the occasion of the
West German Election of 1961.

Malcom Brown also collaborated with Philip Donnellan (a
producer whose name had previously been associated with
highly personal documentaries) in a series of ambitious bio-
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graphies which included among its subjects T. E. Lawrence,
Nehru, and Nkrumah. All of these films were made by the BBC,
but Independent Television entered the field when Granada
mounted two series of Men of Our Time, produced by Patricia
Lagone.

On broader non -biographical lines, Malcolm Muggeridge has
written and narrated for the BBC several compilation films, of
which the most distinguished were The Thirties (produced by
Andrew Miller Jones) and two films on the USA and Soviet
Russia respectively, and called The Titans (produced by Therese
Denny). Granada has for three years produced a regular series,
All Our Yesterdays which draws on period film as well as
still photographs, for a weekly picture of life twenty-five years
ago.

In theory there must be an end to the amount of historical
film which is available and still untapped, and indeed many of
the same shots have appeared on several occasions in films with
different titles and made by different producers. The most
obvious example of this kind of cliché is the sequence at London
Airport in 1938 when Neville Chamberlain returned from
Munich and displayed the 'piece of paper' which carried his
signature alongside that of Adolf Hitler. Both world wars have
produced dramatic shots which have cropped up with a some-
times tedious regularity. There was overlapping between
Victory at Sea, War in the Air, and The Valiant Years, and
much of the same material from the war of 1914-18 appeared
in both the BBC and CBS series-no doubt inevitably, for there
is expectedly less film from 1914-18 than from 1939-45.

Sequences of Britain in the depression of the 1930s, of the
'gay' 192os in America, of the Russian revolution of 1917, of the
Spanish Civil War, of the Wall Street crash, of the abdication
of Edward VIII, of Hitler's rallies, of Roosevelt's New Deal, all
these have become the familiar quotations of the television his-
torian. For each successive producer the task of finding original
film becomes slightly more difficult-and, incidentally, con-
siderably more expensive, for those who possess rare film of
this sort have long since realised its market value. It was not
perhaps the fault of the producers that The Valiant Years
seemed less exciting than Victory at Sea, or that the film of
Hitler in Men of Our Time appeared to add little to what we had
already seen.
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The making of a successful compilation film, involving as it
does an assembly of shots which were originally taken on a
score of separate occasions, without any thought of their
ultimate relationship, demands the imposing of a shape and a
style on material which otherwise would seem to be random
and haphazard. This can be done partly in the editing-the
flavour of trench warfare can be suggested by the skilful use of
shots that were taken on many occasions by cameramen of
several nationalities-but it depends also on the quality of the
spoken commentary, on the imaginative use of sound effects,
and on whatever music may be chosen or written. It is hardly
a coincidence that some of the richest commentaries in British
television have been written for compilation films; by Malcolm
Muggeridge for The Thirties, The Titans and Stanley Baldwin;
by James Cameron for Lenin; by Patrick O'Donovan for Nehru
and Nkrumah; by A. J. P. Taylor for King George V, and by
John Morgan and Robert Kee for the Panorama profiles.

A writer of quality, working with a producer and an editor
of high technical skill, can create the impression that he him-
self has chosen the pictures with the same care that he has
devoted to the words. The relationship between words and
images is both precise and subtle. So it should be with music : a
section of music can bind together a sequence of images, so that
what might otherwise appear to be a careless selection of pic-
tures, each apparently having the slenderest connection with
the next, becomes a pointed comment.

In this way a set of original variations on the popular music
of the 192os can do rather more than merely bind together a
collection of shots of that time, and in his film on Elgar Ken
Russell made an effective comment on illusion and reality by
placing the first Pomp and Circumstance March (whose main
theme still means Land of Hope and Glory) behind shots of the
horror and carnage of the first world war.

Effects, often without either words or music, can also have a
similarly 'binding' quality. All the shots taken during the Soviet
Revolution were inevitably silent, but there were effective and
realistic revolution sequences in The Titans, Lenin and The Life
and Times of Marshal Tito. It never, apparently, occurs to the
viewer that what he is witnessing is a fake, that the pictures are
authentic but the sounds are fabricated in a dubbing theatre.
For him it is enough that the film is persuasive and fluent.
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Maps, Diagrams, and Models
When those wartime generals, Eisenhower, Montgomery,

and Horrocks, discussed their campaigns on television, they all
made good and necessary use of maps and diagrams. When Sir
Brian Horrocks considered the Duke of Marlborough's achieve-
ment at Blenheim, he used a model of the countryside surround-
ing the battlefield. Television has used models of warships,
Roman villas and Greek temples, old railway engines, and
chariots. It could hardly be expected to ignore the facilities
which have been the schoolmaster's stock -in -trade for so long,
but the problem of the television producer is an artistic one-
how to make use of something which is essentially artificial
within a programme which contains much that is real.

Combination Methods
I have listed these 'devices' in this way purely for conveni-

ence, nor am I suggesting that they are mutually exclusive.
Indeed the success of the producer of programmes of history
will depend upon the extent to which he can blend them with-
out losing either style or integrity. It is, for example, difficult to
mix historical film or still photographs (which are genuine)
with actors (who are artificial). This mistake was made, with
very unhappy results, in one or two of the earlier films in the
series The Valiant Years, when familiar character actors ap-
peared as officers of the armed forces or as blitzed Londoners.
The moment they entered the screen was also the moment when
the film lost conviction and integrity. Nor is it as easy as it
might seem to contain within the same programme the outside
'expert' and the genuine eye -witness, or the model of a battle-
field and film shots of the battle itself, or still photographs
intercut with moving pictures.

The most effective programme of history tends to fit into one
of two opposite patterns; either it is extremely simple (a straight
lecture with or without exhibits, or a compilation film in which
all other devices are excluded), or else it uses several of those
devices and succeeds because the producer has managed to fuse
them so successfully that the fact of their being different in
kind has been altogether concealed. In his film on the Scott
expedition of 1912 John Read moved smoothly from stills to
film, and then back to stills again. Peter Newington's essay on
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Agincourt, more ambitiously, used museum exhibits, film of the
battlefield, contemporary illustrations, and recreated impres-
sions of the time and the weather, and yet each separate device
seemed to be absolutely correct, necessary, and in its proper
place.

The function of the producer or director in programmes of
history, as indeed in information programmes of every kind, is
to translate the known and available facts into acceptable
sequences of images and sounds. To some extent his work is a
compromise, for he is (whether he likes it or not) a professional
populariser. He knows his audience better than does the his-
torian on whose knowledge he has to rely, and he knows rather
more history than his audience. He is thus a middle -man, with
all the frustrations and anxieties of the middle -man. His his-
torians and his eye -witnesses will almost certainly ask for more
detail than the mass audience can take, and the audience itself
can be too easily satisfied with the half-truth or the academic-
ally slipshod. Yet he has one very considerable asset on his side;
he knows that the public are interested in the past, and in the
people of the past. It is not difficult therefore to 'sell' history to
a big audience, as long as it is lively and full of feeling, and as
long as it avoids what is dusty and dull.

Presenting Science
When Sir Cyril Hinshelwood was the President of the Royal

Society he wrote these words of science in general :

"It is very difficult for any but experts to understand what is
going on, not as so many non-scientific people are fond of
asserting, because men of science are incapable of expressing
themselves clearly, or are unwilling to try, but for the simple
reason that many aspects of the subject are of very great
inherent difficulty. They are based upon unfamiliar conceptions,
often developed by advanced mathematical reasoning and some-
times expressed in a complex and abstract symbolism."'

Science is much more complicated than history, partly for
the reasons given in that quotation and partly because so much
of it is less directly related to our ordinary daily lives. The
problems which confronted those who lived in the past, whether

' Quoted by James McCloy in the Journal of the Society of Film and Tele-
vision Arts, Winter 1963-4. page i 1.
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in ancient Rome or in the America of the 192os, are recognisably
the familiar problems of men and women in any period. Only
the techniques of living are different. On the other hand, there
are many aspects of science which seem to affect our daily lives
only remotely, and which, because they are concerned with
ideas and with objects instead of with people require a conscious
intellectual effort before they begin to have any meaning. A
shop -girl who can easily become interested in what women
were wearing in the eighteenth century is likely to take fright
at the prospect of a television programme on relativity.

Of course it is absurd to suggest at a time when man is
striving to reach the moon, and when more and more bizarre
machines are taking over his daily tasks, that science must
always be boring or academic. The truth is that some science
is both of those things, and that ideas in the world of science are
often highly complicated and sometimes obscure. Scientists,
moreover, are accustomed to address their remarks to other
scientists, in a language which is familiar to them but is often
difficult for the rest of us.

I believe therefore that the producer of programmes of science
has a more delicate task than the producer of history in making
his basic decisions about the size, background knowledge, and
initial interest of his potential audience, and for this reason
there are always likely to be more minority science programmes
than minority history programmes.

The producer of a series about aspects of health can probably
assume a large and responsive audience, for health is something
which we all share, and mankind has constantly displayed a
curious and sentimental interest in the sick. If however his
assignment is in the field of physics or mathematics he can
assume neither initial concern nor potential curiosity, and he is
faced with a language and mode of thought which are unusually
complicated. He may therefore decide that to popularise means
to distort, and that he must reconcile himself to a small but
highly discerning audience. Although, for instance, Professor
Bondi's BBC programmes on relativity broke new ground merely
by communicating to a television audience a series of ideas and
principles which had hitherto been the preserve of a tiny group
of those who were professionally interested, it nevertheless was
transmitted out of peak viewing hours and was advertised as
adult education.
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At the other extreme there have been series of programmes
like Eye on Research (which took live outside broadcast cameras
to British research establishments) and Your Life in Their Hands
(which took similar equipment to leading hospitals) which have
collected and retained huge audiences, partly because their
subject -matter seemed more immediately relevant to everyday
life, and partly because it was never difficult to understand. The
amount of intellectual effort which the average television
viewer is prepared to give at the end of a tired working day is
strictly limited, and as soon as he is pressed beyond his normal
limits of co-operation he will either switch off or change to
another Channel.

It is possible, however, to show what scientists are doing,
without going too deeply into the arguments and principles
which lie behind their activities. It is also possible to show
what scientists are. Television has effectively achieved both
these ends in recent years and without much difficulty. There
was, for example, the hour-long BBC programme about the
virus, Smaller than Life, which admittedly started with the
advantage of a subject which concerns every human being
whose nose has ever run, but which explained in considerable
detail the structure of various types of virus, what is known
about their behaviour, and how far science has reached in its
fight to conquer them. The BBC has also mounted several pro-
grammes designed to show scientists as human beings, instead
of as machines which can think but can rarely feel : The Prize-
winners (about the British biologists who were awarded the
Nobel Prize), The Surgeons, The Cosmologists.

Technique of the Science Programme
In terms of developed techniques television is admirably

suited for the communication of science, for the translation of
science into terms which a non-scientist can understand is made
much easier by the use of visible apparatus (which sound -radio
cannot supply) and of animated diagrams (which are beyond
the scope of either radio or the printed page). The television
studio can easily be converted into the scientist's laboratory;
the viewer seems to be there, with the scientist, a guest in a
peculiarly fascinating workshop, someone who is personally
being shown the inner mysteries, and who therefore enjoys a
spontaneous feeling of privilege. It is perhaps for this reason
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that at a time when factual programmes have increasingly pre-
ferred the use of edited film to the comparative slowness of the
studio, science alone has frequently remained where it was, and
for a reason which is admirably stated by James McCloy :

"Electronic studio cameras have one special quality in pre-
senting science in comparison with film technique. A scientist
talking about his subject naturally wants, and for effective com-
munication needs to show, various bits and pieces-the ma-
terials he works on, his apparatus, models, and so on. These
demonstrations in fact should be closely woven into the ex-
position. To present this on film involves a long series of indi-
vidually prepared and separately taken shots which are later
edited to give the illusion of continuous action. In contrast,
using three or more television cameras, we have continuous
action and the programme can be recorded without any inter-
ference to the flow of the argument. With an amateur speaker
the gain in naturalness and sense of communication achieved
by this technique adds almost another dimension."'

James McCloy writes there of a programme which can be
recorded on tape, but it can also be argued strongly that pro-
grammes of science, and especially those which involve the
performing of an experiment of some sort, should ideally be
transmitted live. For an experiment that is carried out in a
television studio, or on location by means of an outside broad-
cast, has something of the natural drama of a sporting event in
which something unexpected might happen at any moment.
The experiment might fail, or it might run into problems which
are themselves a heightening of the dramatic tension, or it
might produce a different result from the one expected.

The fact that such excitements hardly ever occur does not
destroy the atmosphere of expectant anticipation. The viewer
is watching something which is truly taking place at the very
moment of transmission, and no one really knows what will
happen. The tension which such a situation produces in the
audience is something which was once regarded as one of tele-
vision's greatest assets, and to pre -record a programme (and
thereby eliminate anything which departs from an arranged
plan) is to throw this enormous advantage through the window.

' The Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Winter 1963-4.
page it.
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Television cameras, for instance, have frequently visited the
operating theatres of hospitals, and audiences have been privi-
leged to watch surgeons at work, performing a real operation on
a genuine patient.

To transmit such a sequence live is infinitely more effective
than to pre -record it, for there is always an added sense of
occasion in being present when something so dramatic is actu-
ally happening. To be allowed to watch something which took
place yesterday or last week is a poor substitute.

The Expert Approach
The best programmes of science, I believe, are those which

are live, which either rely upon a distinguished scientist for
their entire exposition or else can call upon a series of such
experts to explain various facets of the subject as they arise, and
which either use the studio as a laboratory, filling it with models
or moving diagrams or pieces of practical equipment, or else go
themselves to the laboratory.

Science, more than any other subject -matter, needs the per-
sonal communication of the expert, making use of equipment
and devices which are familiar to him in his professional life.
The function of the producer is to translate the arguments and
the information into the technical language of television. It is
not his job to impose a view of his own, though he will often find
himself saying bluntly to Professor This or Doctor That, "I'm
very sorry, but no one who isn't a scientist can possibly be
expected to understand this particular section. We'll really have
to expand it, or else simplify it in some other way."

The producer will therefore make suggestions, but they will
be suggestions of presentation rather than of essential content.
He may, for example, realise that a point which is obscure
when presented in the form of spoken words becomes perfectly
clear when helped along by an animated diagram. What is
important is that the completed programme should seem to be
the work of the scientists themselves, and this is the main reason
why programmes about science rarely use script -writers in the
conventional sense. Smaller Than Life, for example, was given
a shape and an over-all argument by Gordon Rattray Taylor,
who is a scientist, a journalist, and a man with considerable
experience of the resources of television. But the programme
itself succeeded less because of Mr. Taylor's admirable activities
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than through the authority of the scientists who in turn 'con-
ducted' each section of the programme and the clarity with
which they expressed their (sometimes) complicated informa-
tion and ideas. This clarity was not of course achieved by the
scientists alone, but was the result of the combined expertise of
the scientists, the writer (Gordon Rattray Taylor), the producer
(Philip Daly), the director (Bill Wright), the designer of the
studio sets, the makers of models, and so on. These television
practitioners existed to help the scientists in their task of
popularisation with integrity, but as far as the audience is con-
cerned it is the scientists themselves who must seem to be in
control of the programme.

It is, I hope, generally accepted that television has an obliga-
tion towards science and the scientist which should be as com-
pelling as its more familiar wooing of politics and politicians. In
modern society's attempt to bridge the 'two cultures', tele-
vision has an essential part to play, and the fact that many of
the more significant of scientific ideas and arguments are highly
complex and apparently obscure is really no excuse for dis-
missing them as irrelevant.

On the other hand it is a fact that the audience for pro-
grammes which are concerned with scientific principles is
likely, for the time being at any rate, to be a small one-but so
at one time was the audience for serious programmes devoted
to current affairs.

The BBC by means of its second channel, has given itself both
an excuse and an opportunity to dig more deeply into current
scientific wisdom than a single service, with more than half an
eye on the size of its audience, could ever hope to do. Moreover
both the BBC and some of the independent contractors have
deliberately experimented in adult education, offering serious
programmes of information at times of day when the audience
is limited to a few eager enthusiasts-in the mornings and after-
noons of Saturdays and Sundays, or before breakfast. Education
at dawn has for some years been a familiar part of American
television, and it may yet spread to the continent of Europe.
The bridgehead, at any rate, has already been made.

Popular Science
Despite these admirable activities, there must always be a

place for science programmes of a less erudite kind, presented at
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peak hours and aimed at a mass audience. The subject -matter of
popular science is already considerable, from astronomy (the
BBC has for several years run a series called The Sky at Night) to
electronic machines, and from patterns of disease to cosmology.
Society is increasingly calling upon its scientists to help it in
fields of economic and social development, and science is con-
stantly in the news; the contraceptive pill, the route to the
moon, an outbreak of typhoid, the design of a supersonic air-
craft, the arguments for or against the fluoridation of water, the
connection between smoking and lung cancer-all these are
occasions when the frontier between science and current affairs
is blurred and uncertain.

Although many areas of science will for a long time remain
obscure to the layman. and especially those which are concerned
with what science is rather than with what it does, it is reason-
able to suppose that in an age of technology more and more
scientific information will become not only interesting but
necessary. The audience for programmes of the more general
kind will increase, and so, significantly, will the willingness of
that audience to accept information which only a few years ago
would have baffled and bored it. When, in the spring of 1964,
the BBC presented a programme called From Strength to
Strength, which had as its subject the search for new materials
(for defence, for industry, for housing, and so on), it received
so many letters and enjoyed such an enthusiastic public response
that the programme was repeated several weeks later. Yet the
subject, on the face of it, was scarcely a box-office one.

The future development of programmes of science, in the
strategic sense, will presumably show a widening of the audi-
ence both for the popular subjects (what science is doing in the
modern world and what scientists are) and for the minority
subjects which at present are always transmitted at off peak
hours and frequently at those times of day which are con-
sciously devoted to adult education. Let us hope that the popular
programmes will stimulate an interest in science that is serious
enough to tempt at least a few non-scientists to try the more
erudite minority programmes. In this way the barrier between
popular science and academic science might gradually disappear,
and so, ultimately, will that profounder and more depressing
barrier which in the public mind still separates the 'two
cultures'.
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Travel, Natural History and Anthropology
These are three branches of popular science. They are also a

field of television where depth of intellectual content does not
necessarily imply a loss of audience. Travel, of a chocolate-box
sort, can slip delicately into anthropology, and natural history
is a subject which can exploit man's fascination for animal life
and lead the passive viewer into byways whose profundity be-
comes deeper without becoming obscure or tedious. Every show-
man knows that human beings are always willing to be inter-
ested in animals, foreign countries, and other human beings.

Television's treatment of natural history began with pro-
grammes in which an expert (usually the curator of a zoo)
brought a few animals to the studio. If the expert was an
attractive personality, as George Cansdale certainly was in the
early 195os, this was a simple and effective way of introducing
a large audience to a subject whose appeal is immediate but
whose true significance, like that of an iceberg. lies concealed.

To be given the chance of studying animals in close-up, and
to have their behaviour patterns explained so simply and effec-
tively, was a compulsive experience for millions of people
whose knowledge of natural history had hitherto been confined
to whatever could be gleaned from a Sunday afternoon visit to
the local zoo. Yet although it served admirably as an introduc-
tion to its vast subject. this studio -bound method of presentation
was certain to give way sooner or later to something more
expensive and ambitious. For animals do not naturally live in
zoos-still less do they live in television studios-and before
long it became clear that the next step was to show them in their
true environment.

The next stage in television's technical treatment of natural
history was therefore to send out a film unit with the expert,
and to photograph wild life as it really is. Thus both Peter
Scott's programme, Look, and David Attenborough's Zoo Quest,
included film sequences of animals living their natural lives, as
well as sequences in which the animals were seen in the studio.
Zoo Quest, indeed, was very accurately titled. It was a series in
which David Attenborough travelled far and wide in search of
the animals for the London Zoo. We saw the search for the
animals. we saw their capture, and we saw them under the
controlled conditions of the television studio. In Look, Peter
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Scott frequently invited naturalists to come to the studio and
show us both their own films and some of the birds and animals
which were the subject -matter of those films.

The usual ingredients of a natural history programme were
therefore (a) the expert, who was also an accomplished tele-
vision personality, (b) film sequences shot on location and often
in far -away places, and (c) the use of the live studio both for
closer shots of captive animals and for interviews with other
experts. More recently, programmes in this field have increas-
ingly been made entirely as films. The studio sequences in Zoo
Quest decreased in size and scope, and there seemed to be an
insatiable demand for the popular zoological travelogue.

The BBC has for a long time had its own full-scale Natural
History Unit, and Granada responded by setting up a unit of its
own at the London Zoo. Its series, People Like Us, made a splen-
did attempt to inject into what had hitherto been a very per-
sonal and almost sedate form of television something of the
techniques of urgency which have characterised World in
Action. It used a highly professional narration, background
(and sometimes foreground) music, and an editing style which
had more in common with a current affairs series than with
quiet films about bees and ants. Perhaps it went a little too far
(like being drunk in church), but in many ways it was a logical
'next step' on the journey which had begun before the war
when a charming enthusiast had first walked into a television
studio with a monkey on his shoulder.

Need for the Expert
Many natural history programmes have added the appeal of

travel to the appeal of animals, and films of travel and adven-
ture, with or without the animals, have long been a staple part
of the average viewer's diet. Often they have been the work of
professional film-makers, and television has proved a consistent
supporter of that recent phenomenon, the traveller -film director.
But sometimes they have been the work of men who are pro-
fessional travellers but only amateur film-makers, and occa-
sionally, and most notably in the BBC series Adventure (edited
successively by David Attenborough and Brian Branston), the
man who is an amateur traveller as well as an amateur camera-
man, has managed to sell his wares to television.

The snag about programmes of travel is the danger of repeti-
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tion. It was possible until relatively recently to avoid this par-
ticular hazard by going slightly farther afield than anyone had
ever been before, at least in a television programme, but today
there are few areas of the world which have not been visited at
some time or other by television film cameras. The tribal dance,
however bizarre, has become a familiar cliche. We are the
victims of a surfeit of riches, and the only cure is to substitute
depth for breadth. When almost everywhere in the world has
become familiar, the next step must be to look more profoundly
at the same old places; to have less 'travel' and more 'anthro-
pology'. It is at this point that the amateur must take his bow
and leave us, for this is a field where the cameraman who is not
an anthropologist cannot be sure that he is taking the right
pictures, and the anthropologist who is not a film-maker has no
idea how to take the shots he needs. David Attenborough has
written about this particular dilemma :

"The film we need can only be produced by someone with an
insight into the findings of anthropology. There are, however,
several reasons why it is difficult for a practising anthropologist
to provide such a film, particularly if he is expected to do so in
the process of his own research. Merely using a camera may
hamper him. As an anthropologist he should be an inconspicu-
ous observer whose presence does not disrupt or interfere in any
way with the activities he is witnessing. But if he is make a
competent film of, for example, some ritual, he must obtain
close-ups and wide-angle shots from several different viewpoints,
and to do so may well disturb the participants in the activity he
is recording. Worse, his value as a scientific observer may be
considerably reduced, for instead of noting every action-and
many may be going on simultaneously in widely separated
places-his attention has to be distracted by the technicalities
of handling his camera, and at crucial moments his eye, instead
of being wide-ranging and alert for every detail, must be glued
to his viewfinder.

"To produce the film we require an anthropologist must de-
vote himself to the project for some considerable time, and
allow no other consideration to deflect him. He must be as
expert in cinematic techniques and requirements as he is in his
own discipline. He must already be familiar with the people he
is studying and know precisely what he wishes his film to say
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before he begins filming. Few anthropologists would regard
such work as being the most valuable way of spending their all
too limited time in the field.

"One or two workers, however, have done so. Jean Rouch has
produced vivid and profoundly revealing records of ceremonials
in West Africa, and John and Elizabeth Marshall of the Peabody
Museum, Harvard University, have filmed many aspects of the
life of a nomadic band of bushmen in the Kalahari Desert. These
brilliant films are pointers to what can be achieved."'

David Attenborough is no doubt too modest to mention his
own name, but in Britain at any rate it is largely due to his own
work for the BBC that the lay public has been guided gently
from simple programmes about animals to complex and some-
times quite profound essays on primitive societies and the
nature of human co-operation.

It is inevitable that until videotape is a more mobile device
than it is at present such essays should be made on film, and
because a cine-camera is for many societies in the world a
strange and intrusive machine, the equipment must be as port-
able and as inconspicuous as possible. So, indeed, must be the
human beings who operate it. An anthropologist might succeed
alone in conquering the hazards which David Attenborough has
described, and he might return with a film of quality which he
has shot himself. But at the other extreme, it is highly doubtful
whether a film crew of normal size, with all the equipment and
vehicles which they usually employ, could hope to catch a
primitive society off its guard. The photographing of wild life,
or of traditional and self-conscious communities, is a specialised
activity, and if the anthropologist -director cannot use a camera
himself he will be wise to join forces with someone who is not
only a professional cameraman but who is interested enough in
his subject -matter to take the necessary pains and to suffer the
necessary inconveniences and hardships. Men like Hugh Gibb,
Jean Rouch, Heinz Sielmann. and Eugen Schuhmacher have
operated their own cameras; on the other hand David Atten-
borough worked for several years with one of two cameramen
(Charles Lagus and Geoffrey Mulligan) who became highly
praised experts in this field.

' In The Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. Winter 1963-4.
page 15.
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There is, of course, a significant social aspect to all this, and
it is well expressed, once again, by David Attenborough :

"What is to be gained from such difficult work? It would
certainly be possible to impart an understanding of societies
organised on a totally different basis from our own. This is a
need which is becoming increasingly urgent as the world con-
tracts and as we sadly realise that racial misunderstanding-
and its inevitable product, intolerance-remains more wide-
spread and deeply rooted than we often care to admit. In addi-
tion, by the comparative use of film shot in several areas among
dissimilar people, we can begin to recognise the factors and
compulsions, the necessities and inevitabilities, which operate
within all societies of human beings. Thus we may be able to
look back at ourselves with a degree of objectivity that can be
achieved in no other way. By understanding other societies, we
may at last begin to understand the tangled and mystifying
working of our own."'

When that happens, television will have travelled far from
those early programmes when captive animals were first intro-
duced to television studios.

Problems of the Arts
The presentation of the arts confronts the television producer

with two basic problems, that of the audience (which is small
and to some extent even hostile), and that of the subject -matter
(which is only occasionally suited for the domestic screen).

We know statistically that the audience for such programmes
is a small one. The BBC's fortnightly magazine programme,
Monitor, had an audience one-third the size of that of Panorama
and one -fifth that of Coronation Street. Inevitably, and as an
immediate consequence, there have been comparatively few
programmes on the arts, and those few have usually been rele-
gated to off-peak viewing hours.' It is extremely difficult, more-
over, for the producer to decide at what 'level' he should aim.
Should he accept the smallness of his audience as an unalterable
fact, and therefore limit his activities to making programmes

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Winter 1963-4, page is.
' In 1965 the BBC set up a new department, under Humphrey Burton, to

handle programmes of a generally cultural kind, but at the time of writing it
is too soon to assess its impact, though some splendid programmes of music
have already been seen on BBC2; which, sadly, is still a minority Channel.
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for the few who are known to be interested, or should he try to
attract an increasingly larger audience with programmes which
are designed as incentives to conversion ? Do his employers,
come to that, give him the choice ?

The problems presented by the subject -matter are equally
disturbing, for television is often an unsatisfactory medium for
expressing the arts, even those which are happily described as
visual. Visual they may be, but black -and -white and two-
dimensional they are certainly not.

Television is better-or perhaps I should write 'less wretched'
-at presenting the merits of some painters than others, better
at Delacroix and Canaletto than at Van Gogh or Turner; better
when faced with pictures whose appeal comes from line and
pattern rather than colour or texture. Sculpture is equally
frustrating because, like architecture, it, too, is robbed of a
dimension, and to track the camera round a sculpture is a poor
substitute for the human being's ability in a gallery to look at it
in his own time from whatever angles he chooses.

Two-dimensional television flattens everything out, and de-
stroys perspective. I have myself yet to see a satisfactory tele-
vision presentation of architecture, presumably because archi-
ture presents the same problems as sculpture.

As for the non -visual arts, they have baffled television from
the beginning. How does it present poetry, for instance ? By
letting us look at a man reading ? By suggesting patterns and
images which might conceivably reflect the mood of the poem ?
Or, because one of the most satisfactory ways of enjoying a
poetry reading is to sit with one's eyes shut, by presenting us
with a totally blank screen (a device which was once used ex-
perimentally by Cecil Day Lewis and Michael Redington) ?

What about fiction ? How does television discuss a novel ? By
having someone read from it, by having a group of critics dis-
cuss it (with or without the author), or by dramatising part of
it ? For the truth is that a work of fiction, like a poem, conjures
up its own images in the reader's mind, and no two readers will
ever see the same images.

How should television handle music ? By showing us the
musicians in the act of performance, or by attempting to illus-
trate the music in some way, as Disney did with eccentric results
in Fantasia ?

I am not concerned in this chapter with such television occa-
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sions as a concert, or an opera, or a ballet, for these are scarcely
factual television. What does concern me is how television
should behave when it assumes the role of the intellectual
feature article or magazine-and, even more importantly,
whether it assumes this role as often as it could or should.

The Audience
Let us consider, first of all, the problem of the audience. Of

course to say somewhat sadly that programmes about the arts
are minority programmes, watched by a small audience, is to
use words which are extremely relative. The audiences of
Monitor and Tempo (ITV's regular magazine of the arts, pro-
duced by ABC-TV) are no doubt small when compared with
those of a popular light entertainment show, or a drama series,
but they are nevertheless larger than the sales of almost any
mass -circulation daily newspaper. To persuade up to five million
people to spend fifty minutes or so watching and listening to
an intelligent treatment of the fruits of the human creative
imagination is a feat unique in British history, and should
hardly be despised.

The point is worth making, because there is sometimes-
indeed frequently-a tendency in this audience -conscious
medium for programme executives to express worry and con-
cern because certain programmes are less popular than others,
regardless of the proven fact that they could never, at least at
this moment of history, be popular in television's meaning of
that word. To place them at ten or eleven o'clock at night, or
perhaps in the barren wastes of a British Sunday afternoon, is
merely to ensure a continuation of the very state of affairs
which is supposed to cause so much concern. The circle is
vicious; a programme has a small audience, therefore it is placed
in severely off-peak hours, and therefore it has a small audience.

The producers of arts programmes are aware of this dilemma,
and their awareness often determinies the way in which they
make and present their programmes. The pressures, their own
as well as their employers', are always in the direction of a
search for larger and larger audiences. How therefore. in pro-
grammes about the arts, to get them ? The first way is the tradi-
tional one of hitching your programme to a man who is an
attractive personality in his own right; Sir Gerald Kelly, for
instance, or Sir Kenneth Clark. Here are two men, one of them
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a painter (a traditional one, which helps) and a former President
of the Royal Academy, and the other a distinguished critic,
collector, and former Director of the National Gallery. These
two distinguished men became television personalities in the
best sense, popularisers who never lost their integrity. Sir Ken-
neth Clark's early series for ATV (much of it produced by
Michael Redington) is still probably the most effective concen-
trated attempt by television to treat art seriously and at the
same time hold as large an audience as possible. They were
illustrated lectures of great charm and subtlety.

The Human Approach
Art, of whatever kind, is an intensely human activity, and it

has been one of the consistent merits of television's approach
to it that the human beings who conceive it are never forgotten.
Whether because of the ease with which the small screen can
capture the essential merits of a personality, or because of its
comparative failure to reproduce effectively some of the finest
of the arts, it has always been characteristic of television to
concern itself as much with the artist as with his work, and to
ask why a particular person has produced work of a particular
sort.

John Read made an admirable series of films with precisely
this intention, showing us the artist at work, letting us see
what manner of person he is, showing us his paintings or
sculptures, and persuading him to tell us himself just how he
approaches his work, chooses his subject -matter, and develops
his personal style. Although a narration was used in a few of
these films, the aim was to try to look at the art through the
eyes and with the mind of the artist himself, and among those
who co-operated in the venture were Graham Sutherland, Henry
Moore,' the late Sir Stanley Spencer. L. S. Lowry, Barbara Hep-
worth, Josef Herman and Anthony Gross.

For Monitor Peter Newington made a film with and about
Sidney Nolan, and John Schlesinger made one about four young
and relatively unknown artists in London. Each of these films
was as much a portrait of the artist as an assessment of his art,
and each was a work of considerable intrinsic merit.

To be introduced in one's own living room to some of the
' CBS Reports made, in 1965, an hour-long film of Henry Moore, the work

and the man, produced by William K. McClure.
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most important of living painters is a privilege which television
is particularly well-equipped to provide. It is also something
which will no doubt be welcomed by future generations, just as
we ourselves would have welcomed a television programme in
which Leonardo was seen painting the Mona Lisa and telling us
just what he had in his mind when he did so. This is, moreover,
a useful way of breaking down some of the public resistance to
the arts, for although there are those among us who still sneer
at painting and sculpture there are very few human beings who
cannot be made interested in other human beings. They will
admit that although the art may be a bore, the artist might
himself be interesting in a lunatic sort of way. When they
discover that he is not really a lunatic but a charming, sincere,
and even amusing person, they are already half -way to accept-
ing that such a being might also create works of art which ought
not to be rejected out of hand. In this way television not only
provides valuable documents both for the present and the future,
but gently increases the number of those who are prepared to
open a corner of their closed minds.

I have written that such portraits of the artist are usually
made as films. This is because of the flexibility of film cameras,
which can take us to the artist's studio, follow him to wherever
he may be painting, show the gradual creation of a picture (a
film can suggest this in a couple of minutes, whereas in reality
it took several hours or even days), watch him in his daily
domestic life, and catch him off guard both in action and in
speech. The value of such films will inevitably increase even
further when colour transmissions are the normal form of tele-
vision; and when this happens we will no doubt regret that so
far they have been shot almost entirely in black-and -white. This
is an area of television where the spending of money on colour
photography in the 195os and early 196os would have reaped a
considerable reward in the 197os.

Not only painters and sculptors but the practitioners of all the
arts seem increasingly willing to parade themselves and their
work before television cameras. Novelists discuss their novels
(and those of others), dramatists defend their plays, composers
try to express in words the inner workings of their minds. Pro-
grammes like Monitor and Tempo became the Panorama or the
This Week of the arts, current affairs programmes in their own
right, presenting us with news and comment on plays, books,
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exhibitions, architecture, music, and such fascinating by -ways
as the world of Sophie Tucker or the creation by Johnny Dank -
worth of a jazz composition based on the characters of Charles
Dickens.

Also, like those other 'topical' programmes, the arts maga-
zines have developed their own patterns, so that familiar tech-
niques recur month by month; the extracts from a new play,
followed by a conversation with its author and/or producer; the
art critic discussing the subject of a current exhibition, reading
his well -written words behind a sequence of still reproductions;
the short film which shows us the fashionable novelist at home;
the biography, also on film, which, with the use of authentic
locations and personal objects, together with some discreet im-
personation, attempts to suggest the essence of a particular
writer or poet or artist. Ken Russell's film on Elgar was arguably
the best of these, though there was much merit in David Storey's
essay on D. H. Lawrence.

The danger of these attempts at biography is the one which I
suggested when I discussed You are There; it is possible to evoke
an appropriate mood by imaginative use of whatever authentic
material may still exist, but the mood itself is too easily smashed
by the introduction of a costumed actor. I recall being very
impressed by an item in the old BBC series Bookstand, in which
the novelist Muriel Spark visited the home of the Brontës, and I
admired the way in which Miss Spark and her director (Christo-
pher Burstall) had used the Yorkshire landscape, the bleak little
village of Haworth, and the almost sinister churchyard. But I
am absolutely sure that my appreciation would have been
utterly destroyed if a trio of actresses, impersonating the Brontë
sisters, had entered the scene. I was mildly uneasy at the dia-
logue scenes in David Storey's film about Lawrence, and I was
amused altogether the wrong way when I watched, in another
Monitor, a tall actor, disguised as Lord Tennyson, parading the
countryside of East Anglia.

The Artistic Approach
It is not perhaps the function of programmes about the arts

that they should create works of art themselves, though it is
scarcely a coincidence that Monitor, especially in the years
when it was edited by Huw Wheldon, was responsible for some
of the most exciting documentary films ever made for tele-
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vision, whether in Britain or anywhere else. The very first
Monitor included John Schlesinger's remarkable portrait of a
circus, and the same director made several other films of equal
distinction which still remain in the memory several years later
-The Innocent Eye (about the child's approach to art), Hi-Fi,
The Class.

Elgar was possibly the best of a set of equally distinguished
films made for the same programme by Ken Russell, but one also
recalls with pleasure his Prokofiev, Bartok,' an amusing piece
about Brass Bands, and a few essays into the field of Victoriana.
There was Humphrey Burton's portrait on film of The Allegro
Quartet, which must have gone far to persuade the sceptical not
only that musicians are human but that they also have to face
the mundane irritations that accompany any attempt to organ-
ise one's professional life.

All these films, presented for the most part as separate items
in a fortnightly magazine programme, deserve to be described
as personal works of art in their own right (and for this reason I
shall mention some of them again in my chapter on The Per-
sonal Documentary). I make the point here because it seems
appropriate that a television programme which takes the arts
as its subject -matter should itself possess a high level of distinc-
tion in its technique and its presentation. From the beginning,
Huw Wheldon made of Monitor a programme which gave
pleasure of a high order to the eye and to the ear, which from
time to time offered some of the most exciting pieces to be seen
anywhere, and which was never afraid to risk the dropping of
heavy bricks in the case of new and imaginative television.

Still Not Enough
The sad thing is that so little of television's millions of hours

of programme time is devoted to the arts, as though they were
merely of minor moment in the life of mankind. When so much
time, money, and talent is devoted to political matters, it seems
almost an abandonment of television's responsibilities that it
can spare so little for the works of the human spirit. Until the
BBC began its second service in the early spring of 1964 the
position in Britain was very sorry indeed. Monitor and Tempo

' I recall with less pleasure his 1965 film on Debussy, which for me was a
thing to admire rather than to enjoy. I was constantly aware of Mr. Russell,
but not always of Debussy.
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had become the only regular series on the arts in the whole of
our networked television.

Certainly the position has improved since the opening of
BBC -2. Its magazine programme Time Out, whose theme was
leisure, found time now and then for the arts. There was an
ambitious series called The Artist in Society whose professed
aim was nothing less than "to examine different aspects of the
role played by the artist in society during a thousand years of
European civilisation". We have been offered a series of pro-
grammes about the French New Wave in the cinema. There
have been admirable programmes in which the 'cellist, Paul
Tortelier, and the violinist, Yehudi Menuhin, played, taught,
and spoke about music, and there have been several occasions
when writers have been given a chance to speak and argue
intelligently and at length about their craft. But BBC -2 still

reaches only a small audience, and with two channels at its
disposal the BBC can presumably afford to take new risks.

It remains generally true that if you are a person who enjoys
reading good books, looking at fine pictures, or listening to
great music, you will still get sadly little assistance from British
television. Now and then you may catch an artist in an un-
announced appearance here and there-Tonight, for example,
has consistently sought out the authors of new books, and has
kept a wary eye open for original efforts in the visual arts, and
Face to Face, The Young Tigers, and After Dinner have included
creative people among their victims-but it remains genuinely
true that after nearly thirty years of life, British television is
apparently frightened of this tremendous area of human experi-

ence.
We already know, on the evidence of the films and pro-

grammes which I have mentioned by name in this chapter, that
television can be an excellent guide and companion to those of
us who cannot accept that the arts are less significant than
politics, science, or even religion (which in Britain get a great
deal more time on the air than the arts have ever done). It may
well be that the BBC's second service will ultimately fill the
gap, but at present its audience is so small, both geographically
and in numbers, that any realistic assessment of the position
must still confine itself to the networked programmes of the
ITA and to the BBC's first channel.' There, alas, the position is

' Since these words were written, the position on BBC -1 has been improved
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both incredible and slightly shameful, unless one accepts that
the importance of a subject can be accurately determined by its
public popularity, or else dismisses the arts as a minor and
perhaps unworthy waste of time.

by the introduction of a weekly series "on artists and the arts", called Sunday
Night, with Stephen Hearst as executive producer.
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TELEVISION AND LDUCATION

ROGER MANVELL has this to say on television in the
educational field.

"It has sometimes happened in the past that new opportuni-
ties for communication have developed at precisely the time
they were needed for the practical application of new thinking.
The most obvious example has been the indispensable part
played by printing in the development of European thought and
education during and since the Renaissance. . . .

Id.
. . The new opportunity in the twentieth century is

broadcasting in sound and vision, combined with recording on
film and tape. This form of communication has arrived at a
time when the whole pattern of civilisation is changing, and
when the thinking that goes with this needs the widest possible
dissemination. The twentieth century represents a new educa-
tional era in human history."'

Education is one of those puzzling words with large mean-
ings, like culture or love or science, whose mere mention pro-
duces a hundred ripples in the human mind. Because most of
television is 'education' of a kind, from Z Cars to Bibliotheque
Europeenne, from Cinq Colonnes to Dr. Kildare, what precisely
is meant by 'educational television' ? If we just mean television
for schools then we must be careful to avoid confusing it with
the merely didactic, for schools television has also included
productions of Shakespeare and Ibsen, and documentaries about
current affairs and modern art. But why merely for schools ?
What about the BBC's programmes of adult education, covering
a splendidly varied collection of themes, from The Painter and
His World to Human Biology, and from Einstein's Principle of
Relativity to Home Dressmaking ?

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. No. i2. Summer 1963,
page 2.
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Television audiences in the West Indies have seen a film of
social education about pre -natal care, and in Kenya a local
housewife recently supplied her own commentary to a Walt
Disney film that was originally designed to teach hygiene to
Americans. In the USA there are more than a hundred colleges
which concede diplomas or degrees to students who graduate
through TV correspondence courses. In Italy a television series
taught 4o,000 illiterate adults to read and write, and the United
Arab Republic has recently begun a similar experiment, pro-
viding three lessons a week to classes of up to one hundred
students.

An imaginative proposal of a different sort has been made by
a group of enthusiasts in the United Kingdom :

"Television for Industry Ltd. has been formed as a result of
the increasing realisation that an effective communication
system for keeping the whole of industry and other sections
of the economy aware of rapidly changing technical develop-
ments is urgently needed. . . . Technical advances in methods
of production, management, and marketing which would, if
applied, effect vast improvements in productivity, product
quality, and export trading, are largely unknown to those who
could apply them; a situation due mainly to the lack of an
effective means of communication. . . . Television for Industry
Ltd. seeks authorisation to provide such a service. . . . Pro-
gramme policy will be guided by advisory boards drawn from
industry, agriculture, scientific and professional bodies, institu-
tions of technological education, trade unions. and Government
Departments and agencies."

If that is not a proposal for a form of educational television,
then what is it ?

In the Classroom
To begin with, however, let us consider the children.
Television in the classroom, so it seems to me, has three

particular uses. First, it can introduce to the pupils leading
experts in a wide range of subject -matter: scientists on science,
geographers on geography, poets on poetry.

Secondly, it can add to the teacher's equipment; his limited
possibilities for scientific demonstration are augmented by
television's ability to go to any laboratory in the land, or for
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that matter, in the world; his wall -map is brought to life by a
camera that can wander from one continent to another; his
comments on drama can be underlined by a professional per-
formance of whatever text may be the official choice for the
year.

Thirdly, and if necessary, television can actually replace the
teacher.

"In its extreme form a television teacher simply takes over
the class teacher's role completely", writes Kenneth Fawdry,
Head of the BBC's Schools Television Service. "This is excep-
tional, but we recently had four transmissions weekly which
exemplified it. They were part of a series of 96 twenty -minute
programmes spread over two years and designed to help the
mathematician on his way from '0' level to 'A' level. The
incentive to provide the series was, of course, the known short-
age of good, even competent, maths teachers at this level."'

Fourthly, television can widen the aesthetic and emotional
experience of the child at school by guiding him through the
confused and complex world in which he finds himself in a way
that is altogether wider and deeper than anything that the
teacher alone can do. Kenneth Fawdry calls programmes of this
sort "memorable interruptions of schools routine", and the
phrase seems an admirable one. These interruptions may vary
from films on abstract art to a series on careers, and they are
arguably as important in educational television as the more
didactic programmes that form its expected bread and butter.

In Britain we have been curiously slow in appreciating the
value of television in schools. Or rather, as is so often our way
when we are confronted by a novel notion, much lip -service
has been paid but rather less practical action has been taken.
Although British TV reopened after the war in 1946 the first
regular transmission to schools-actually by a commercial
company, Rediffusion-began as late as May 1957, and when
the Pilkington Committee reported to the Government on the
state of British television five years later it gave the number
of schools equipped with television sets as "rather fewer than
4,500".

In the USA and Canada television was by that time universal.

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. No. 12, Summer 1963,
page 11.
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Japan had some 28,000 sets, but France and Italy had approxi-
mately the same numbers as the United Kingdom. The present
British estimate is that some 6,000 schools now have TV sets;
or, to put it another way, in 1964 only one British school -child
in every six had the advantages of classroom television. Britain
is still without a national Educational Television Service, though
such a service was recommended by the Independent Television
Authority in 1961. In the USA not only is television universal in
schools, with a wide mixture of programmes by wire, closed-
circuit, and even. in the Middle West, by airborne transmitter,
but at present

"Fifty-five non-commercial educational stations are on the air.
most of them thriving. Some are built around single schools or
educational institutions; others are 'community stations' oper-
ated jointly by educational and public service groups; while still
others are run by state educational agencies. Their money comes
directly and indirectly from tax sources, national and local
foundations, local industries, wealthy private donors, public
fund drives, and the organisations which provide the pro-
gramme. Although in a few instances commercial broadcasters
have opposed such stations, in most cases they have helped them

of funds and equipment."'

Those are the words of Mr. Burton Paulu, Director of Radio
and TV Broadcasting in the University of Minnesota, and there
is something admirably American in his description. For when-
ever the Americans embrace anything they hug it vigorously.
and it is a long time since they first embraced education. If the
day ever comes when all teaching is carried out by automatic
machines it will surely be a citizen of the United States who
presses the button.

To each nation its own merits. The British, who have some-
times been caught in attitudes of doubt at the American
"Twenty -one -Inch Teacher" have nevertheless managed to
provide some very fine programmes for their one -child -in -six,
and have trained a team of producers and directors who are
among the most accomplished in the world in their own field.
Moreover, the producer of programmes for schools is a special-
ist whose craft imposes a self-discipline that might well frighten

' Quoted in the Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, No. 12.
Summer 1963. page 7.
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his more sophisticated colleagues in the wider world of general
programmes. Not only does he have to consider the size of his
audience (groups of thirty or more instead of families of three
or four) and the physical conditions of the classroom (whose
acoustics are frequently highly dubious), but he also works
within the laid -down conditions of a teaching syllabus that has
been conceived by professional educationalists as much as, and
sometimes more than, by television executives.

Educational Activity in Britain
It follows that the most exciting examples of educational

television are likely to occur in those places where the subtle
relationship between the television makers and the education
authorities is creative as well as administrative; and in Britain
we are particularly lucky here, for the organisation of our
educational television is sufficiently elastic to combine the
merits of a central organisation (or to be precise, two central
organisations, the BBC and the ITA) with the maximum of local
flexibility, thereby reflecting our educational system itself. It is
indeed in Britain that some of the most adventurous examples
of creative liaison between those responsible for television pro-
grammes and those concerned with education in the conven-
tional sense have occurred.

Much of it is in fields outside of the schools themselves, in
areas where experiments in learning and in teaching would
be taking place today even if TV had never been invented, and
some of the most interesting examples are listed here by Mr.
Joseph Weltman, Education Officer of the Independent Tele-
vision Authority :

"We have in this country a decentralised educational system
which has created a favourable setting for experiment. Inde-
pendent Television is also decentralised, and the regional com-
panies are very much in touch with their areas. They know the
people, the local authorities, and are able to keep aware of
current trends and feelings in their region. In particular they
are in touch with the sort of people who serve on local education
committees. If these educationists have an idea they think tele-
vision would help to materialise, they can go to their regional
company and put forward their scheme. They can, and do.
There have been examples of this recently particularly in adult
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education. Ulster Television, with the co-operation of Queen's
University, Belfast, transmitted a series called Midnight Oil, an
adult education programme on about the same level as WEA
classes. This was highly successful. It proved that a substantial
local audience existed. It was followed up with a similar series
called The Inquiring Mind.

"Scottish Television, in co-operation with the Glasgow Post -
Graduate Medical School, are transmitting a more specialised
series for general practitioners and doctors in hospitals, helping
them to keep up to date with the latest advances in medical
research. This is a new field for educational television, but
obviously one of great importance.

"In the south-west, Westward Television and the University
of Exeter Institute of Education are co-operating in a similar
venture for the 'in service' training of teachers.

"Another specially interesting experiment arising from
regional initiative is Dawn University, a series of six early
morning lectures given by Cambridge dons like Professor Fred
Hoyle on The Mathematics of Violence, Nobel prizewinner Dr.
J. C. Kendrew on The Molecules of Life, and Raymond Williams
on The Changing Vision of the Future. These programmes have
been made possible through the co-operation of Anglia Tele-
vision, Cambridge University, and the ITA.

"A closed-circuit two-way television link is being set up
between Cambridge University and Imperial College in London
for an interchange of information and ideas between post-
graduate researchers, a sort of research colloquim. A link is also
being set up between Norwich University and Cambridge Uni-
versity, so that undergraduates at both, in their respective lec-
ture rooms, can share the same lectures.

"Another example of local experiment comes from North
East Scotland, in primary education this time. The Chief Educa-
tion Officer of Aberdeen hopes to be able to stimulate improve-
ment in the primary school curriculum. He approached Gram-
pian Television and asked them if it would be possible to put out
a new series of programmes for primary schools. The company
have co-operated, and the series is being transmitted as an addi-
tion to the nationally networked schools programmes on Inde-
pendent Television. The education authorities are providing the
scripts, the teachers, and the sets, and there will be periodic
conferences of teachers to discuss how the series is going. Over a
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hundred schools in the area are already lined up to take part in
the experiment."'

I have quoted Mr. Weltman at length, not because the
activity he describes is unique (for it is not), but because it is
typical of the enormous flurry of activity that at present exists
in most of the countries where intelligent men and women have
realised the forceful part that television can play in an age of
educational revolution, when old teaching techniques are almost
daily being thrown out of the window.

The form which this activity takes must depend upon the
immediate needs of each country. In Britain it may concern
itself with undergraduate, post -graduate, and adult education in
subjects that lean towards the very advanced, the highly
specialised, and sometimes the downright esoteric. In the United
States it may concentrate on the practical work of granting
degrees and diplomas to the new 'undergraduates of the air'. In
the developing nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America the
emphasis may be on the most elementary education for children
and on social training for adults. In Egypt, at this particular
moment, the main need may appear to be a literacy course for
villagers.

Avoiding

From year to year the patterns change, as the social needs
themselves change, and educational television, more than tele-
vision of the general sort, is an accurate barometer of a nation's
social and cultural climate at any particular time. Also, of the
many manifestations of TV, educational programmes are per-
haps the most consistently cheering, because it is in their nature
to resist an easy compromise with state propaganda on the one
hand, and commercial pressures on the other.

Inevitably this resistance is not always easy, nor is it every-
where successful. Programmes of modern history or current
affairs are not in all countries entirely guiltless of subtle at-
tempts at political brain -washing, and in the newly independent
nations the departure of the colonial master has too frequently
been followed, in a matter of days, by the arrival of the com-
mercial television salesman, hawking studios and programmes
like refrigerators, and only doubtfully concerned with tele-

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. No. 12, Summer 1963,
pages 14-15.
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vision's social benefits. There are other problems too; a corre-
spondent of the Times Educational Supplement noticed last
year that in Southern Rhodesia "the programmes were mainly
directed to the educational needs and capacities of the Euro-
peans. . . . Education is regarded as too frightening for
Africans."

"On a continent", the same writer continued, "where both
the need for education and the urge to acquire it are over-
whelming, such an assumption is crippling. Fortunately com-
mercial television does not have the last word. In Northern
Rhodesia both the Government and the education departments
of the copper companies are embarking on the training of
television teachers, and the systematic development of tele-
vision techniques for the exclusive service of education. Wisely
these preparations are centring on closed-circuit work, at a tiny
fraction of the intimidating cost of a commercial service. In
Ghana the Government, deaf so far to the advertisers' sales talk,
is building a nationwide public service system with education
as its main concern. In Uganda television opened with a public
service committted to some advertising, but determined to
eschew undue dependence on commercial interests, to make
locally produced material predominant, and to devote at least
half its output to education. . . .

. . These latecomers to television seem to be recognising
that education, like medicine, is inadequately served when it
takes second place to commercial interest."

It remains true, I believe, that educational television is at its
best when its divorce from commercial interests is complete.
This is clearly the case already in the new television countries
of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, and it has so far proved true
in continental Europe. In the United Kingdom several of the
commercial programme contractors run admirable educational
broadcasts and have initiated some splendid experiments; but
they are more closely supervised by the Independent Television
Authority in their educational transmissions than in any other
form of programme. Moreover, it is in this specialised field of
educational television that the only really effective co-ordina-
tion exists between the ITA and the BBC. I myself have never
been persuaded of the logic or value of dividing Britain's schools
TV broadcasting between two organisations who are normally
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in competition and one of which is concerned for nine -tenths
of its life with making a profit. In the USA, educational TV is
virtually removed from the commercial networks, and like so
many American achievements is the result of local enthusiasm.
boundless energy, an apparently endless supply of technical
talent, and a queue of rich benefactors. It is fundamentally
non -profit -making, it is decentralised, it allows room for re-
markable individual experiment, it is usually wonderful and
frequently chaotic. What educational television needs, I suggest,
is a monopoly organisation to ensure consistent direction and
purpose, and the neatest liaison with the educational authorities.
together with the maximum of decentralisation within this
single organisation. Learning, like peace, is indivisible; it is not a
commodity to be bargained for, like corn -flakes.

Future Possibilities
Are there any valid generalisations to be made about the likely

development of educational television in a world that despite its
many more frightening characteristics is at least showing an
admirable thirst for knowledge ? I believe it may be possible to
hazard a few safe guesses :

First, that television in the classroom is a sufficiently well -
established device for us to assume its future acceptance in
countries that are so far without it. Indeed it may well be the
main channel of teaching in those developing nations where the
supply of trained teachers is likely to be sadly inadequate for
many years to come. In Western Europe its main curiosity is
the odd reluctance of so many professional educationalists,
especially in Britain, France, and Italy, to accept it. The fact
that in Britain less than 7,000 schools had television sets in
1964. although 29,000 were equipped with sound -radio re-
ceivers, is nothing to boast of; and has it. one wonders, anything
to do with the familiar attitude of those intellectuals who per-
sist in regarding television as something incurably philistine?

Secondly, we can assume that many of the most valuable
experiments in educational TV will be by closed-circuit, if only
because the basic educational unit will always be a school or
college, or a group of schools or colleges. The conflict between
a national educational TV service, which must presuppose that
every teacher will accept it and every student will understand
it, and a purely local service aimed at a single group and
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directed by those who teach that group and know it intimately.
can never be resolved except by an acceptance of them both.
It is expectedly in the USA that the most numerous and stimu-
lating essays in closed-circuit educational television have so far
taken place, but it is a fair guess that schools and colleges in
Europe will soon realise its possibilities, and that within a decade
at the most we shall regard television teachers and tutors, as
well as television technicians, as an accepted part of the normal
academic staff. At a time when the needs of students exceed the
supply of qualified teachers it is the merit of closed-circuit TV
that it can convert a class of twenty into a class of hundreds.
Many of the disadvantages levelled against TV as 'packaged
education' disappear when an audience of millions becomes one
of dozens, and when the TV syllabus is a part of a particular
curriculum in a particular institution at a particular time.

Thirdly, we can assume that television in the western world
will for some time to come be seen as a partial solution to the
chronic problem posed in societies which have far more poten-
tial undergraduates than they have universities to put them in.
In The Placing of Education in Relation to Economic Growth the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
prophesies that by 197o its European members will have to
educate thirteen million extra students between the ages of five
and twenty-four; in the USA and Canada facilities will be
needed for an additional sixteen million students. It is because
of this grim challenge that we have lately been hearing so much
about a 'University of the Air', an imaginative conscription of
television's resources during an emergency period for the
specific purpose of teaching those undergraduates who would
otherwise stand little chance of admittance to the universities.
Although successful experiments along similar lines have been
carried out in the USA, the idea of a University of the Air was
scarcely canvassed in Britain until Harold Wilson made it the
main theme of a speech in Glasgow in September 1963, when he
outlined a plan that would also include courses by radio and
correspondence-what he then described as "a dynamic pro-
gramme providing facilities for home study and higher technical
standards on the basis of a university of the air and nationally
organised correspondence courses".

At a time of national educational crisis-and certainly we
are living in such a time at present-it may be true that one of
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the few practical ways of teaching the 'bulge' of potential uni-
versity students, especially in the field of science and tech-
nology, is by the use of sound -radio and television. Yet it would
be a pity to assume that students can be taught as effectively in
this way as by the more traditional methods. That television can
take over the function of a college is a belief that too readily
ignores the essential environment without which a student is
not truly a student at all. To be completely effective a Univer-
sity of the Air surely needs to organise its students into disci-
plined groups, needs to provide opportunities when each pro-
gramme is over for the normal exchange of ideas between
student and tutor, and needs the social comradeship which is
part of the meaning of a university. In other words, the Univer-
sity of the Air needs these very facilities whose absence has
called it into being. To claim-as some do, though certainly not
Mr. Wilson-that a University of the Air is an electronic con-
juring trick which produces a form of instant education that is
in every way the equal of university teaching of the more
familiar sort, is the kind of exaggeration which only appeals to
those with a taste for gimmickry.

Fourthly, and lastly; I believe we can assume in Britain that
a full educational channel is sooner or later sure to happen. It is
also a fair assumption that it will either be controlled by a
national organisation free of commercial interests, or by the
BBC. Mr. Wilson, in the speech from which I have just quoted,
envisaged "a new educational trust, representative of the uni-
versities and other educational organisations, associations of
teachers and broadcasting authorities, publishers and producers
capable of producing television and other educational material".
Britain's fourth channel could be used for this purpose; or, by
waiting for the development of further UHF channels, the
technical problems would vanish altogether. If this happens,
the new service is bound to pay considerable attention to those
who are outside the normal educational system but are eager to
learn.

"The field of potential subject matter", Kenneth Fawdry
writes, "is vast. More people want to enlarge their appreciation
of art than those who have the kind of background which a
programme like Monitor tacitly assumes. More people want to
acquire the elements of a foreign language, perhaps because
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they are going abroad for the first time. More people would like
to understand more about money than their daily life has
hitherto required them to-it may be because they have never
used a bank before, or because they are considering making
small investments or because they are tired of hearing phrases
like 'the balance of payments' or 'the bank rate' bandied about
in the news, without really understanding them.

"More people, better educated than they were ten or twenty
years ago, are working in jobs which do not fully stretch them;
and they have more leisure time which they could, and would
with encouragement, use more creatively-perhaps to master
the skills of dressmaking, perhaps to acquire a new interest in
archaeology. This kind of programming requires of the pro-
ducers a sensitivity to audience needs, involving continuous
consultation with those working in the adult educational field,
just as we have with the schools; a belief that people want to
learn; and a recognition that learning is bound up with feeling,
that programmes for learners must therefore be as imaginative
as any others, and that this is likely to call for the full resources
of television."'

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, No. 12, Summer 1963,
page 13.
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THE PERSONAL DOCUMENTARY

BY personal documentary I mean a programme, usually
made on film, which is very much the individual work of
its producer and/or director and which, through its imag-

inative handling of reality, expresses his own attitude not only
to the programme's immediate subject -matter but to the whole
of the world in which he lives. It is in programmes of this sort
that factual television has come closest to making works of art.
Indeed there is a very vocal body of opinion which claims that
in the work of a small handful of documentary producers tele-
vision-and especially British television-has enjoyed its finest
creative moments.

It may well be that the television of our own time will not be
remembered for its new dramatists, its rediscovery of satire, or
its presentation of controversy, but for the programmes of a
small group of men who have used the television documentary
as a means of expressing their own vision of our age : in Britain,
Denis Mitchell, Ken Russell, John Schlesinger, Philip Donnellan,
Don Haworth, John Ormond, Richard Marquand, Peter Morley,
John Boorman, Peter Watkins; in the USA, Richard Leacock
and Albert and David Maysles; in Canada, Ronald Kelly.

These are men who rarely present objective reports, prefer-
ring to express a highly subjective view. They may occasionally
use spoken narration (and if so, it will usually be of their own
writing), but they never use a reporter in the conventional
current -affairs manner. They will throw away anybody or any-
thing which comes between themselves and their subject -
matter. They are concerned with people rather than things,
with the 'why' of life rather than the 'how' of it.

Many of their programmes have titles which are simple de-
scriptions of persons or groups: The Entertainers (Denis Mit-
chell), The Crystal Makers (Philip Donnellan), Citizen '63 (John
Boorman). Showman (Albert and David Maysles), The Tear -
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aways (Ronald Kelly); or, more precisely, Ed and Frank (Denis
Mitchell), or Elgar (Ken Russell). These are also intimate docu-
mentaries, commenting obliquely on the whole of life by
exposing a tiny corner of it. Chicago (Denis Mitchell) is less a
portrait of the American city than a personal essay on the
violence and pathos of urban society in an age of confusion.
Borrowed Pasture (John Ormond) is superficially about two
elderly Polish refugees who bought a piece of barren Welsh
landscape and made it fruitful, but at a deeper level it is con-
cerned with man's struggle for survival, not only against the
forces of nature but also against his persistent inhumanity
towards himself. It is about courage and about human dignity.
Elgar is much more than a biography of the English composer :
it is a study both of the creative process, and of the essence of
religious faith.

Citizen '63 was not just a series about half a dozen hap-
hazardly selected people, but was a deeper analysis of British
society in the 196os. Culloden (Peter Watkins) was arguably less
of an historical reconstruction than a personal essay on the
madness of war.

Above all, these are programmes whose appeal, unlike that of
the more routine forms of television journalism, is as much to
the heart as to the mind. They are for the most part programmes
of sensations rather than of thoughts, and this is why they are
so personal and, when successful, so moving.

The Personal Viewpoint
Men whose natural medium is one which combines sounds

and visual images are not necessarily the best people to describe
their aims in terms of the written word, and to ask a poet (in
whatever medium) why and how he creates as he does is to pose
an unfair and unanswerable question. Here, however, is Denis
Mitchell's comment on what he is attempting to do :

"I don't believe it is possible to do serious work unless one
has something to say, some vision of the world which one wants
to express. I find I can express my own vision more readily in
the form of television films about people than in any other way.
I believe it is possible to express the essence of the human situa-
tion in our own time more effectively, because more truthfully,
through the documentary than, say, through a fictitious drama.
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The audience, when it watches this sort of film, recognises
itself in the people who are appearing in the film, and does so
in a much closer way than is possible, so I think, through the
creation of characters that are fictitious. 'That boy', they say,
'is just like my own son'; or, 'That's exactly like what So-and-so
said in the market yesterday'; or, 'That's just how I feel about
it myself'.

"The producer of this kind of film tries to show people as they
truly are, expressing themselves in their own words, and doing
the things they normally do. They are real people living in a
real world. But what the producer has also done-and this is
why such films are more than journalism-is to give a harmony
to the people in his films by means of his own vision of them and
of the world they live in. He himself has something to say about
them-must have something to say, otherwise he wouldn't
have become interested in them in the first place. His task is to
imply his own view of life (he can never openly state it by any
form of editorialising) without distorting the truth that is the
lives of the people he has chosen. What he manages to say, or
rather what he and his selected people say together-for this is
in a profound way a piece of mutual co-operation-is in my
opinion much more significant than what is said in a current
affairs programme with a spoken pseudo -objective comment."

These 'personal' producers are essentially artists who use
ordinary people as the symbols with which to express their
view of life, as the dramatist creates his own characters and as
a painter mixes his own paints. They are constantly attempting
two things which on the face of it seem contradictory : they are
trying to get continually closer to the people who are their
heroes and heroines (and to this end they are always forging
new techniques and stimulating the creating of new technical
equipment), but they are also trying to impose (to risk a word
that is perhaps a shade too provocative) on those same people
their own attitudes and their own vision. They are concerned
to fill their programmes with men and women behaving natur-
ally, living their true lives before the camera, speaking their
deepest thoughts without the prompting of an interviewer.
Thus Denis Mitchell began (in a Special Enquiry on teenagers in
1955) by using the 'wildtrack' voices-or as some prefer to call
them, 'think-tapes'-of his selected people to add an extra depth
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to the words of his narrator (who then and later was invariably
himself).

By 1959 (Morning in the Streets) he had dropped narration
altogether, and carried his narrative by a combination of wild-

track and synchronised speech; finally, in The Entertainers in
1964 (which he devised and produced, but which was directed
by John McGrath) he removed the wildtrack completely and
relied entirely on improvised dialogue. Denis Mitchell's de-
velopment, which has stretched across a decade, has been
echoed by others whose experience is not so long. In the per-
sonal documentary, narration has largely vanished, subjective
wildtrack is used only occasionally, and the job of the syn-
chronised sound -camera is to eavesdrop on those who live in
whatever corner of the world the director/producer has chosen.

Thus Peter Morley writes of Black Marries White-The Last
Barrier, a film about mixed marriages in Britain :

"I dispensed with the narrator and the interviewer, even the
prepared script. All three might have imposed a different and
irrelevant set of attitudes which could have come between the
viewer and the people in the film, and it might have blurred the
fundamental issue."

Complete naturalism is the aim, and whenever (as in the
cinema-verite activities of Richard Leacock and the Maysles) it
can only be achieved at the expense of clarity in picture and
sound, then it is always the technical quality that must give way.

Retaining Technical Quality
Of course these technical imperfections. though always a

possibility, are by no means inevitable, and the techniques of
cinema verite are not shared by all of the makers of personal
documentaries. Indeed one of the most successful examples of
the 'reporting of reality without comment' was The Class, made
by John Schlesinger for the BBC. This. in technical terms, was a
highly professional film indeed, glossy, well photographed, bril-
liantly edited, and finely recorded. Yet it had throughout the
ring of unrehearsed truth. How was it conceived and made ?
John Schlesinger himself writes :

"The idea of The Class came to us by accident. Monitor had
commissioned me to make a film about a drama school, and
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together with Michell Raper I had spent a week at the head-
quarters of the Central School of Speech and Drama in London.

"We started with the idea of making a film about the school
in all its aspects, when we happened to sit in one morning on an
acting class taken by Harold Lang in a chilly church hall. It was
quite unlike anything else we had seen. After five minutes we
had discarded notebook and pencil as we became involved and
fascinated with what was going on. . . . Over lunch we decided
to abandon our original idea and concentrate on what we con-
sidered would result in a more compelling and valuable film.
Our problem was to catch spontaneously the essence of what
we had seen, allowing for the technicalities of film -making. . . .

We allowed ourselves five days in which to make the film,
working with a single blimped Arri flex and a midget tape
recorder in a bare classroom at the top of the Embassy Theatre.
For two of the days a second camera unit was brought in.

"The unit responded wonderfully to this period of improvised
shooting. Everyone realised that mobility was essential, that
little could be rehearsed and something unexpected would
almost certainly happen in each set-up.

"Lang, himself an experienced film and TV actor, was the
pivot on which everything turned. We would agree together
what we wanted to achieve in each sequence and, with him
conducting the class from behind the camera, shot the reactions
to each exercise first.

"The Class is in no way spectacular. We shot it simply, using
as many close-ups as possible, indulging directorial fancy only
at rare moments. At all times we aimed to preserve the imme-
diacy of what was happening under Lang's unique personality.
The fact that many of our audience assumed that the film was
made during one session is the highest compliment that could
be paid to it."'

Capturing Spontaneity
The key phrase there is John Schlesinger's statement of his

aim : "to catch spontaneously the essence of what we had seen.
allowing for the technicalities of film -making". This is precisely
what the makers of the personal documentary would claim to be
doing, and indeed it is sometimes what they appear to achieve
exactly, no more and no less. Richard Leacock's Quint City is

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts, Summer 1961. page 9.
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superficially an unedited account of the daily round of a mother
who had given birth to quintuplets, authentically and therefore
erratically photographed, and sometimes poorly recorded. Pre-
cisely the same point could be made of Showman, the film by
Albert and David Maysles, which appears merely to follow the
hectic professional life of the cinema impressario, Joseph E.
Levine, and to present it as accurately as possible without any
comment whatever, stated or implied. In place of the tradi-
tional documentary, well organised and fully scripted, with its
well -lit interiors, the careful phrases of its well-spoken commen-
tator, and the rehearsed spontaneity of those who take part in it
has come something that seems to be infinitely closer to the
chaos of real life. Nor is there any doubt that Showman gains
immeasurably in conviction by being so clearly unrehearsed.
Even its technical weaknesses, the woolly sound and now and
then the picture that is poorly exposed or soft in focus, seem to
add to its essential reality.

"To catch spontaneously" as John Schlesinger puts it. Thus
Richard Leacock in The Chair caught the defence lawyer, in an
emotional moment, genuinely weeping as he sat alone in his
office. Thus Albert and David Maysles filmed the immediate
reaction of a man who had just been fired by Joe Levine. In
Chicago Denis Mitchell took his camera with the city police on
a murder call, and Ronald Kelly made a complete film about
what actually happened during one night in one hospital. Simi-
larly NBC made Police Emergency, Fire Rescue, and Emergency
Ward. In The Entertainers (Mitchell and McGrath) a young pop
singer had an audition in Manchester for a potential assignment
in one of London's more fashionable night-clubs. The whole of
the (perfectly genuine) audition was recorded, and so was the
singer's immediate reaction to the result of it. Neither the
singer, nor the manager who auditioned him, nor the makers of
the programme knew what would happen. The programme
reflected absolutely authentically, and quite without rehearsal,
what in fact took place.

Whether such attempts to catch illuminating moments of
truth will suceed or fail depends of course on a wide variety of
factors. They are more likely to succeed, for instance, if the
subjects themselves are involved in a personal situation which
is so vital to them that the presence of cameras and technicians
is of relatively minor importance. To take an extreme case. a
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dying man is not likely to be very alarmed by the activities of a
film crew, because he has more significant matters on his mind.
Neither was the lawyer in Leacock's film, and neither-though
at a much lower level of emotional temperature-was the
young singer in that Manchester audition.

There is a sense in which this sort of film -making is a direct
application of news techniques to longer and larger themes.
Those who appear in documentaries of this kind are in the
position of those leaders of revolutions, or conductors of
political campaigns, or winners of motor races, who are either
unaware of the cameras during their moments of personal
drama or else are able to relegate them to a tiny corner of their
consciousness. It is, I think, one of the weaknesses of the verite
method that it is most effective on such supercharged occasions,
as those who have made their names by it are only too willing
to admit.

Richard Leacock, for example, once said that

"I tried to write down a definition of what we know we can
make a film of relatively easily: 'A film about a person who is
interesting, who is involved in a situation which he cares about
deeply, which comes to a conclusion within a limited period of
time, We can be there,
in other words."'

It is interesting that Leacock used the phrase 'relatively
easily'; he seems unwilling to admit that these are perhaps the
only situations in which a good verite film can be made, and to
support himself he has quoted his own film about Nehru :

"He wasn't involved in anything that came to a conclusion.
He was just doing what he does day after day. I guess our feeling
is that at the moment we're young. We do need high-pressure
situations. As we get smarter and as our equipment gets better,
as we learn more about this kind of film -making, we will be able
to go into situations that are less and less pressure situations."'

But this has yet to be proved; and, after all, it is even arguable
that a Prime Minister going about his daily business is by
definition a 'pressure situation'.

A great deal has been written and spoken about cinema verite
in recent years, and it is surely necessary to get it into perspec-

' In Movie. April 1963. page 18.
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tive. It is not true, for example, that cameras are now so small
and recording equipment so insignificant (and cameramen and
recordists smaller in size too, one wonders ?) that ordinary
people can be filmed going about their normal lives without
knowing that the equipment and the technicians are there. It is
palpably and provably false that the latest equipment, needing
only a tiny crew (say two men), and working without extra
light, can produce pictures and sounds that are technically as
good as those achieved by traditional equipment, methods, and
crews. Nor, on an artistic level, does it follow that the best way
of capturing a man's essential personality is to trail him for a
couple of weeks in the hope of catching him off -guard long
enough for the necessary moments of illuminating self -exposure.
Nor is it necessarily true-though it occasionally is-that a
technical crew of two will do a more truthful job than a crew
of eight or nine.

Dispensing with the Script
Assuming that one of the principal aims of the maker of the

personal documentary is to present people as they really are.
then it follows almost by definition that they must dispense
with a formal script. For a script would impose both actions and
attitudes on men and women whose lives are lived from moment
to moment, whose conversations with one another are unpre-
pared, and whose feelings sometimes bubble to the surface at
random. A programme which asks 'how' can be scripted accur-
ately in advance, but a programme which asks 'why' must very
largely be made from shot to shot, and its most significant
sequences will often only emerge in the cutting -room. This is
one of the essential differences between a documentary on, say.
how a computer works, and one that concerns itself with human
relationships and human aspirations. The first can be prepared
in advance, but the second cannot-or, if it is, then it is unlikely
to succeed. Ask the director of the personal documentary to
produce a shooting script, and he will either show you a few
scribbled notes or else a very general treatment. To accept the
unexpected, to realise its significance in a pattern which is still
unformed-these are necessary qualities in those who make
programmes of this kind. Flexibility, both technical and artistic.
is essential. The mood of the director/producer at the moment
when he is about to begin shooting a film of this sort has been
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typically suggested by John Ormond, who writes of the eve of
shooting Borrowed Pasture.

"By then random quotations and ideas had appeared in my
notebooks-sketches of possible sequences and individual shots:
thorns, decaying blackberries, cows' eyes; the water -wheel
which had been broken when the two refugees arrived at
the farm and which now, when there was a big enough flood of
water, drove a dynamo that powered a milking machine, gave
light and electrified fences to keep the cows from straying.

"I had no script other than the notes and sketches, and some
music jottings of Polish folk -tunes that I had recorded at another
farm and which were later to form the basis for Arwel Hughes's
film music. On paper I had nothing but promptings to myself."'

Of Black Marries White, Peter Morley says :

"In most of my previous work I had approached the subject
with my own preconceived ideas, and with some sort of shoot-
ing script. This time I deliberately banished any personal atti-
tudes that I might have had. The last thing I wanted to do was to
impose my own views on the people who had agreed to appear
in the film, or to concoct any incidents or sequences that had
been born in my own mind rather than in their lives. What I
wanted to do was to record accurately how they thought and
how they felt-feeling being perhaps more important than
thinking in a film of this sort. Also, of course, this was one of
those occasions when those who appeared in the film-the
married couples-felt sufficiently strongly about the subject-

matter of the film itself to be able to forget me or the tech-
nicians or the equipment. What they had to say to one
another about the problems of a mixed marriage was so im-
portant that after a time all the paraphernalia of film -making
simply did not exist to them. They said things that could never
have been prepared or scripted in advance, and the most effec-
tive parts of the film were, as always, the most sincere parts of
it. and as nearly always, the least rehearsed parts of it. The
final shape, the cross-references between this sequence and that,
the counter -pointing of images and ideas and feelings-all these
came later still."

' Journal of the Society of Film and Television Arts. No. 5. Summer 1961.
page 7.
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One Man's Method
Similarly, and if I may be forgiven for quoting from my own

experience, I found myself attempting, for the first time, a
personal documentary in the summer and autumn of 1963. My
theme was to suggest the changes, economically, socially, and
in personal attitudes, that had occurred in a working-class area
of Britain in the previous thirty -odd years. Because on this
particular occasion I had deliberately decided to avoid the more
routine treatment of the current affairs documentary I found
myself face to face with all the problems, opportunities, and
techniques which I have already mentioned.

I had made up my mind to avoid a general and statistical
approach, and to look at my theme through the eyes of a par-
ticular community and a particular group of people. Very well
then, where was this community, and who were these people ?
I had decided-for precisely the reasons given by Peter Morley
-to dispense with formal narration and to avoid the use of a
conventional interviewer. I wanted nobody and nothing to come
between the viewer and the people who had lived through all, or
part, for the past 3o years. I chose my community-a group of
coal -mining villages in South Yorkshire. This choice was in a
sense quite arbitrary, and I might just as well have chosen any
one of a hundred other areas and any one of a score of other
industries.

Having chosen my community I spent the greater part of
three months among its members-for it is one of the charac-
teristics of this form of factual television that the initial re-
search and preparation must take a long time. The producer/
director, if he is to express the essential character and feelings
of those whom he has chosen, must live among them for at least
several weeks. He must do this for two reasons : first, because
he has chosen to discover their true characters and their genuille
(though often superficially concealed) attitudes, and this is a
form of research that cannot be tossed off in a week or two; and
secondly because it is an essential part of his job that, by the
time he begins to shoot his programme, he must be accepted by
the community, as a whole as well as a set of individuals, as a
friend who can be trusted. For men and women do not express
their deepest thoughts to a stranger, and they are less likely to
be distracted by the paraphernalia of television if someone
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whom they have come to regard as a friend can act as their
guide and support.

In the course of my stay in the coal -mining villages I met
hundreds of people, and of these hundreds I selected less than
twenty to appear in the programme. Because I had decided to
build the programme round a (real) wedding-as an occasion
which naturally prompts reminiscence and homespun philo-
sophy, and when people are less likely than usual to conceal
their deepest feelings-most of those who took part were either
the relations or the friends of the bride or bridegroom. It is
relevant to the points I am making in this chapter that although
I had selected them all before shooting began, their numbers
were actually increased during the actual period of shooting by
the addition of others who came along by chance; and some of
these 'additions' proved to be even more valuable than some of
those chosen as a result of three months' concentrated selection.

I did not have a script, but before I began shooting the pro-
gramme I had prepared a list of sequences and an order in which
I assumed they would eventually be assembled-extracts from
the wedding service. a Bingo session, a debate in the local youth
club, the annual pit Gala, the bridegroom's eve -of -wedding
party, and groups of conversations between those who by this
time had been asked to take part. I organised these sequences-
there were 26 of them in all-into a shooting schedule, so that
even though we had no precise script we at least knew where we
were going and what we were hoping to achieve day by day.

However-and this is the core of the matter-the programme
as finally edited resembled only slightly that prepared treat-
ment of sequences. The order had been entirely changed.
Several sequences were omitted completely. Conversations
were broken up, so that Mr. X, who in reality had spoken to
Mr. Y, was shown as though he were speaking to Mr. Z. Sugges-
tions and ideas which had been raised by this man or that, quite
independently and on different occasions, were placed side by
side, either because they illuminated the same theme (poverty,
courage, colour prejudice, money) or because together they
made an effective counterpoint. Indeed, when I was working on
the final version I did not even refer to the original treatment at
all; I worked at home every evening, creating a new shape
altogether, presenting the editor each morning with the equiva-
lent of five minutes of the programme, and when I sat down at
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my typewriter each night I had no idea how I would place the
visuals, or the words, or the sequences.

There were, of course, scores of ways in which that same
material might have been edited and it is a fair bet that no two
directors would in the end have assembled it in precisely the
same way. The way I finally chose for myself was a reflection of
what I thought about those Yorkshire miners and their families,
and was in this sense as much my own view of life as theirs.

The Film-makers' Bias
I referred earlier to the apparent contradiction in all this; that

the maker of the programme is at the same time trying to get as
close as he can to the real lives and real feelings of his chosen
people, and yet insisting on imposing on those lives his own
vision and his own point of view. In making his selection of
shots, of actions, of words, of gestures and expressions, he
chooses those which seem to him to be the truest and the most
relevant. They would not necessarily seem so to someone else
and would probably not seem so to the people whose lives are
being 'edited' in this way.

As Peter Morley has said.

"How can you get at the pure, uncontaminated truth when.
right at the beginning there is a subjective selection, not only of
the scene being filmed, but also in the composition of the shot.
let alone the final selection and juxtaposition of the material in
the cutting room? The personal attitude of the team concerned
is bound to influence the final result."

Richard Leacock makes the same point :

"Obviously we have our own bias and selection, obviously
we're not presenting the whole truth. I'm not being pretentious
and ridiculous: we're presenting the film -maker's perception of
an aspect of what happened."

A good and simple example of the way in which a personal
documentary can make a comment is the end of Denis Mitchell's
Chicago. The camera shows the floor -numbers of 'the fastest
elevator in the world' flashing in succession as the car rides
rapidly upwards; the sound track is the words of an anonymous
citizen of Chicago, a man who by the sound of him has been
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neither too prosperous nor too successful in his life so far. He
says : "I'd like my children to live in a world where if I had
shortcomings and I couldn't quite keep up, the world would
come and take me by the hand and say 'All right, you're going
to show us up a little bit but you've got to come along too;
you're a human being, you're a human being.' "

That particular statement, over that particular visual image.
seems to sum up Chicago-not the whole of that city, nor any-
one else's view of it, but what Denis Mitchell felt was an
essential way in which cities of that sort and size tend to treat
(or perhaps not to treat) their citizens in the mid -twentieth
century. Those words are less an observation on Chicago than
on the human condition, and so for that matter is the whole of
that very personal film.

Similarly, in Borrowed Pasture, John Ormond ended his film
with the words of one of his two refugee farmers, spoken over
a long -shot of the farm's landscape, with the farmer himself a
tiny retreating figure in the distance :

"What is life? You know, it is trouble. Without trouble, you
know, life is nothing. It is too easy, but it is not life. You know,
without the farm I am nothing. I am the farm, and, you know,
the farm it is me."

There is a frankly emotional appeal about those statements,
which seem to express the essence of the films in which they
were uttered. They grow out of each film, naturally and almost
inevitably, so that the viewer is tempted to say to himself when
he hears them 'Yes, yes, of course.' They are the expressions of
attitudes to life, the conclusions reached by individual men who
have reflected on the human condition and formed their con-
clusions out of their own hard personal experience.

These are therefore subjective films, the very opposite of the
objective approach which typifies the more familiar current
affairs programme, and whose final conclusion is nearly always
a carefully phrased and balanced assessment of opposing argu-
ments. The words spoken in the personal documentary are
rarely phrased with care, for they are the spontaneous speech
of ordinary men and women. Nor, usually, are they an argu-
ment in the conventional sense. They are frank, and biased, and
heartfelt, and brave, and cowardly, and funny, and sad, and
angry, and generous, and malicious-all in turn. As they come
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from the heart, so their appeal is to the heart also, and this is
one of the main differences between these two complementary
kinds of factual television. The current affairs programme obeys
the rule of unbiased objectivity, whereas the personal docu-
mentary is subjective and therefore the expression of a personal
point of view (or a series of such points of view).

The Need for Subjective Programmes
I have just written that these different types of programme

are complementary, and indeed I believe that any responsible
television service must go out of its way to include both of
them. For each of them helps to correct the weakness of the
other. The objective documentary runs the risk of confusing
people with statistics, rarely makes an appeal to the emotions
(for the human heart is a notoriously biased organ), and has a
habit of implying the kind of generalisation which ignores the
fact that people cannot accurately be lumped together as
though they were identical pieces of machinery.

Conversely, the personal documentary, by choosing a tiny
corner of the world and by concentrating on a small number of
people, runs the risk of seeming to imply that this small seg-
ment of life is really the whole of it. By limiting itself to human
feelings it might seem to be stating a faith in the behaviour of
men and women which is scarcely justified by the known
statistics. The world consists of facts as well as people, and
people have minds as well as hearts. This is why I believe the
objective report and the subjective documentary to be comple-
mentary in an essential sense. A television service which ac-
cepted the value of only one of them would be unable to present
an adequate picture of the age we live in.

The many Panorama reports from South Africa were thus
part of a pattern which included Denis Mitchell's three subjec-
tive pieces called The Wind of Change. The numerous objective
analyses of British industry were made more relevant by the
series of films made by Philip Donnellan, which were highly
subjective portraits of industrial workers in steel, in shipbuild-
ing, in pottery, in the manufacture of motor cars. Black Marries
White was just as necessary as the several unbiased enquiries
into British colour prejudice, and Borrowed Pasture was as
essential as any or all of the perfectly fair examinations of the
refugee problem. The many hours of television that are devoted
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to reflecting the activities of Americans during an election year
needed as a counterpoise the very human, and within its terms
of reference equally 'true' film by Richard Leacock called
Primary.

If I am right in regarding these two forms of documentary,
the objective and the subjective, as being complementary (and
therefore of equal value), then we should all regret that there
are so very few of the latter and literally hundreds of the former.
I think there are many reasons for this unhappy state of affairs,
and a few of them deserve rather more than a casual mention.

The basic factor, I suspect, is the essential unpredictability of
the personal programme. The more individual and courageous a
work of art is in any medium, the less certain is its success. The
current affairs documentary is made to a formula, is usually
predictable, and often appears less to be the work of one pro-
ducer/director than of a highly professional committee.
Granted the normal amount of competence in its making, and
granted also that its subject -matter is of some concern to the
millions who watch it, its success is assured in advance. Not so,
however, the personal documentary. Created to a large extent
by one man in isolation, forged and modified minute by minute,
depending entirely on his own skill in extracting what is finest
and most relevant from the corner of life which he has chosen,
this is a form of television which is full of surprises, and no one
can tell in advance (least of all the creator himself) whether the
surprises will be pleasant or horrible.

We know, moreover, that many of the most exciting personal
documentaries have either failed to communicate to the audi-
ence, or else have been completely misunderstood. Some of the
best of them have been total disasters in terms of audience
ratings. and many more have been received with indifference.
A House in Bayswater by Ken Russell, and The Tearaways by
Ronald Kelly-admirable films, both of them-were viewed
with apparent hostility by a small audience. Borrowed Pasture
was received with enthusiasm. Black Marries White had a vast
audience (next to Coronation Street it was in these terms the
most successful programme of the week) but many people seem
to have been prevented by their inborn attitudes to its theme
from understanding it. Chicago was regarded by almost all the
serious critics as being by any standards a major work, and it
had a large audience; but it was apparently too violent for many
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people, and its audience was more conspicuous in size than in
enthusiasm.

There has also been a danger that the subjective programme
might be confused with the objective one. Chicago was con-
demned out of hand by numerous individuals and pressure
groups in that city, including the Mayor, as being a totally
unfair portrait of the place-though one's respect for their
views would have been greater had more of them seen the film
before so vigorously expressing them. Philip Donnellan's
Coventry Kids received equally rough treatment from the
official spokesmen, and for similar reasons-though this time
they had at least seen the programme. A Wedding on Saturday
was followed by righteously indignant letters from several local
councils who complained that it omitted such splendid ameni-
ties as parks, swimming baths, maternity hospitals, and the like.

The sad aspect of all this is not that the complaints were
unjustified-for most of them were factually accurate-but
that they totally misunderstood what the programmes were
about. Chicago was not an objective portrait of the place;
Coventry Kids was not made as an objective report on the city
of Coventry; A Wedding on Saturday was about a group of
people concerned directly or indirectly with a wedding, and was
never meant as an accurate travelogue about a particular area.

The fact remains that on each of these occasions a genuine
misunderstanding occurred, and to this extent the makers of
the programmes had failed to make their intentions clear. No
doubt the fault is partly theirs, and partly that of the local
audience which had decided in advance (and quite erroneously
as it happened) what each programme was trying to do. It is this
element of advance doubt, this danger that the producer who is
let loose to combine his own attitude and vision with actual
people in actual places might cause havoc and confusion of all
kinds, which I believe lies behind the comparative failure of the
personal documentary to establish itself as a regular part of our
television schedules. Is it unfair to say that certain television
executives openly prefer the more objective form, partly be-
cause it is more predictably successful, but also because it is less
likely to involve them in post-mortems that are concerned with
those horribly fundamental matters of taste, fairness, and im-
partiality ? For how can a subjective programme be impartial
without also destroying itself ?
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I am not suggesting, however, that television organisations
should be willing to give complete freedom of the air to every
young man who comes along and asks to make a personal film.
Everything depends on the known abilities (or very carefully
assessed potentialities) of the young man and on the probable
effectiveness of his idea. Cyril Bennett, executive producer in
charge of Features and Children's Programmes for Rediffusion
(London),' tells how he was once asked by a director if he could
have permission to make a programme in the West Indies. "All
right," Bennett asked, "and what's the story ?" He received no
satisfactory answer, for the young director's mind was empty
of either story or point of view. "Oh, I'll just go and shoot it
cinema verite," he said. Bennett's tart comment on that anec-
dote is : "We're in for a load of junk if this is to be the attitude
of programme -makers." Of course the young man might con-
ceivably have made a magnificent film. He might have had a
great deal of luck to help along his growing talent. But it was
impossible to assume that he would do so. Such an assumption
is far too big a risk for a programme executive to take. For, as
Peter Morley once put it, there is all the difference in the world
between cinema verite and cinema de bonne -chance.

The Handicaps of Unsuitable Equipment
Purpose determines technique, and each technique demands

its own precise technical resources. "To catch spontaneously the
essence of what we see" is John Schlesinger's description of the
purpose. "The film -maker's perception of an aspect of what
happened" is what Richard Leacock, perhaps over -modestly,
claims to be seeking. Let us combine those two statements and
suggest that the maker of personal documentaries is trying to
capture what to him seems to be the essence of something that
is genuinely happening and of human beings who are genuinely
living. This search for the 'essence' is what has determined the
technique, and through the technique has influenced the phy-
sical equipment with which this type of programme is made.

It is, above all, a type of programme which, almost by defini-
tion, cannot be presented live and if there have ever been any
live documentaries of this highly personal sort, then I myself do
not know of them. The reason is clear enough. To capture that
desired essence of a person or a situation, and at the same time

' Cyril Bennett was appointed Director of Programmes in 5965.
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to impose on the programme one's own vision of the world-
these are achievements which demand a great deal of shooting
and many weeks of editing. It is clearly not enough merely to
stick a set of electronic cameras in front of the subject-matter
and then transmit it live-even assuming enough cameras to
cover all the chosen locations and people. The personal docu-
mentary, therefore, depends for its success upon the ability to
record the images and sounds, and to edit them thereafter. It
can be made either on cin6-film or on video-tape.

In technical terms, the makers of this kind of programme
have been pressing down the years for film (or tape) equipment
which would be sufficiently unobtrusive to meet two essential
conditions; to record pictures and sounds at a moment's notice,
without the traditional time -wasting that was always involved
in setting up cameras, sound equipment, and lights; and to be
either small enough, or otherwise inconspicuous enough, to be
easily forgotten by those quite ordinary men and women who
are appearing in the programme, and the authenticity of whose
performance depends to a great extent upon their ability to
forget that it is being recorded. The relationship between tech-
nique and equipment is a two-way traffic. The desired technique
creates the demand for more modified equipment, and the in-
vention of new equipment encourages the programme -maker to
devise techniques which will make the fullest use of it.

It is a fact that in British television the personal documentary
was unknown until the invention of the portable tape -recorder
in the early 195os. Until then the word documentary had meant
either the reconstruction of reality in the studio, using built
sets, rehearsed actors, and written dialogue (we used to call it
dramatised documentary), or else the familiar kind of docu-
mentary film which television had copied from the (often dis-
tinguished) work of British film makers before and after the
second world war, and which was always objective and usually
relied upon a carefully written narrative to tell its tale.

The most famous and as I think the finest example of the
dramatised documentary was The Course of Justice (written for
the BBC by Duncan Ross and produced by Ian Atkins), which
portrayed the procedures of justice in Britain by means of a
series of reconstructed court cases. Examples of television docu-
mentary which continued the style of the 193os and '4os were
War in the Air (a compilation series) and The World Is Ours (a
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series on the work of the United Nations and its agencies which
was inspired by Paul Rotha, himself one of the most distin-
guished of the pre-war documentary makers).

What was missing from our television documentaries before
the mid 195os was, quite simply, people. Our programmes were
either global or national surveys of one sort or another, and the
men and women who appeared in them were used merely as
statistical evidence. The World Is Ours, for example, was full
of humanity-refugees, nurses, teachers, scientists, farmers,
children of all nationalities-but never once did we try to
discover what these people were really like. They were merely
symbols of a general condition, wearing nearly -visible labels,
'doctor', 'sick child', 'stateless person', and so on.' The only
occasions when people appeared 'in the round', with recognis-
able personalities and emotions and hopes, were ironically in
dramatised documentaries and then they were not real people
at all, but the creations-based on fact, no doubt-of a script-
writer, a producer, and a group of actors.

The main cause of this state of affairs was, I suggest, the
absence of the necessary technical equipment. Videotape did
not exist, and the available film resources were still those of 20
years earlier. Cine-cameras, always 35 mm, were heavy and
ponderous, optical sound recordings involved a huge vehicle
the size of a furniture van, and the quantity of lighting equip-
ment, as well as the time taken to assemble it, was substantially
that of a full-scale feature film. To try to get the essence of either
a person or a flexible situation with equipment of this sort, and
within the shooting -time normally allocated to television pro-
ductions, was almost impossible. I would have written abso-
lutely impossible, but some of the remarkable results achieved
by directors of imagination who pushed the equipment as far
and as fast as it would go (for instance Anthony de Lotbiniere in
the Special Enquiry programmes on the slums and the colour
bar) made one wonder if the apparently impossible might have
been achieved.

The Influence of the Tape Recorder
Eventually the technical break -through came with sound and

not with pictures, in the form of the portable quarter-inch tape -
recorder, a light machine which had been developed at the

' The fault was mine. I was the producer of The World Is Ours.
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BBC's request for its sound -radio programmes. Similarly, it was
a radio producer. Denis Mitchell, whose use of this new equip-
ment for his own personal essays in radio-verite had already
generated much excitement in broadcasting circles, who now
brought it into television. To catch the spontaneity of human
speech and behaviour might still be difficult in film terms, but a
tape recorder at least made such things possible on the sound
track.

Ordinary men and women-and some extraordinary ones
also-would speak frankly and openly to a sympathetic inter-
viewer whose only equipment was a small green box and a
microphone. An essential intimacy was achieved which had
hitherto been prevented by the size and paraphernalia of a film
unit. Moreover tape could very easily be edited; an hour's con-
versation became a set of essential statements and attitudes
which lasted two or three minutes.

It was Denis Mitchell's first contribution to television that
he realised the possibilities of combining these sound -tapes with
silent pictures, using one as a counterpoint to the other. His
first film was a report on British teenagers in the Special Enquiry
series, and what might in other hands have been a routine job
became a piece of television history. Not that, in retrospect, this
was a particularly admirable film. Its significance lay in what it
was trying to do rather than in its actual achievement, and the
detailed combination of images and taped words were often
naïve and obvious. But at least we seemed to be closer to the real
hearts and minds of those teenagers than to any other people in
any previous television programme.

Although there was a certain amount of synchronised sound
(there were statements, carefully set and rehearsed, by some of
the teenagers' parents) the main impact of the programme came
from the words of the youngsters themselves, originally spoken
into a tape recorder, and laid against silent pictures in the cut-
ting room. By concentrating on a silent camera, which even in
those days, and even using 35 mm film, was fairly portable, and
demanded a much smaller crew than a full synchronised -sound
unit, a considerable amount of spontaneous action was also
possible.

The lessons of this Special Enquiry were applied with increas-
ing success in the films that followed it, and which Mitchell
made for the BBC's North Region in Manchester : In Prison (in
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which the tape recordings of the prisoners were evocatively
used against silent shots within the prison itself). Night in the
City, and Morning in the Streets (in which Roy Harris was co-
director). In each of these later films the combination of sounds
and images was often extremely subtle and moving; I remem-
ber the voice of an old man on the sound -track of Night in the
City, saying :

"The only enjoyment I ever had in life was studying very
deep literature, and I made it my business to wade through
economics, mathematics, political economy, psycho -analysis,
philosophy and psychology. I studied the great works of Aris-
totle, Plato, Marcus Aurelius, Tolstoy, Rousseau. Voltaire,
Einstein, Nietzsche, Kropotkin, The Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire by Gibbon. I studied Buckle's Civilisation In
England, The Martyrdom of Man by Wynward Reid, and then I
went on to Oriental studies. . . . All I've got to say now that
I'm seventy-two years of age is 'thanks for the memories'."

Those words were heard against a picture of an old man, tatty
and sad, strolling slowly across the dark open spaces of a
Northern city. The words alone were moving; the pictures
alone were interesting; the two together gave to each other
qualities of drama and of emotion that separately had evaded
them.

The danger of being a pioneer is that everyone copies you.
Some do it well, but others do it with only moderate success,
and the general effect is to deflate the currency. The least de-
sirable effect of Denis Mitchell's experiments with a tape
recorder was a long list of films made in the same manner but
with only a quarter of the skill and a tenth of the feeling.
Young men, and even a few young women, became obsessed
by the deceitfully simple technique, and mistakenly assumed
that with a small 16 mm silent camera and a portable tape-

recorder they could make their own little masterpieces.
There were always a few television executives-and blush-

ingly I admit that I was once one of them-who encouraged
this activity in the hope of finding now and then a tiny nugget
of gold. Many films were made, but few of them were shown
outside of such cineastic circles as the British Film Institute
(which was generous enough to sponsor some of them) and the
film societies. Their subject -matter was depressingly repetitive.
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There were films about markets, about the East End of London,
about days at the seaside, about down -and -outs and eccentrics
of all kinds. These were places where facilities were free, where
most of the shooting could take place out of doors, and where
'characters' (in the conventional sense) are commonly supposed
to congregate.

The young makers of these films made many mistakes, but
the worst of them were to assume that it is an easy matter to
discover the 'essence' of a personality by means of a few tape-

recordings, and that this particular technique was an end in
itself. Tape recording is certainly an easy matter technically,
but so for that matter is the use of pen and ink. To operate a
tape recorder does not make a technician into a creative direc-
tor, just as the ability to write words on paper does not make a
poet. Moreover, and this is especially important, those who used
this technique most effectively were always the first to concede
its limitations and to admit that it was at best a compromise.
What they ultimately wanted, and were constantly pressing
designers and engineers to give them, was the equipment which
would allow them to record, on film or anything else, the essen-
tials of a human being's everyday life, both in picture and in
sound. The use of wildtrack tapes was merely a means of catch-
ing the spontaneous thoughts of people at a time when syn-
cronised sound was so ponderous a process that spontaneity was
altogether out of the question.

It remained a ponderous process for several years, though
during that time (1955 to 196o) several personal documentaries
of great merit were made in Britain, and today I find myself
looking back on them with remembered pleasure. There was
Philip Donnellan's Joe the Chainsmith, a portrait of a craftsman
in the English Midlands. Donnellan used more synchronised
speech than Mitchell had done so far, with obvious advantages.
But the cumbersome equipment which he was forced to use,
although giving him a surface reality, robbed him of true
spontaneity, and forced him into coaxing 'performances' from
the men and women of the Black Country. In fact he achieved
admirable performances from them, but they inevitably failed
to give him as much of their true selves as might have been
coaxed from them with a tape -recorder. Even so Joe the Chain -

smith still stands as a landmark in the British TV Documentary.
A personal film of a rather different type was The Man at
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Dover (directed by Richard Cawston and Pamela Wilcox
Bower), which looked at Britain through the eyes of a refugee,
and which was chiefly memorable for its visual wit-a merit
that has always been curiously rare in factual television. John
Schlesinger made several short films for the BBC's programme
Monitor. In Circus he used the tape -recorder to evoke sounds
rather than to record human speech, and by combining them
with the pictures of a silent camera managed to suggest the
mood of a circus in a way that would probably have escaped
him had he chosen to shoot his film with a fully synchronised
camera. In The Innocent Eye he tackled, with equal success, the
relationship between children and art.

The Development of 16 mm Equipment
The next technical development was a double one; the sub-

stitution of 16 mm for 35 mm as the normal gauge for television
film -making, and a modification of the tape -recorder which
allowed it to operate as a synchronised sound recorder with the
film -camera. At once the equipment became more portable, and
the cost of production was reduced. Morning in the Streets was
shot in this way, and since then Denis Mitchell has never out
of preference made a film on 35 mm. Philip Donnellan moved
to 16 mm for a series of industrial portraits. It was at last
almost possible to approach the real lives of people, and to film
any part of those lives without making compromises because
of technical deficiencies rather than artistic needs.

A tiny film which in retrospect seems to have been a signpost
for the future was The Outing. made for the BBC by Jack Gold,
and which was quite simply the record of a coach trip to the
seaside by the workers of an East London factory. With 16 mm
cameras and i in tape recorders he was able to record as much
of an uninhibited day as he wished, from the quiet sober start
in the morning, to the singing on the journey, the gaiety of the
funfare, and the somewhat inebriated road back. This little
film, made as an experiment, would a few years later have been
called cinema verite. In fact, and strangely, it passed almost
unnoticed.

The available technical equipment had still one serious dis-
advantage. When the 16 mm camera (of whatever manufacture)
was sound -proofed, or blimped, it was far too heavy for rapid
mobility, and when it was unblimped it was much too noisy for
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normal operation within the rooms of a building. It was not yet
possible. therefore, for a cameraman to hold his camera by hand
in any situation which needed synchronised sound, unless he
was out of doors and in a normally noisy location. The director
was still confined to a combination of mobile silent shots and
very static-or else very carefully prepared and rehearsed-
sound shots. Moreover the problem of lighting still remained.
Admittedly lights became more portable, and year by year it
became increasingly possible to use fewer of them; but the day
had not yet come when an adventurous cameraman could shoot
an interior either with no extra light at all, or else with the
substitution of photo -floods for the normal domestic light bulbs.
Neither the film stock nor the laboratories had yet accepted the
implications of this particular challenge.

The situation has changed very dramatically in the last two
or three years. Faster film stock has been made available, and
the laboratories have been willing to push it much farther than
before. Tape recorders have become both more sturdy and more
portable, and the use of striped sound (a small strip of magnetic
tape running down one side of the i6 mm film stock) has made
the process of recording synchronised sound much more mobile.
The problems of camera -weight and camera -noise have been
largely resolved by new developments in the production of
light -weight cameras, notably the camera designed in France
by M. Coutant and now marketed by the Eclair Company; this
is sufficiently silent for the recording of speech in an interior
close-up, and sufficiently light for a cameraman to hold it either
by hand or by a simple harness for the duration of a ten-minute
take.

In the USA the team of Robert Drew and Richard Leacock
has also experimented successfully in the field of synchronisa-
tion. Realising that one of the reasons why the shooting of
synchronised sound has tended to be too stationary an occupa-
tion is the fact that the film camera and the sound -recorder
have had to be connected together by a cable, they developed
a method of separating them physically without destroying
their inter -relationship. The link between camera and tape -
recorder is by means of a radio signal, passed from a transmitter
on the camera to a receiver built into the recorder.

This set of technical developments, mainly in France and the
USA, has at long last provided the director with all the facilities
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which he has been seeking for over a decade. It is now possible
to shoot sound -film with a hand-held camera, using a recorder
that is physically disconnected from it, and to do so without
extra light.

The Verite Technique

These technical developments have profoundly affected the
traditional theories of film -making. It had hitherto been as-
sumed, for example, that the choice of a particular shot should
be determined by the director with the advice of the camera-
man. But by the philosophy of cinema verite (or tele-verite)
this decision is determined by the subject -matter. If the camera's
function is to record. as literally and unobtrusively as possible,
what is actually going on, then it must follow the action as best
it can. When Mr. X, the central figure in the film, rises from his
desk and crosses the room it must follow him-and so must the
microphone. If it is eavesdropping on a business conference then
it must try to shoot whoever is speaking at any given moment-
and again the microphone must be able to catch the words of
each speaker in turn.

In this kind of film -making the director would seem to be
unnecessary, for each decision must be taken by the camera-
man. There can be no discussion about each shot, and there is no
time to consider the artistic merits of each camera angle, or
each movement of the camera. What we see and hear is entirely
determined by what is happening, and by the agility of the
cameraman and the recordist to keep pace with it. For this
reason several of the practitioners of cinema verite have abol-
ished the word 'director' altogether, and substituted 'film
maker', though it is quite obvious that the cameraman is in fact
the most important person in the unit.

The technique of cinema verite also raises questions about the
role of the film editor. For if the purpose of the film is quite
simply to record what is literally being done and said, then the
mere process of film editing is philosophically unjustified as an
amendment of the literal truth. The most that should be per-
mitted, one imagines, is the joining together of complete scenes.
To select in the cutting room one shot as against another, to
place shots in a new order, to lengthen or shorten them, to alter
the sound-track-all these sinister but usual activities are in the
same category as the deliberate selection by a director of the
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actual shots in the camera. If the role of the cameraman is to
follow the action, and the role of the recordist to record the
existing sounds, then the job of the editor should be reduced to
stringing together the shots that he receives. In fact, and ex-
pectedly, this is a purist view which has never been sustained
in practice, but Ronald Kelly, who has made some very effective
verite films for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, puts
the problem in practical terms.

"I made a film about life in a big hospital during the night.
and I set out to film exactly what was happening, as it happened.
As I had no idea-nor did the hospital-what was going to take
place, I therefore had no notion in advance of the content of the
film. I shot the film in long takes, trying to capture the action
and the speech and the various hospital sounds as they hap-
pened, using a hand-held camera and adding only photofloods
to the normal lighting of the hospital. The biggest problem,
artistically, came in the cutting room. All my instincts were to
edit the film in the usual, traditional way, building up each
sequence by carefully selecting the shots, and deciding the
precise length of each of them. But in fact this didn't work. I
had shot the film one way, and now I was trying to edit it in
quite another. I had made a series of long continuous takes
(which is how life is lived) and now I was thinking of breaking
up these lengths of reality and thereby destroying the truth of
them. In the end I abandoned this traditional method of editing.
A new way of shooting needs a new way of editing-in this
case involving far fewer cuts, and far fewer short shots."

In cinema verite, therefore, we are faced with a new way of
making films; and despite the word 'cinema' these are in fact
films which have so far been made more frequently for a tele-
vision audience than for the audiences of the commercial
cinema (where in any case their technical deficiencies are mag-
nified on the large screen). The equipment now exists which
makes it possible for the director, or the film-maker, to record
in images and sounds virtually everything which is being done
or being spoken.

The first consequence has been a set of films which have
followed a person (or persons) during a chosen period of time :

a politician, an actress, a pop group, a fashion model, a mother
of quintuplets, a condemned man and his lawyers, an impres-
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ario. I have suggested earlier in this chapter that these films have
two serious limitations of content, apart from their technical
imperfections. They have been concerned with unusual people,
and they have reported unusual situations. It has yet to be
proved that the method can be used outside of the unusual and
the dramatic, and one suspects that a cinema verite film about
a rather dull day in the life of an apparently dull office clerk
would not exactly make compulsive television. The more ex-
citing the central figure and the more dramatic his life, the
more successful is the film.

As in a news programme, the interest of the film is in direct
proportion to the interest of what is actually happening in front
of the camera. There was a time-and we are only just emerg-
ing from it-when cinema verite became as much of a craze as
the wild tape recorder had been ten years previously. It was too
frequently assumed that a good film could be made merely by
taking a light synchronised camera and recording almost any-
thing and virtually anybody. Cyril Bennett has indicated the
essential fallacy behind this :

"We are in danger of losing certain of the good features of
traditional presentation. You might add up to say that we're in
danger of losing certain traditional forms of self-discipline.
'Don't bother about a story -line. Don't bother about discussion.
Don't bother about the traditional disciplines in film -making.'
There's a tendency now to think that all you need to do is shoot
film, without pre -thought, and edit the results without any
regard for structure. Picture for its own sake is being replaced
by a new danger-technique for its own sake."

This is a serious danger indeed. a very grave instance of the
tail wagging the dog. For life, as we know, is usually shapeless,
and it is one of the merits of dramatic art-in which I would
include the documentary film-to impose a shape on it. This
shape, as I have suggested in these pages, is partly the personal
vision of the director. Remove the shape, abandon the vision.
and all that remains is a newsreel which has been extended
beyond the point of human endurance.

It is no coincidence that some of the most satisfactory ex-
amples of cinema verite have indeed been straight news reports,
and no account of this sort would be fair that did not include
a reference to the pioneering work of Erik Durchmeidt for
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Panorama. By hand -holding his camera, and by carrying his own
tape -recorder over his shoulder, he both filmed and recorded
quite remarkable material in Algiers (with Robert Kee and
David J. Webster) and in the Yemen (with James Mossman), and
in East Pakistan (with David Dimbleby). If these films were not
cinema verite then the phrase is quite meaningless.

The Development of Videotape
So far in this discussion of the personal documentary I have

referred almost entirely to those programmes made on film,
and the technical developments I have described have all been
in the field of film -making. Yet although this form of television
is always likely to be pre-recorded, it by no means follows that
this recording must inevitably be in the form of cine-film. It
could be-and in the future is increasingly likely to be-on
video-tape. For video-tape, recording both images and sounds
on the same piece of material, has several advantages, either
actual or potential, over film.

The main reason why video-tape came so late into this par-
ticular field was the difficulty in editing it, for unless and until
it could be edited with something like the precision of film, it
was never likely to satisfy the director whose effects depended
so largely upon his creative work in the cutting room. In
Britain it was not until 1963 that one of the commercial pro-
gramme companies, Granada, had made a modification to the
normal tape equipment which made it possible for recorded
tape to be edited with accuracy to within a tenth of a second.
The first producer to exploit this new development was Denis
Mitchell, whose programme The Entertainers was shot and
edited entirely on video-tape. A few weeks later I myself made
the second British video-tape documentary, A Wedding on
Saturday.

The merits of tape seem to be six in number :
The first advantage is that of being able to shoot for up to an

hour without stopping. This avoids the necessity of having to
change the magazine just when a speaker is getting into his
stride. To obtain a usable minute or two of a man or woman
talking. 6o minutes can be recorded, if necessary, without dis-
turbing the flow of talk or without worrying about the cost of it.
For videotape, like ordinary sound tape, can be wiped and used
again. When someone is trying to express their own feelings
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and their own view of life in their own words, it is obviously a
big advantage that they should be able to go on for so long
without interruption. The longer they go on, the less conscious
they become of the camera.

The second advantage is that the rushes can be seen immedi-
ately after the scene is shot. The tape is recorded on location,
and it can be played back at once. If the result is not satisfac-
tory, the scene can be shot again, eliminating the suspense of
waiting until the next morning, after the film has been pro-
cessed, before knowing what it is like. This also means, of
course, that those who took part in particular sequences can
see what they did, and therefore see their own mistakes. An
incidental advantage is that the second take can automatically
wipe the first one.

The third advantage is that much less light is needed, because
electronic cameras are more sensitive than cine-cameras.

The fourth advantage is that excellent night shots are pos-
sible. This can be done genuinely, taking shots in the middle of
the night and under conditions which in film would be totally
impossible, or a realistic night effect during daylight can be
created by electronic means, and without any delay whatsoever.

The fifth advantage is that, if necessary, more than one
camera can be used. There were sequences in Manchester clubs
in The Entertainers which were shot on three cameras, all
linked to the same tape, and John McGrath cut from camera to
camera in the normal manner of a television studio. This is a
big advantage in set pieces of this sort, when a great deal of
action is going on in a big area. The extra cameras can also be
used to save time in setting up the next scene. In The Enter-
tainers most of the shooting was done on one camera, in various
rooms of a boarding house. Because there were three cameras
available, and therefore the crews of three cameras, it was
always possible to set up one scene ahead of whatever was being
shot-'leap-frogging' about the house, in fact. This is an obvious
saving of time.

The sixth advantage is that all the sound is automatically
synchronised on the same physical tape as the pictures.

The disadvantages, at this moment, in the development of
video-tape, are entirely concerned with its relative lack of
mobility. The cameras must be connected physically with their
control vehicle; the process of recording the tape needs the space
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of approximately half a vehicle; holding the cameras by hand is
out of the question; the crew is a large one (normally over
twenty men) and both the crew and their equipment are ex-
tremely conspicuous. To 'snatch' shots is normally impossible.
Indeed, as far as the technical equipment is concerned, video-
tape is as cumbersome as film used to be some fifteen years ago.
The fluidity of shooting which the latest cine-cameras have
made possible is quite out of the question. To the director who
insists on shooting life as it goes on about him, without technical
restrictions, video-tape seems to be a form of self-imposed
paralysis. Work of the verite kind is impossible. Everything has
to be planned beforehand.

There are two further points to be made about video-tape; the
first is technical and the second is artistic. The technical point is
the simple one that use of video-tape in this way (shot on loca-
tion as a film is shot, and edited afterwards with almost equal
precision) is in its infancy. The equipment being used for it is
still basically the equipment used for the routine outside broad-
casts of sporting events, church services, and public functions.
The development of the highly mobile film camera followed
years of pressure by television producers who complained that
the existing equipment was inadequate for their needs. A
similar process, one assumes, will take place in video-tape, until
the day will be reached when the fluidity of the portable film
camera will be combined with the advantages of recording on
tape. When that day comes, it is more than likely that film. at
least in television, will die.

The second point is an artistic one. Even with video-tape
recording as cumbersome as it is at present, it is still arguable
that it allows the director to get closer to that elusive 'essence'
of a situation or of a person than is possible even with all the
advanced resources of cinema verite. To give precise examples :

I myself felt that I knew much more about the club artistes in
The Entertainers (on tape) than I learned about Joe Levine in
Showman or about the mother in Quint City (both on film).

To follow a man, without restrictions, for a week or two, and
to see him going about his business and saying whatever he
would normally be saying, does not necessarily present us with
the whole of that man. Indeed it is possible that it merely
presents us with his public image, the exterior personality
which he wears like a suit whenever he goes about his daily life.
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The reality of the man, his deepest feelings and thoughts, might
perhaps be obtained more readily as the result of a long con-
versation or set of conversations, as in Face to Face.

The facility given by video-tape to record a human being for a
continuous hour might be a greater advantage to the docu-
mentary maker than the fluidity of shooting which is the most
obvious asset of the latest film equipment. Certainly pro-
grammes made on tape must still be very carefully planned and
shot, and there can be no pretence that the cameras are incon-
spicuous. But planning is not necessarily a disadvantage, except
to those who are incapable of it. Discipline, as every creative
person knows, is one of the springboards of success.

The Merging of Drama and Documentary
Those of us who believe that people are as important and as

exciting as opinions and statistics will always be prepared to
defend the personal documentary and to resist any attempts to
push it aside. The genuine maker of the personal documentary
is an artist, no less, and this means that like artists elsewhere he
is liable now and then to fall flat on his face, to provoke the
hostility of those who misunderstand him, and even to misfire
altogether and produce a work that is interminably boring.

All this has happened in the past, and it will happen again.
But what has already been achieved is infinitely more significant
than those occasional calamities, and this is a field in which, by
any standards, much of the finest in television has flowered and
flourished. I myself regard works like Morning in the Streets,
Joe the Chainsmith, Elgar, The Chair, Culloden, Chicago, The
Innocent Eye, and Borrowed Pasture as among my most moving
memories as a spectator in any medium. They have affected me
as all works of art affect me, by moving me profoundly and by
giving me a deeper insight into the human condition, thereby
altering me slightly, though on each occasion perhaps only
infinitesimally, for the better. This is surely the effect on us of
the most genuine forms of music, drama, the novel, and the
visual arts. It is not, however, the effect upon us of a light
entertainment programme, however brilliant, or a news pro-
gramme, or (except on the rarest occasions) a current affairs
documentary.

Drama, of course, can affect us in the same way, and it seems
to me that the personal documentary has much in common with
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the more serious forms of television drama. It too can tell a
story, can examine human beings in depth, can indulge in verbal
and visual wit, can move us on several levels. Whether it can
ever hope to cover as broad a field as drama is an issue on which
I prefer to suspend judgment. But there are those-Denis Mit-
chell is one of them-who have deliberately moved from drama
to documentary and who believe that the personal documentary
can defeat drama at its own game. It is an important part of his
belief that the spontaneous dialogue of ordinary men and
women is truer, more moving, and more full of poetry than the
words written by a dramatist. 'Realistic' drama is a contradic-
tion in terms.

I accept that the true documentary artist can sometimes
handle his 'real' people in such a way that the impact is as
great as that of a play-and possibly greater, for what he shows
us is true and not entirely the creation of his own mind. Cer-
tainly a very good documentary is far more powerful and
moving than a competent play, and the impact of Morning in
the Streets is arguably greater than that of, say, Love on the
Dole. Yet there are certain areas of human experience which, so
it seems to me, the documentary maker, however skilful, will
enter at his peril.

There are facets of the human condition which cannot be
expressed in terms of actual, living persons. Men and women
will expose themselves thus far and no farther, and even if they
crossed this invisible frontier, there are the laws of libel and
slander to be considered. Sexual relations are obviously matters
which are best and more honestly discussed in fictional terms,
and so are those of professional relationships whose truthful
public exposure would do more harm than good to the people
concerned. To claim that television documentary can do every-
thing that drama can do, and then do it better, is something yet
to be proved. That it can be as moving and at least as true as
drama over the increasingly large area where the two overlap
is, I believe, already certain.

The cross-fertilisation of drama and documentary is a par-
ticularly interesting phenomenon, and has recently been evi-
dent on several levels. Much of contemporary dramatic dialogue
carries echoes of the spontaneous speech of the tape -recorder.
The work of Harold Pinter, for instance, is full of the pauses,
non -sequiturs, sudden and oblique illuminations of personality,
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and bizarre wit that one finds in the most authentic television
documentaries.

Conversely, the documentary has itself been creeping closer
and closer to drama. Many documentaries have adopted a con-
ventional dramatic plot, with a beginning, middle, and end, and
with appropriate minor climaxes along the way. The Enter-
tainers actually looks like a play-indeed is a play as well as
being a documentary, but a play in which not only the dialogue
but also the developing relationships are improvised and spon-
taneous. Ronald Kelly's extremely interesting Canadian film,
The Open Grave, is a piece of symbolic fiction (the symbolism
relating to the Resurrection of Christ) made with the techniques
of cinema verite and even containing such deliberate mistakes
as jump -cuts, wobbly hand-held shots, and flaring.

Novelists and dramatists have also, however tentatively,
been turning to television documentary. David Storey. author
of This Sporting Life, has directed films for the BBC's Monitor
programme-one of them an essay on D. H. Lawrence which
was sufficiently personal to tell us as much about Mr. Storey as
about his subject. Robert Bolt both wrote and narrated, also for
the BBC, a portrait of Bertrand Russell.

It may well be that the boundary between drama and docu-
mentary, between fact and fiction, is being slowly erased, and
that in having separate departments called drama and docu-
mentary our television organisations are keeping them apart for
reasons of administrative tradition and convenience long after
their separation has ceased to be artistically desirable. For the
man who writes a personal documentary and the man who
writes a true play have much in common, and the man who
wants to create television programmes which tell the truth, as
he sees it, about our world and its people, is as likely to choose
the documentary as the play. It may even be that drama and
documentary are dead words which television has inherited
from the theatre and the cinema respectively. What we are
really discussing are programmes, and in this chapter I have
been considering programmes which are both personal and true,
and which are the individual work of a creative mind. What
name we choose to give to them is of relatively minor import-
ance.
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TELEVISION AND PEOPLE

pEOPLE-and I hope this is clear from what I have written
so far-are the very stuff of television. Yet I now find that
what I had planned as one of the longest chapters in this

book has become the shortest. For although the presentation of
people on television has occupied the minds of executives and
producers for nearly 3o years, there is very little to say about it.
There are, in fact, precisely two things to be said. The first is
that people make good television, and the second is that they
should be presented simply and without fuss.

I remember the days when complicated sets were built as a
background to this person or that, a mock library for the pro-
fessor or a suggestion of a lush office for the industrial magnate,
and alas it never occurred to us that we really needed no back-
ground at all. The most impressive interview programme yet
presented, Face to Face, owed part of its success to the fact that
its producer, Hugh Burnett, realised from the start that what
mattered was the face of the person being interviewed. It was
not necessary to have a set (what in fact he had was almost an
'anti -set'), nor was it necessary to see the interviewer.

Sets are a Distraction
What was needed was a sequence of shots, of portraits even,

of whomsoever was the subject of each programme. The human
face, caught in moments of emotion or reflection or repose, is
one of the most consistently powerful of all the images pre-
sented on the television screen, and any attempt to distract
from it by carefully considered sets, or props, or backgrounds, is
both unnecessary and mistaken. The technique of presenting a
living person is therefore very simple indeed : let us see that
person in as carefully -lit and well -composed a shot as possible.
That is all.

This effect can, of course, be achieved best in a studio, where
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all the necessary lighting facilities are so readily available. But
it can also be achieved from an outside broadcast point, or on
film. A coal -miner can speak from his cottage, a Prime Minister
from his official residence, a housewife from the shopping
pavement where the film camera has accidentally captured her.
It makes no essential difference. Let us see the face and hear the
voice.

This, of course, is to describe a technique in terms which are
strictly technical. There is also the human technique, the initial
choice of people, the selection of those who will be most effec-
tive in an unrehearsed discussion, the search for someone who
can be relied upon to explain a complex scientific subject in
terms that are comprehensible to the layman and who will at
the same time prove to be himself an attractive personality. Let
me suggest a few general principles :

First, people are better when they are unscripted. Very few
people (and this is as true of public figures as of 'men in the
street') can either learn a part convincingly or read naturally.
It follows that television's biggest successes with people have
been either in interview programmes or in unrehearsed discus-
sions, as in Face to Face or in Let Me Speak, for instance.

Secondly, if a person is really interesting, then he can be inter-
esting for a long time. I make the point because it was assumed
for many years that a human face and a human voice could
never be held for more than a very few minutes without some
other form of visible or aural distraction. Four people could
argue for half an hour (as they did very successfully in In the
News) but one person could only speak for two or three
minutes at the very most. In fact this was proved to be nonsense
as long ago as 1951, when in a series called Speaking Personally
several distinguished persons (among them were Sir Tyrone
Guthrie, Margaret Mead, Lord James, and Nigel Balchin) sat in
front of a single television camera and spoke impromptu for a
quarter of an hour. Since then there have been several series of
interviews in depth, conducted by John Freeman, Malcolm
Muggeridge, John Berger, and Jack Hargreaves, each of them
running for about half an hour, in which the person interviewed
could express himself at leisure in the perfectly normal situa-
tion of two-way conversation.

Thirdly, unless they are by profession in the public eye, most
people are more likely to be effective in their homes than in the
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highly artificial and frequently terrifying atmosphere of a tele-
vision studio.

Fourthly, the technique of choosing ordinary people (mean-
ing housewives. steel -workers, teachers, and so on, rather than
politicians or other public figures) is one which cannot be
written down. The extroverts are not always the best, and some
of the liveliest characters have been known to relapse into a
complete silence when it comes to the actual performance.
Moreover people's moods change, and we all have our off days;
a man who would have been superb on Monday might be merely
adequate on Tuesday. There is luck in all this, and the only
advice I would myself dare to give is that necessary virtues are
sincerity, calmness, and a sense of humour. Even more im-
portant, without any doubt, is the personality of the producer
himself. I have known many men and women who have been
destroyed-in programme terms-by a producer or a director
who was aggressive, or superior, or shy, or an intellectual snob.

Finally, the easiest way to express the views of ordinary
people is by the filmed vox pop, which was brought to perfec-
tion by Tonight. The technique is the simple one of filming a
dozen or so ordinary people in the street, and seeking their
opinions on any subject which seems topical or interesting. The
resulting statements are then broken down in the cutting room,
and a sentence or so of Mr. A placed next to one of Mrs. B (who
says the exact opposite), and so on. In this way a controversy
can be created in human terms, and only the best sections of
each statement will be used. The fact that this is an artificial
way of generating a debate is perhaps a moral question to which
insufficient attention has been paid. The impression is created
of a genuine conflict of public opinion, but the people them-
selves are selected by means which are purely arbitrary and
unscientific.
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CONCLUSION

TELEVISION differs from the other media of communica-
tion in three significant respects : it can transmit both
pictures and sounds live, at the moment they are taking

place, it has a much larger audience, and it is usually seen by
small groups of people, often threes or fours, in the privacy of
their homes. Of these characteristics the first is by far the most
significant, and it therefore grieves me that in writing this book
I have devoted such small space to the discussion of live pro-
grammes.

Dearth of Live Programmes
The reason, of course, is that nowadays there are so few of

them, and this is very odd when one considers how many of the
truly memorable moments of factual television have been trans-
missions of live events : the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II,
the funeral of Sir Winston Churchill, the arrival of the first
Soviet astronaut in Moscow, the funeral of President Kennedy,
the international relays from the Olympic Games in Tokio, the
coverage of national Elections, some of John Freeman's frank
and subtle interviews in Face to Face, the BBC's first 'Teach -In'
in July 1965, clashes between opposing politicians, the bizarre
activities of the Committee into Un-American Activities, a
baseball game or a Cup Final.

It is significant that very few of such programmes were
created for television, and even those of them which took place
in a television studio achieved their impact through the unex-
pected-the effect of an astute unrehearsed question by John
Freeman, or the spectacle of two national leaders in spontaneous
discussion on a subject about which they were in profound
disagreement.

Otherwise the big moments of factual television have tended
to be the transmission of films; Morning in the Streets, Elgar,
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Death in the Morning, Television and the World, Capital
Punishment, The Great War, Culloden, Black Marries White,
several of the CBS Reports, Robert Kee in Algeria. James Moss-

man in Viet -Nam. Certainly all of these films were made by
television organisations, but that is perhaps merely to say that
at another time they might have been sponsored by other or-
ganisations working for the cinema. It is hard not to regret that
in so many of its achievements television's role has been limited
to that of a film -projector.

Originality is Rare
Also, and here I speak as a fairly regular viewer, very little of

recent factual television has been particularly original in either
style or technique.' News programmes, the magazines, discus-
sions, personal documentaries-in each of these fields the pat-
tern has scarcely changed for many years. There was a time
when television constantly delighted us with new surprises,
giving us See it Now, Panorama, Tonight, Monitor, World in
Action, and developing more effective methods of presenting
the news of the day. These surprises, as the years go by, occur
far less frequently, either because television has already at-
tempted everything (which on the face of it seems unlikely) or
because the inspiration has sagged, or the mood has changed (or
the encouragement to inspiration has vanished).

I can think of only three really original developments in the
past three years-That Was The Week That Was, the experi-
ments of cinema-verite, and the use of edited videotape in the
making of documentaries. What we have enjoyed, however, has
been a steadily increasing standard of excellence. Television
productions have become increasingly efficient. One has only to
compare the old Special Enquiry with CBS Reports, or War in
the Air with The Great War to notice the difference.

Grace Wyndham Goldie believes -and she is usually right-
that consistent excellence is as important as the creation of new
programme ideas. She has argued, and clearly this is true, that
although The Great War was not in itself a new form of tele-
vision, it did create a new standard, so that compilation pro-
grammes can never be quite the same again. This is also true, for

l This is not so true of drama; witness Diary of a Young Man (BBC) by
Troy Kennedy Martin and John McGrath, which broke into new territory
altogether.
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instance, of the series Let Me Speak (BBC -2) in which young
people with strong and often rebellious convictions (Commun-
ists, Empire Loyalists, Anarchists) discussed their beliefs with
Malcolm Muggeridge. On the face of it this was an ordinary
studio discussion, a form of television as old as the medium
itself, but because it was produced and directed with such force
and wit, and because its basic idea was a new one, it must surely
have prompted the producers of the more routine discussion
programmes to go away and think again. In the same way the
BBC's three-hour 'Teach -In' gave a new format to established
techniques, and seemed boldly new.

The same is true of recent programmes of satire, That Was
The Week That Was, On the Braden Beat, and Not so much a
Programme. The techniques they employed were not new ones,
but old ones deployed to a new purpose. TW 3, probably the
best of them, drew freely on the methods of the television
magazines, on the established devices of television light enter-
tainment and television drama, and on the latest experiments in
intimate revue and the avant-garde cinema. The content, at
least in terms of television, was far more original than the
method. That politicians (for example) should be satirised, and
that the pompous should be punctured, openly and before an
audience of several millions, was certainly a new development,
and a risky one too, as it turned out. But it is surely salutary
that a public corporation should once more take the lead, as it
had done is years before in the area of public affairs, in trying
to extend the boundaries of the permissible. These programmes.
however, are barely on the fringe of factual television as I have
understood it in this essay, and deserve consideration at greater
length, but elsewhere.

The Next Development?
It may be that factual television itself has entered a period of

consolidation, content to improve its standards within known
areas, and no doubt this is an admirable phase as long as it is not
accompanied by complacency and back-slapping. The next
leap -forward is hard to predict, but it needs no particular gift
of foresight to suggest that it will come when electronic cameras
become more portable, and when the facilities to edit videotape
become more mobile and more precise. The logical development
of cinema vent(' is presumably live verite. in which hand-held
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electronic cameras transmit what is happening in the life of a
man or woman at the very moment when it happens. Moreover,
as I have suggested earlier in these pages, it seems only a matter
of time before news and topical current affairs programmes
rely on electronic cameras and videotape instead of i6 mm
tine -equipment.

Otherwise, is it too much to hope that television might even-
tually remedy its most conspicuous deficiency-its failure to
realise its full potentiality as an international medium of com-
munication ? It is sad to think that there are probably more
international exchanges in the other media of the press, radio,
and the cinema, than in television (the most powerful com-
municator of them all). It has become a commonplace of tele-
vision criticism to complain that international relays have so
far been used mainly for moments of pageantry, sporting events,
and song contests. The enormous power for good which tele-
vision could wield if it tried hard enough has scarcely been
tapped. The reasons for this failure, which are those of politics
and pride, are surely both inadequate and dangerous. The notion
which many television men had nearly twenty years ago of a
world which was completely covered by live television, and
which therefore would use it as a constructive force in bringing
together the people of all nations, has never yet come to pass;
and for once it is the will, rather than the absence of technical
resources, which has held us back.

Meanwhile, and despite television's failures and confusions,
no book of this nature could end without a re -statement of
what is gloriously obvious. That in television we have a means
of communication which is more powerful and more immedi-
ately attractive than either print or the spoken word. Television
matters because so many millions of people watch it. Therefore
it also matters in whose hands television is controlled, and the
hands which control factual television matter most of all.

The relationship between technique and purpose in any
medium is always subtle and changing, but it is a safe general-
isation that technique should be the best way of expressing
whatever ideas or images a group of creative people wish to
express. Technique for its own sake is either meaningless or
sinister. In this tentative and somewhat personal book I have
therefore considered technique as something which is insepar-
able from policy or content. "What are we trying to do ?" is the
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first question which producers must ask themselves, and the
second is "What is the best way of doing it ?" In writing this
book I have always tried to remember that the second of those
questions-which is the theme of the book-cannot be an-
swered without constant reference to the first of them.

Executive Opinions
I would not wish the last words of this book to be my own.

For the practising producer runs the risk of confusing the trees
with the wood. He is too concerned with his own immediate
area of activity to be able to step back and survey the whole
scene. This, therefore, is where I stand down and, instead of
drawing on the expressed opinions of other producers, must
give way to the views of those who are more concerned with
strategy than tactics, and who are in a better position to look
at the past and the future of factual television as one continuous
story-the Directors of Television organisations, the executives
whose decisions operate over years rather than weeks. I have
asked two of them for their opinions, Denis Forman of Granada,
and Kenneth Adam of the BBC:

Denis Forman writes as follows :

"In the beginning there was the spoken word. And when
Seen Pictures arrived, the whole of Current Affairs was divided
in like manner into three parts: News, Talks, and Documentary.
This was the BBC in 1955.

"Then came the age of the News Magazine. Panorama, This
Week; later Tonight, Tempo, Monitor; later still World in Ac-
tion and Gallery; last of all That Was The Week and Not so
much a Programme. Panorama for the good citizen; TW 3 and
Not so for the readers of the posh Sundays; World in Action for
the national newspaper reader; but all based on news-big
news, quaint news, cultural news, and disgraceful news. This
age of news is still with us, and is likely to remain until the
quality of comment is better and the freedom to comment is
greater. If John Wilkes and Sydney Smith were still with us, our
libel -fearing society would relegate them exclusively to Private
Eye. So we handle news like eunuchs. We present the raw
materials but we cannot get involved. Alas for TW 3; weep for
Not so; for they had opinion in them.

"News is more interesting to see than to hear. and it is more
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interesting to see the event than to see the Speaker of the Spoken
Word speaking about the event. The Americans understood this
some years ago, and their major news bulletins are a fast-moving
parade of film clips, graphics, and still pictures, spun together
by anchor men. Ours in Britain remain a recital by the high
priests of news who let in, now and again, a bit of film from our
cameramen on the spot. The major American news programmes
run half an hour or more in peak time; the British, around
twenty minutes. Perhaps this explains the phenomenon of the
British television magazine programmes, which greatly out-
number the news magazines in any other country, although
America and Britain are about equal in the amount of time given
to news in all its forms.

"The magazine programmes have shown a growing dissatis-
faction with the studio interview with an 'expert'. This is
always a poor second-best to the thing itself, or even a film
background of the thing itself with a voice-over based, if you
like, on the views of the expert. Experts are not always capable
of speaking concise plain English, nor of evoking a picture that
will strike the mind. They are seldom interesting unless they
disagree emotionally. Intellectual disagreement is generally
better expressed in the written word.

"Even the studio interview with, say. a resigning leader of a
political party, is only a supplement to film coverage of the
eader in the act of announcing his resignation to his followers.
The event is the thing, and no doubt a major event can stand
some consequential gossip in the studio; a minor event or a
non-event can no longer stand any. Occasionally an event still
takes place in the studio, as when Robert Mackenzie goaded
Lord Hailsham (as he was then) into a posture of angry pom-
posity. But politicians and their kind have become increasingly
wary of unplanned happenings, and in Britain are not yet pre-
pared to be a party to planned happenings, such as the Kennedy-
Nixon confrontations.

"All of this drives the current affairs programme out of the
studio into the arena, and this is expensive. Eight years ago
Granada attempted to create an event in the studio each week
with a confrontation programme called Under Fire. The pro-
gramme was successful, and it cost, say, Ex per week. In 1965
Granada started a new programme with permanent bureaux to
make film in five countries, including Japan and the USA. The
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weekly cost of The World Tonight is £ r sx. And there is another
penalty if you go into the arena. Under Fire could be given a
dry -run and started or stopped at will. A programme like The
World Tonight must be accepted as a commitment six months
in advance, and it is not economically sane to run it for less
than 39 weeks. So the equation runs:

Under Fire : 4 weeks' notice, and Lx a week ad lib.
The World Tonight : 6 months' notice, and £rsx a week for

39 weeks.

"Thus enormous sums of money are standing committed on
the budgets of the BBC and of some ITV companies for current
affairs series at a time when television economics contradict the
journalistic logic of taking cameras into the arena. The bloated
BBC is moving on to a rigorous diet. The ITV companies are
bearing a major set -back in the form of the levy on advertising
revenue. The next logical step is the use of satellites for the quick
collection of news.

"The new satellites will not be nationally but privately oper-
ated, one for each major television organisation. Costs will be
even greater than they are today, and what is going to happen
then? Are NBC and CBS to be left to go it alone? Which would
be the more intolerable, for the BBC to become a second-rate
power, or to become a collaborationist with ITV? Could either
party afford to go it alone? For independently -minded people
this may be the dilemma of the decade, for no editor and no
producer likes to work for a committee or for a consortium."

Kenneth Adam sees the situation this way :

"Casting round, and back, for some peripheral claims to speak
on this subject, I begin to realise that much of my life has had
to do with the sources from which factual television has been
derived. First, with radio journalism, as practised by Archie
Harding in the Manchester studios in the very early thirties,
when we were preoccupied with people, and by Laurence
Gilliam in London nearly a decade later, where the concern was
rather for themes, and by the six of us who started BBC News in
four rooms with four teleprinters in 1934. (Two of the six are
still working, and with distinction, in a vastly and unrecognis-
ably expanded service, and one is an Ambassador.) Radio news,
as it found its style, ran counter to much that was developing in
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popular daily journalism. It was a cliché of the London evening
newsroom I served that there was always a good human interest
story in the Zoo. But the BBC's best recruits were newspaper -

trained. There was, and is, no unbridgable gap.
"Radio journalism came to a height of authority at the end of

the war. Indeed, War Report was its finest hour. Today its
unique contribution comes from a corps of specialist reporters
and foreign correspondents, who nevertheless, are becoming
increasingly ambidextrous. Not all of them switch so readily to
the screen as Richard Dimbleby did, but in conciseness of
presentation and intimacy of approach, radio fact has taught
television fact a great deal.

"The second source, with which I was involved personally,
and, for a time, as a critic, was the documentary cinema of the
'3os, the great days of the Empire Marketing Board, and the
GPO Film Unit, when you went to the Soho pubs just to listen
to Grierson and Jennings and Elton and Watt, and to hear what
they had to say about Flaherty and Lorentz and Riefenstahl.
Nobody who did not share the excitement of those days will
understand their sense of promise and of purpose. But the
photographer had to go to war, and magnificently as he did, in
the Crown Film Unit especially, there was nothing left after-
wards but amiable and diffused sponsorships to which the sur-
vivors attached themselves. It was left to television to pick up
the pieces, to assume the social responsibility, if that is not too
pompous a way of putting it. There is, alas, very little worth-
while film documentary outside television today. But, at least,
there was no gulf that could not be spanned here either.

"The third source was what I suppose one has to call photo-
journalism, which had a heyday almost as short as the newsreel
(and here may I tip a hat to The March of Time, on which, in a
New York emergency, I once appeared as George Lansbury;
four lines but oh, how telling!). Short over here in Britain, any-
way. Life and Paris Match march on. But Picture Post, of whose
declining years I ruefully saw much, and Illustrated, and the
rest of the weekly fireworks have long ago fizzled out. Do not
believe they had to go. The excuses were tidy. but the reasons
were not. (That is another story.) Anyway, they made a double
contribution to the 'graphic revolution'. They helped, more
positively perhaps, to staff the newcomer. Tonight, without the
men and women of Picture Post, would never have been what it
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was. Again, there was little difficulty in changing over. Take
Slim Hewitt, for instance. He jumped the ditch from still to
film with an arrogant ease, and can still lead the field.

"By now, I hope, you get my point. I do not acknowledge a
mystique in factual television. I am suspicious of 'break-
throughs' and 'revolutions'. To me it seems that what we are
doing today, and will be doing tomorrow, in this area, is a clear
and logical development of what went before. To read the
Sunday paper briefers and insighters on televerite suggests the
time has come for the National Film Theatre to revise Roquier's
Farrebique. I will see what I can do about this; we might make a
short season of old verite while we are about it.

"This note must end, because I have taken too long in looking
backward, with some rather bald assertions on matters which
are not obviously connected. Believing, as I do, in the organic
relationship between the old journalism and the new, I am not
prepared to see the reporter reduced to a cipher, sandwiched
between the cameraman and the editor (any editor, and we have
had several different kinds). Indeed, I want to see the reporter
reaffirmed as the heart of the business and craft of factual
television. He knows, or should, of what cameras are capable.
and what editing means, and, on the spot, he is almost certainly
the only man who can persuade the subject concerned of the
need for his co-operation, which is, of course, something the old-
time reporter seldom had to worry about. He knows, better than
anyone, too, that such co-operation does not mean collabora-
tion, in the wartime sense of that word, which is what politi-
cians and industrialists alike expect. And, he knows that he does
not, any longer, have to measure objectivity by the stopwatch.
Give him his measure of independence, and he ceases to be the
voice either of doom or of omniscience. Commitment will take
the place of nonchalance, and that might be the next and most
important development in television, bigger than the newest
lightweight cameras and soundpacks, or even than a world ring
of satellites.

"My next point is that, much as we in the BBC enjoy the
opportunities a second channel gives us for serving many
minorities, in this field of factual television, of news and near -
news, and information, political, scientific and technological,
success must be measured in terms of majorities. You cannot be
committed to a mass medium and then spend your time dodging
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its implications, running away from size, excusing it because it
is broad and coarse and unsubtle. Either you believe in it, or you
might as well become editor of one of the smaller political
weeklies.

"Lastly, I want to say this. If this book helps in any way to
correct the quite extraordinary illusion which our American
friends and colleagues seem to hold about their pre-eminence in
factual television, it will be a splendid victory. They are really
unbearably complacent, especially and surprisingly, I regret to
say, in academic circles, about a comparatively minor contribu-
tion to what old John Grierson called the 'enrichment of
observation', minor in the sense that it is neither as consistent,
nor as widespread, nor as deep, nor commanding anything like
the regular proportion of the audience as what we do over here
in our genuinely competitive situation, which with all its faults
does give us the best television in the world. And I have been to
see. And I am going again. If I think differently when I come
back, I shall be in time to put this right for the second edition
of this book."

I intended to end my final chapter with Kenneth Adam's
words, but I will risk two or three further sentences of my own.
Television is a medium which draws on a wide range of existing
techniques-most of them from the cinema, which is the only
other medium to combine moving images with co-ordinated
sound-and many of these techniques seem to the new recruit
or to the layman to be complicated and terrifying. In fact, as
Kenneth Adam implies, they are not so, and many of the best
practitioners of factual television, on both sides of the camera,
have come from the other areas of journalism and very quickly
found their feet in the new atmosphere. For what really count
are the attitude and the subject -matter and the committed
enthusiasm of those who move into television because they
believe it to be both important and exciting. If they believe this,
then they will find that the techniques will follow, and frankly
without much difficulty. If they do not believe this then they
are in the wrong place and should practise some other trade.
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